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ABSTRACT 

This study is a subjective inquiry into the rneaning of anger in women's lives, as 

experienced within the context of their own unique life experiences. The central thesis 

of this study is that wornen's acceptance and integration of anger is a complex and 

dynamic process of exploring and understanding the origins of anger and recognizing the 

power of anger to be a positive and healing force in their lives. 

Five wornen participateci in a three stage research process which involved in- 

depth, one to one interviews, a weekend retreat group experience, and a process of 

coilaborative data analysis. Five major themes were identified: suppression and denial of 

anger, fear of anger, e x p l o ~ g  the origins of anger, women's special needs in opening 

to anger, and emergence of self. Verbatim excerpts from interviews, journals and 

followup meetings are integrated with related literature in the presentation of these 

themes. 

Each woman's process of e x p l o ~ g  and understanding ber anger was different. 

The themes presented describe common elements in women's experience and pomay how 

women's anger is influenceci by oppressive social structures. Reflections on the research 

experience sress the importance of honouring one's unique process of opening up to anger 

as a way of becoming more self-assertive and using the voice of anger for personal and 

social change. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

Love and anger are both emotions of free will, yet only love is 
acceptable for the powerless to express. For women, or any 
category of people whose fair treatment would upset the social 
order, anger becornes the rnost punished and dangerous emotion. 
Therefore, showing it is also a sign of freedom (Steinem, 1994, p. 
259). 

This research project has sought a more in-depth understanding of the experience 

of anger in women's Iives. The central thesis of this study is that women's acceptance 

and integration of anger as a part of our life expenence, is a complex and dynamic 

process of exploring and understandhg the origins of our anger and recognizing the 

power of anger to be a positive and healing force in our lives. Five themes will be 

presented in support of this thesis, and will expand upon the major findings in this study. 

The Findings reveal that women have leamed to internalize and deny anger and through 

exploring and experiencing the many layen of anger which have accumulateâ over a 

lifetime, women cm gain acceptance of anger and leam to give it voice. This can assist 

women in moving toward more authentic and self-assertive ways of behg in the world, 

and in becoming agents of our own personal and social experience. 

Anger is a natural and, at times, necessary part of the human emotional 

framework, being recognized as one of the five prototypic, or basic, core emotions, dong 

with fear, sadness, joy and love '. Studies on the anatomy of anger have show that one 

of the universal triggers for anger is the threat of endangerment, which c m  present not 



ody as a physical threat, but as a threat to personal self-actuaiization (Goleman, 1995). 

Often described as a fight or flight reaction, in the course of everyday human interaction, 

we cm see the presence of anger at both the micro and rnacro levels of society. Whether 

it be through the outrïght display of conflict, aggression and violence, the passive 

avoidance and the seething buildup of resentments, or the voice of assertive self- 

expression, anger is a naturd and normal emotional response to intenial and external 

stimuli, to whicb the body responds with a range of physiological, cognitive, emotional 

and behavioral responses . 

Within the counselling and human service field, anger is commonly identified as 

one of the stages experienced when working tbrough many issues for which counselling 

is sought, whether it be trauma, loss and grief, childhood physical, sexual and emotional 

abuse, adult victimization, family and marital problems, depression, or addictions, to 

name a few. The need for individual counseliing and group work for anger management 

hâr become increasingly acknowledged in the counseihg field, as anger has become 

recognized as a prevalent, yet destructive force in people's lives. In the area of adult and 

juvenile corrections, anger management groups are used widely as a treatment approach 

for violent offenders 2. Conflict resolution programs, also increasingly common in the 

h u m  service field, recognize anger as a mitigating factor to be rnanaged in the effective 

handling of ever-present situations of confiict (Justice Institute of B. C . , 1992). In the area 

of domestic violence, anger management is considered to be a critical component of 

spousal abuse treatment programs (Pence and Paymore, 1993) and in the area of 

addictions treatment, studies have found lifelong difficulties handling anger and rage to 



be the most m g  ernotional pattern (Goleman, 1995, p. 255). Even at the pre-school 

and primary school levels, programs which help children to deal more efiectively with 

anger and cooflict are k i n g  implemented (Vis-a-Vis, 1995). 

Aager has the potential to be large and destructive in its extemaiized form, while, 

when intemalized or suppressed, it can be self-destructive, isolating and immobilizing. 

1 have entered this research with a belief that for women, anger is more often internalized 

or suppressed than externalized, for the social, political and cultural forces which have 

served to oppress, dominate and devalue the voice and experience of women in our 

patriarchal, male dominateci society, have notably served the same hinction in regards to 

women's anger. It is wîth an achowledgement of this female oppression h Our society, 

stU dive, though, with hope, changing, that 1 have engageci in this exploration of the 

meanings women attach to their subjective experieoces of anger. 

Within the feminist therapeutic community there has been a growing recognition 

that anger lies at the root of many femde psychological symptoms, including deprestion, 

eating disorders and addictions (Chaplin, 1988; Greenspan, 1993; Jack, 199 1). Feminist 

therapy argues that, though women have historicaily adopted a false consciousness 

imposed by the dominant structures of male patriarchy, within which anger is considered 

an unacceptable emotion, women are indeed mgry - angry at female oppression and the 

many ways which this oppression is manifestai in our day to day lives and which has had 



no socially acceptable outiet (Greenspan, 1993; Jack, 1991). Feminist writers have 

argued that "the creative power of anger is shaped by owning this great strength of 

women and others who have mggled for the full gifi of life against structures of 

oppression" (Hanison, 1985, p. 7). Feminist theory supports a therapy which assists 

women to rnove beyond the achowledgement of anger as an emotion to be recognized 

and managed, as so many of the current approaches to anger management work 

admonish, to supporthg and validating women in a process of ailowing anger to emerge 

and be voiced in a way which c m  serve to empower them and aiieviate their own 

personal and social oppression (Greenspan, 1993 ; Lerner, 1989; Estes, 1992). 

This research will also embrace phenornenology as a theoreticai hmework for 

exploring, understanding and desmibing anger in women's iives. Anger has been 

sometimes referred to as the dark or shadow side of our consciousness, a negative 

emotional state which carries with it a range of underlying emotions, images, cognitions 

and behaviors, which are typically unpleasant and undesirable. Yet, it can be argued that 

feeling, even in its darkest sense, is the basic bodily ingredient that mediates our 

comectedness to the world. If feeling is cut off, which may be tnie for those women who 

have been denied their feelings of anger, "our power to image and act into it (the wodd) 

is impaired. Failure to iive deep in 'our bodies, ourselves' destroys the possibility of 

moral relations between usn (Harrison, 1985, p. 13). 

Phenomenology has served to inform and shape the development of more recent, 

growth-orientai therapies such as gestalt and psychosynthesis. These therapies propose 

that increased self-awareness and change necessitates the deeper exploration of one's 



emotional barriers to self-achralization. Simkin and Yontef describe phenomenology as, 

a discipline that helps people to stand aside from thei. unial way 
of thinking so that they can tell the ciifference berneen what is 
actuaUy king perceived and felt in the current situation and what 
is residue fiom the past (Simkin and Yontef, 1989, p. 323). 

Therapies which derive €tom phenomenological thought aim to promote a deeper 

exnotionai awareness, using experiential exercises and dialogue, and provide rich 

opportunity for clients to move into more authentic ways of being in the world. 

Phenomenology proposes that we examine and experience ourselves at deeper levels of 

consciousness, in order to experience our own tnith, and in so doing, make meaninml 

changes in our lives. Through this research, I have engaged in such an exploration of the 

phenomenology of anger, witb the intent of showing more insight hto the subjective 

experience of anger itself. It is anticipated that this insight can contribute to a better 

understanding of ways in which to respond to and support al1 people, not only women, 

in ernbracing their anger and finding healthy and safe ways to ailow its expression, so 

that healing and prevention of its often devastatiag effects, can be achieved. 

Using anger as a pathway for women in becoming agents of our own experience 

is a M e r  concept to be exploreci through this research. Patti Lather, in Ge- S m a ,  

expands upon the notion of agency in her discussion of ferninist research. She proposes 

that, for women and other tnarginalized groups, agency necessitates an understanding of 

the hegemony of oppressive forces in our culture, which serve to silence and control 

individuai and collective choices. She proposes that acting on one's own ûuth requites 

that we search for ways to generate knowledge that turn criticai thought into emancipatory 



action, and that through agency, we "produce rather than reflect meaningsn (Lather, 

1991, p. 37), acting fiom the knowledge produced. However, we must recognize the 

interplay of agency, structure and context, and the structural constrahts which serve as 

barriers to human agency. Lather urges us, as researchers, to continue to work toward 

understanding our own subjectivity, hearing our own voice, and seeing "our will to power 

in our work as clearly as we see our wili to tnith" (Lather, 199 1 ,  p. 1 19), seekhg ways 

to voice our way into action. This research will examine the role of anger in women's 

process of finding this voice and in assisting women to become agents of our own 

personai and social experience. 

Drawing fkom both qualitative and aitical research paradigms, 1 have empioyed 

a feminist metbodology to examine the meaning of anger in women's lives, 

contextualized within Our own subjective experience. Questions explored during the 

course of this inquiry included, what women are mgsr about, how women experience and 

express anger, how these experiences and modes of expression impact on women's lives, 

what women's leamed experiences of anger are, how these have shaped our perceptions, 

beliefs and attitudes about anger, and, most irnportantly, can anger be a transformative 

force in women's Lives? The goal of this research has therefore been twofold - first, to 

gain a deeper understaridhg of women's anger and how it is manifested in ouf Lives, and 

second, to become more ùiformed as to what women need in order to constructiveiy use 

anger in the process of our own personal growth and development. The research will 

demonstrate that women, through a process of personal reflection, sharing and 

interpretation, can gain a recognition of anger as a natural response to conditions and 



experiences in our Iives which, when embraced and utilized in constructive ways, can 

serve to empower women to make positive changes in our lives and the social conditions 

which contribute to gender inequality and oppression. 

It has been rny intent, in conducting this research, that I and the other 

women involved, would gain more insight into and understânding of our own issues of 

anger and its meanhg in our lives, while expanding upon the existing theory in relation 

to women's anger. It has been recopnized that "theory is always informed, illustrated and 

challengecl by practice. ..and likewise, a good practice must be infomed and grounded 

in careful and systernatic theoreticai reflection" (Carpenter, 1995, p. 4). It is intended that 

the counselling and therapeutic community wiu benefit fkom the knowledge and theory 

generated through this research and thus be even more informai in our work of 

supporthg women to use anger as part of their healing process. 

Recognizing that anger, as an emotion, is difficult to defhe, due to its often 

value-laden and variable nature, this research has sought to illustrate and illuminate rather 

than to define anger. It has thus becorne a search for the different possibilities for making 

meaning of the basic human life experience of anger. Anger is often accompanied by a 

whole range of other emotions, such as fear, grief, shame, guilt and helplessness, and is 

accompanied by diverse physiological, cognitive and behavioral responses. Though 

atiempts have been made through empincal research mettiuds to define anger through 



measures of these responses, the contexnial meanings are often lost in the controlled 

settings of empirical studies '. For the purposes of this study, anger has been examined, 

not through a measurable definition, but through a qualitative, interpretive rnethodology . 

This approach seeh definition through the identification and meanings which the 

participants attach to anger and our subjective experieaces of anger, and by the way 

women experience the impact of our own anger, and that of others, on our lives. 

Within this study, the causes of anger will be refened to as the personal, social, 

political, cultural and economic conditions, at both the micro and macro levels of our 

lives, that contribute to women7s anger, as seen through the eyes of our personal 

experience. Anger expression wïii be referred to as the way in which women deal with 

anger, whether it be overtly or covertiy. The impact of anger will be examinai as it 

relates to how anger affects the various aspects of women7s Lives, whether it be in the 

areas of physical and mental hedth, relationships, self-concept, spîrituality, perceived 

choices or adopted roles. Transformation or healing wili be illustrated through the process 

of increased awareness and change that participants have experienced as a result of 

engaghg in this research experience. 



PERSQNAL AGENCY 

Research which encourages self and social understanding and 
change-enhancing action requires research designs that d o w  us as 
researchers to reflect on how our value commitments insert 
themselves into our empirical (research) work. Our own 
frameworks of understanding need to be criticdiy examined as we 
look for the tensions and contradictions they might entail (Lather, 
1991, p. 80). 

As a woman engaghg in research such as this, which is both critical and 

interpetive, my own subjective experience cannot help but be present within the context 

of this inquhy and its interpretation. Thus 1 see the importance of stating up front, my 

own theoretid leanings and rny own Life experiences which have motivated me to engage 

in this research. My own voice has already been evident in the conceptual framework of 

this study. As stated, 1 have a belief that women's anger is related to the conditions of 

social and cultural oppression that exist for women as a result of dominant, patnarchal 

social structures in our society, and that women's anger has typically been intemalized 

and suppressed. I befieve that women's anger, acknowledged, accepted and ailowed the 

Me, voice and power it has, can be utilized as a positive force for personai and social 

change. Further, expanding upon this theory, 1 embrace those therapeutic strategies, and 

subsequently research methodologies, which serve to promote a deeper self-awareness in 

regards to emotional realities, as integrai to the process of healing and self-actualization. 

It has ben the reflection on my own expetience with anger in my life as a 

woman, and my professional experience in counseIling women in abusive relationships, 

that have fim and foremost prompted me to begin this inquiry into women's anger. 



Working as a counseiior with women recovering fkom the effects of spousal abuse and 

sexuai assault, 1 became hcreasingly aware of the intense mger and sometimes rage, 

which women cmied as a result of their victimiliition, yet the resistance women 

experienced in acbnowledging and aifowing their anger to be voiced. Common themes 

in counselling these women included depression, fear of their anger, or shame and guilt 

at expression of their anger which, in some cases, would be accompanied by violent 

outbursts or abuse against children. In addition, 1 encountered women who were 

hcreasingly king referred through the Criminal Justice System for anger management 

counselhg, due to charges of assault. 

Reflection on these experiences in counselling women prompted a colleague and 

myself to develop a three-hour workshop, entitled "Women and Angern, which we 

facilitated at an annual Yukon Women's Conference on Women's Healing io September. 

1994, with over fifty women in attendance. During smaU and large group discussions, 

women explored several issues surroundhg anger, including, what causes wornen's anger, 

how society has defined anger for women, how women deait with anger presently in their 

iives, and why they felt it was important to talk about women's anger. 

The themes evolving fiom these discussions were strikingly historical, and 

reflective of the cultural and social context in which we, as women, experience 

oppression. Stories of abuse, violence, unequa1 and unfair treatment, and feeling silenced 

were the most common responses. Many women shared earlief experiences of fear 

associated with anger they had observed in others, perceived as more powerful, or clear 

messages that, as women, outward expression of anger was unacceptable and therefore 



not permitted. Exploring how ' they dealt with anger presently in their lives, many 

identified suppression and deniai, avoidance of conflict, moodiness and depression, 

consistent feelings of resentment and negativity, or rnisdirecting anger toward their 

children, spouses, fiends or impartial others. Several women ideatified using substances 

and food to keep their anger "downn . 

These experiences have suggested to me that it is not uncornmon for women's 

anger to nui very deep and to accumulate over years with abuse and oppression and the 

consequences of personal and societal messages which translate into fear and shame 

associateci with anger. As a result, 1 have corne to believe that treatment for issues of 

women's anger must go far beyond the traditionid cognitive-behavioral approaches to 

anger management typicaliy used to ad&- issues of anger (Deffenbacher, et al, IWO), 

to an approach which recognizes the depth of anger and the unique social and cultural 

realities which have served to shape women's experience of anger. 

This heightened awareness of the special reality of wornen's anger M e r  

prompted me to refiect on my own life and the role anger has played in my own ongoing 

healing and growth process. 1 became aware of the relationship between my own earlier 

shruggles with food, alcohol, dnig and nicotine addictions, bouts of depression, self- 

contempt, and relationship problems, and the role played by the anger I had accumulated 

within me as a result of my experiences with loss and grief, abuse, fiequent denial of my 

own needs, and the devaluhg of my own voice. 

Having been raiseci in the 50's and 60's in a conse~ative, middle class, traditional 

Baptist family, I had little exposure to, or permission for, the expression of anger. As a 



resuk, I leamed to silence my own anger, rather than experience the shame 1 felt on the 

occasions when I allowed it to be openly expressai, in typicaüy inappropriate and 

unacceptable ways. I also learned to fear anger in others and, consequentiy, 1 developed 

the classic avoidance and accommodation of others when faced with the reality of conflict 

in my life. As a young wornan, 1 felt validated only as the "nice girl", the caregiver and 

the peacemaker, and only those closest to me caught even fleeting glimpses of my dark 

side, where my anger continued to fester. 

In my early thirties, after becoming a mother, I subsequently began to address 

some of my addictive behaviours, at which time 1 began to recognize how M e  joy I felt 

in my life. 1 became cognizant of the mistration, resentments and bittemess 1 felt a good 

deal of the time. 1 began to recognize that my feelings were no longer being containeci, 

I was no longer being told what a "nice" person 1 was. 1 became aware that something 

inside me, still as yet warned, which was very unpleasant and unacceptable, was 

sneaking out aii over the place. My partner often describeci me as a m g  (or other choice 

words!), and my daughter learned how to survive within the context of the emotional 

unpredictabiIity of her mother. Embarrassedly, even the innocent bankteller or store clerk 

received the b m t  of my misdirecteci anger. And though 1 had stoppai using substances, 

I was prone to bouts of depression and continued with sometimes extreme self-abusive 

behaviors. For still, 1 had not named my anger or its sources, nor had I lemed how to 

effectively ernbrace its energy . 

If not for a dear fïiend who, upon viewing the circumstances of my life at that 

t h e ,  said to me very directly and compassionately, "1 can see that you are really angry 



and 1 believe you have a right to be angryn, 1 might still be engaged in the stniggle of 

coping with life through this ma& of undetected anger. But in the safety of wornen's 

groups, the therapist's office, and trusting ûiends, 1 began to open up to my anger and 

to understand its many layers and sources, rooted in the suppression of my own voice and 

needs within a social structure where, frequently, 1 felt unsupportai or invalidated for my 

values and choices, often described by othen as untraditional. I began to feel less afraid 

and ashamed of my anger as I began to give it voice, to feel it alive and strong in my 

body, to cry about it, to write about it and, eventuaiiy, to fight back with it. 

Through the support and validation 1 received from other women in my Life, 1 was 

able to recognize more and more clearly that my anger, when given healthy expression, 

could support me and empower me to remove myself fiom the oppression 1 was then 

experiencing in an abusive, alcohoiic relationship. My anger gave me the power and 

strength 1 needed to fight my way through the social, econornic and legai backlash 1 

experïenced in "gettuig kW, and from the guilt and shame 1 held so closely in my role 

as victim. In essence, it was the power of my anger which got me in touch with my own 

voice, my own needs, and my own power to shape the course of my life and become 

agent of rny own experience. This has motivated me to m e r  pursue my personal, 

academic and professional development and to engage in social activities aimed at 

heightening awareness of gender inequality and female oppression, while seeking ways 

to actively promote more equality and empowerment of womeo in our society. 

These experiences, then, have shaped the direction of this inquiry into women's 

anger aud have served to provide the concephial framework from which 1 began this 



process, together with a small group of women, of engaging in a search for the meanhg 

that anger bas played, situated within the contextualized, subjective reality of women's 

iives. It is through their voices, interwoven with my own, in a process of deconstruction 

and reconstruction of experience, that 1 intend to illuminate anger in the lives of we, the 

participants in this research. 

Throughout this thesis text, my own role as both participant and observer within 

the research process, will be reflected in my use of language which is, at times self- 

inclusive and self-reflective, as a participant, and at tïmes observationai, in my role as 

a researcher. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, I will cite several pieces of literahve which have served to support 

and shape the direction of this research, including those drawn from feminist theory and 

feminist-oriented therapy as weU as various psychological and social problems with which 

women's anger has been associatecl. Literature wiU also be presented in support of 

theories which propose that anger, when acknowledged and aven voice by women, c m  

becorne a powerful force for personai and social change. Literature offering more general 

discussions on anger, as weU as empûical research on gender issues in regards to aager 

will ais0 be presented. 

Fe&st theory has ernerged out of the recognition that social structures based on 

the values inherent in male, patriarchal systems of domination, competitiveness, and 

suppression of women and other marginal groups, have served to influence those in 

positions of les power. This hegernony has created for women, 

social practices . . . (which) work to bifurcate our consciousness, and 
in so doing, prevent us from actuaUy talki~g about or knowing the 
illusions, assurnptions and learned values which organize our 
everyday experiences. These forms work to silence women in 
many social contexts (Brooks, 1992, p. 10). 

Feminist theorists argue that the gender stereotyping evolving from this fdse 

consciousness has resulted in anger being defined differently for men and women. 

Expressions of anger are not only encouraged in boys and men, but 
may have been glorifiai to pathological extremes.. .In contmst, 
women have been denied the forthnght expression of even healthy, 



realistic anger ... To express anger - especially if one dues so 
openly, directly or loudly - makes a woman unladyfike, 
unferninine, unmatemal and sexually unattractive (Tavris, 1982, p. 
181) 5.  

Harriet Goldhor Lemer, in her book, The-, proposes that, in 

women's asaibed roles as caretakers, nurturers, pacemakers and keepers of the family, 

Iittle room exists for the oumght expression of women's anger. She proposes that those 

wornen who do deviate fiom these noms are called "bitches", "manhaters" and "nags" , 

particularly if that anger is expressed at social injustice anci sexist discriminaion (Lerner, 

1985). Lemer also postdates that women have thus leamed to either suppress their anger 

or, equally destructive, emote it in ways which are unproductive and alienating. Lerner 

M e r  offers an insightful discussion on intrapsychic determinants which serve to prohibit 

women against expressing anger, citing women's fear of their own destructiveness, 

coupled with their fear of separation and aloneness, which is typically believed to 

accompany the expression of anger, as prohibithg women h m  expressing anger (Lemer, 

1980). 

Expansions on this theme have more closely examinai the fears and resistances 

that exist for women in ailowing their anger to surface (Bernandez-Bonesatti, 1978). In 

particular, it has been proposed that women's fear of separation h m  meaningful 

relationships, which are at the core of women's self-value and purpose, and frequently 

their source of status and economic support, contributes to women's denial of anger or, 

if expressed, to extreme feelings of Nt, self-contempt and decreased self-esteem, 

resulting in an increased sense of powerlesmess. 

f: Wornen and De? Dana Crowley Jack, in her book, Silencin~ the Sel ression, 

16 



dixusses the relationship between suppresseâ or denied anger and depression in women. 

She expands upon relational theory as it relates to female psychological development, 

proposing that the fernj.de view of self is defined through social experience and intimate 

connectedness to others. She poses that a woman's self-esteem is tied to the quaiity of her 

relationships with others. Jack argues that l o s  of self, cornpliance, and subsequent anger 

at the inequality in marriaga, are key issues in relationships for women. She also 

postulates that any anger experienced, especidy toward a loved one, is fkquently 

accompanied by anxiety about the attachent (Jack, 1991). Citing a study by Gottman 

and Leverson (1986), on ways men and women communicate negative feelings within 

rnaniages, findings revealed that 78% of husbands use anger whiie 93% of wives use 

whining, sadness and fear to deal with negative emotions, and that anger expression by 

wives is perceived as a prediction of witbdrawal by husbaods. Findings ais0 revded that 

for women, sadness and fear led to deterioration in marital satisfaction, due to their 

inability to express negative feeiings and resolve conflicts, and their restricted sense of 

self-expression. Jack proposes that, within the context of non-egalihan mariages, 

women tend to experience a covert rebellion, hidhg the conflict they experience, while 

the mamage appears harmonious on the surface. Within this covert rebellion, cûiidren 

become the objects of the woman's misdirecteci anger, due to the fiction, lack of warmth 

and hostility she experiences in holding on to these negative emotions (Jack, 1991). 

Irene Stiver, in her discussion on male and female dependency needs withh 

relationships, again, uses a relational theory of f e d e  development to explain women's 

need for C O M ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ S S  through relationships, leading women, in adult Me, to becorne 



more dependent on relationships. In this dependency, she proposes that women learn to 

develop more numirance and seasitivity to other people's needs within relationships, 

especially the ernotiond needs of others. Stiver proposes that "women experience 

considerable underlying anger and despair as a consequence" (Stiver, 1984, p. 7), yet 

experience own their need to be taken care of emotionaily as selfish. Subsequentiy, 

women don't easily identiQ with their own inner needs or pursue gratification of these 

and may stay in positions of wealmess and dependence so that the relationship will 

survive (Stiver, 1984). 

Women's anger tied to issues within the relationship is also recognized in the 

recent work by Bergmann and Smey, on gender differences and their impact on male- 

female relationships . 

At this time in our history, many women are feeling angry, 
despairing, and tked of taking care of men and of doing all the 
work in the relationship ... we have seen over and over how the 
beginning point of  dialogue is around women's anger. Women 
want to hear men's experience but often first need to feel men 
moving toward them, to comect empathicdy, listening 
and seeking to understand their experience, especiaiiy to understand 
the origins of their anger. ûnly after this happeos (or even after a 
slight fornard movement is felt) are women able to Listen fully to 
men.. . (Bergman, S. & Surrey, J.' 1992, p. 9). 

That women seek to express their anger and be heard is a central theme in women 

being able to stay with the inevitable conflicts in relationships, and thus work toward 

rnutuality and equality within their relationships . 

Jean Baker-Miller discusses women's first steps in breaking out of patterns o f  

subordination and the process toward becoming oneself. 



Anger can be one of the first authentic reactions. Wide it is not 
pleasant in the traditional sense, it may give its own kind of 
pleasure because of its undeniable, hard reaiity. It can be a 
mobilipng and strengthening factor (Baker-Miller, 1986, p. 109). 

Baker-Milier aiso proposes a new approach to conflict which women are currently 

aclmowledging - one which recognkes the value in "waging a good fight", based upon 

muhiality and negotiation, or a win-win approach. She poses that women are seeking to 

change the typical avoidance strategis which they have traditionally adopteci within the 

patriarchal, dominant value structures where conflict, based on a wui-lose model, is ofien 

feared by women, for the loss and retaliation, or backlash which they fear will follow. 

Much of the feminist literature recognizes the desmctiveness of violence against 

women and the place that women's anger holds in relationships where violence occurs, 

as well as in the process of recovery for women who have been victimized by abuse and 

violence in their lives. Gillian Wallcer, in her 1996 workshop on "Disempowering 

Violence: Strategies for Intervening in Abusive Relationships" , cites from her manuscript 

based on the Ackerrnan Model of Intervention6, that a woman who experiences violence 

within intimate relationships tends to tiptoe around her partner's rages whüe her needs 

become secondary. However, once her partner has made a cornmitment to becoming 

violence-& and her safety is more assurai, a woman will begin to express the impact 

of the violence quite contemphiously due to her contained anger over time (Walker, 

1996). Pence and Paymore, citing fiom their manuai on the Deluth Model of 

Intervention7 in situations of domestic violence, discuss men's fear of women's anger and 

thek retaliation in f o m  such as trivialking, ridiculing or violent backlash, when women 

do begin to express anger at the abuse they experieace. Recognizing the power 
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imbalances that exis between men and women in abusive relationships, the authors state 

"if women aren't considered important, then neither is their anger: 
if anger is powerful, then women shouldn't be angry, because 
women shouldn't be powerful. Women are to be subse~ent, but 
thei. anger implies that they have power, and it should therefore 
be stopped (Paymore & Pence, 1993, p. 63). 

Fear of retaliation in the form of violence has aiso been cited in recent research 

done by the Canadian Panel on Violence Against Women (Women's Safety Project, 

1993). And, in her feminist analysis of research on anger, Biaggio has cited empirical 

studies which support the theory that external conflict in the form of retaliation, 

aggressive responses and rejection, and interna1 confict in the form of guilt and fear of 

separation, contribute to the resaaint of women's direct expression of aggression 

(Biaggio, 1986). 

Anger has been cited as one of the primary emotions experienced by women who 

have been sexuaiiy assauited or where sexud boundaries have been violated. Yet the 

sexual assauit victim is hown to commoniy suppress her anger at the t h e  of the assault, 

or direct it inward, expressing instead, guilt, shame or depression, or directing it toward 

other people in her life (Victoria Women's Sexual Assault Centre, 1986; Burgess & 

Holstrom, 1974). In his discussion on sexud violation of women by men in designatecl 

positions of power, autho* or trust, such as those held by clergy, therapists, doctors 

and professional mentors, Peter Rutter expands on this theory. Having conducted 

qualitative research whereby he interviewed women who have experienced sexud 

violation, his finâings reveal that women possess, in their own voices, powerful 



instruments of change, and that getting angry at victirnïzatioa, though painful, c m  help 

to restore a sense of self and often he$s women to fight back. Rutter argues that many 

women who have been sexual victirns have leanied early, thmugh family and societal 

messages, that they are responsible for their sexual victimization and ht, 

recovering the right to be angry and to express it or not, in any 
way she wishes, helps a woman ensure that she will go back out 
into the world with a feeling of deserving to be treated respectfully 
and having her giffs honoured. .. 

and, in her process of recovery, 

as she punishes herself les, she is able to mobilize h a  anger 
more, which in turn makes her even les  self-punitive. And even 
if she never takes external steps to redress the wrong done to her, 
the recovery of anger not only heais her self-hate, but expresses 
her growing conviction that she deserves better (Rutter, 1989, p. 
1 89). 

Expanding on why it is criticai to women's self-expression and self-actualization, 

that we leam to embrace anger, Marion Greenspan, feminist therapist and writer, in her 

book, New A p a c h e s  to Women and The-y, presents case studies which exempli@ 

themes of female dependence on d e  relationships, fear of being alone, depression and 

intemalized rage. She proposes that therapy with women should achowledge both the 

personal and social roots of women's anger, helping wornen to surface this repressed 

anger and use it on their own behalf. 

The ultimate goal of a woman-orientai therapy is to help the 
fernale patient overcome the ways in which she coiludes with her 
own depression, and îherefore to help her to corne to a m e r  
awareness of her power, both as an individual and as a member of 
a comrnufljity of women. To reach this goal, therapy is 
fundamentally involved in sudacing the repressed rage embodied 
in so many female symptoms (Greenspan, 1993, p. 37). 



Greenspan goes on to say that once a woman can Ieam to name her anger and to 

explore it within the context of her oppression, the fear of its power and destnictiveness, 

which many wornen associate with anger, can be replaced with a rightful ownership of 

anger and a search for ways to express it more effectively. 

Validating and letting go of this aippling rage of the pst  is the 
necessafy precursor to experiencing the genuine sense of fkeedom 
and power that cornes from ushg our anger rather than having it 
use us (Greeqan, 1993, p. 310). 

Clarissa Pinkola Estes, Jungian aaalyst, storyteller, artist and writer, offers an 

insightfbl discussion on women's propensity to store anger for extended pends of time 

and the impact and challenges that denying anger can have on a woman's Life. "First, she 

often has a problem with intrusion recognition; she is slow to notice temtory violations 

and does not register ber own anger until it is upon her " (Estes, 1995, p. 366). Estes 

argues that women develop pattern of denying anger in our attempt to be peacemakers 

and, in our persorma of "nicenessn at ail costs, we wili endure pain and ignore 

dissensions. 

Typically, such women do not act upon their rage at the right time, 
perhaps jumping the gun or having a delayed reaction weeks, 
months, or even years later, realizing what they should have, could 
have, would have said or dooe ... too much trying to be nice and 
not enough acting from sou1 (Estes, 1995, p. 367). 

Estes encourages wornen to seek conneetion with their wildish nahue, the 

instinctual, intuitive soulful inner self, which, when understood, "animates and hforms 

a woman's deepest Me, (and) then we can begin to develop in ways we never thought 

possiblen (Estes, 1995, p. 11) .  She stresses the importance of naming and describing our 

most deeply hurt parts, and offers creative and insightfbl M e s  and metaphor to assist 



women in naming and exploring the origins of anger and rage. 

Other theories have been presented which recognize anger inhibition in 

women to be relateà to the high incidence of depression and eating disorders experienced 

by the femaie population (Che-Naffiiger, 1974; Sharkin, 1993). 

Daniel Goleman, though he does not propose gender Merences, nor offer a 

feminist analysis in regards to anger, offers valuable insight into out ernotional experience 

and the integral role that responding effectively to emotions plays in our personal and 

social developrnent. Ln Emotional Intelligence, Goleman discusses the balance between 

the emotionai and rational min& and their intercomectedness within the brain circuitry. 

In acknowledging the power of the emotional response to outweigh the rational mind 

during instances of strong emotional triggers, he says, 

In the dance of feeling and thought, the emotional faculty guides 
our moment- to-moment decisions , working hand-in-hand with the 
rational mind, enabhg - or disabhg - thought itself. Likewise, 
the thinking brain plays an executive role in our emotions - except 
in those moments when emotions surge out of control and the 
emotional brain runs rampant (Goleman, 1995. P. 28). 

Goleman stresses the importance of finding balance between emotions and 

rationale, through developing an understanding of our emotionai selves and learning ways 

to use our emotions "intelligently" . He proposes that emotional intelligence is developed 

through self-awareness and recognition of our feelings as they occur, through managing 

our emotions and developing emotional self-control, through developing empathy with 

othen, and developing effective interpersonal skilis (Goleman, 1995). His insights aod 

prescriptions for developing ernotional intelligence provide some helpful guidelines for 



women in developing more effective ways of hancihg anger. 

Carol Tavris, in her book, Amer: The Misunderstood Emotion, refutes the 

feminist d y s i s  of gender Merences in regards to anger, and argues that men and 

women have similar pattern of dealing with their anger. Within her discussion, however, 

she proposes that auger suppression is evident within both sexes in the presence of people 

of authonty or power, citing fear of retaliation as a cause. However, if we accept the 

ferninia anaiysis that women have been stereotyped into a position of less power in our 

society, there is consistency here with the feminist view that women are more likely to 

suppress and internalize or misdirect their anger. In response to T a e s ,  1 do not wish to 

suggest through this research, that women have the lease on anger suppression, denial or 

misdirection, as I believe these patterns do exist for men as weiî. However, from a 

critical theory perspective, 1 contend that women's experience of anger must be 

considered within the social and culturai context of gender inequality and power 

imbalances and thus, a false consciousness exists for women around their comfort level 

with anger as an ernotion. 

Most of the l i t e r a ~ e  which proposes gender differences in anger experience and 

expression has been theoretical in nature and is based upon clinical observations of people 

seeking counselling. The empiricd research, on the other hand, has produced inconsistent 

findings on gender difference with regard to anger, with some studies showing women 

and men to exhibit similar levels and frequencies of anger expression. ûthers observe 

men to have more physical and verbal reactions to anger provoking situations, while 

women tend to cry more often and are more likely to show anger and aggression in 



defense of loved ones (Sharkin, 1993; Biaggio, 1986). A review of experimental research 

on female and male aggression revded that, when observed under conditions of 

justification for and permission to be angry, women act as aggressively as men (Frodi, 

et al, 1977). 

Studies on anger and aggression amongst boys and girls of school age show boys 

becoming angry more oftw than girls and using more physical aggression, while girls use 

more indirect f o m  of aggression such as backbiting, avoiding and manipulation in the 

face of anger provoking situations (Huesmann, 1994). 

The empincal research has typicdly sought to study anger as a controlled variable. 

defined through a variety of seif-reporting inventories of cognitive, behavioral and 

physiologicd responses to anger. Anger research within the empirical paradigm is usually 

conducted within controkd laboratory seüings using anger provocation stimuli and tbese 

respome measures (Deffenbacher et al, 1990; Jacobsen et al, 1994: Sharkin, 1993; 

Biaggio, 1986). This methodology, in its inability to observe anger in its natural, 

contextualized setkg, overlooks the psychological aspects associated with anger, or the 

subjective and variable masures one attaches to anger. Empirical studies have been 

critiqued in the feminist Merature as ignoring the social, culturai, political and economic 

context of research participants (Biaggio, 1986). 

It is this lack of research on anger within the qualitative paradigm, which se& 

to understand anger from the subjective, contextualized experience of women, or within 

the critical paradigm, which seeks to understand the influence of power mctures on 

women's experience of anger, which both my personal and professional experience has 



supported, that has prompted me to conduct this particular study of women's anger, ushg 

a feminist methodology . 



Introduction 

The feminist movement has weii been recognized for the fonim which it has 

provided for wornen in which to explore, reflect, voice and act upon their own subjective 

realities, housed within a social structure built on patriarchal values which have 

historicaüy served to oppress women (Belenky, et al, 1986; Lather, 1991; Maguire, 

1987). Feminist research has gain& increasiag recognition within discussions on research 

methodologies, in the search for ways to generate knowledge which give voice to 

women's own subjective experience and which promote a more criticai consciousness 

regarding the innuences of social structure on women's hves (Lather, 1991; Maguire, 

1987; Reinhan, 1992). Feminist research has sought to facilitate change-enhancing, 

ernancipatory action through the knowledge generated. Patti Lather defines feminia 

research within the human sciences as research which places "the social construction of 

gender at the centre of one's inquiry", with the goal of "correct(ing) both the invisibiiity 

and distortion of fernale experience in ways relevant to ending women's unequai social 

positionsn (Lather, 1991, p. 7 1). Lather proposes that, in doing feminist research, we 

draw from multiple research paradigrns in an effort to "rnaximize the research process as 

a change-enhancing, reciprocally educative encounter" (Lather, 199 1, p. 72). 



This inquiry into women's anger is, in essence, a feminist approach to research, 

in its recognition of the impact of social structure on women's experience of anger. It has 

sought to provide a forum for women in which to explore and seek a deeper 

understanding of their anger withio the context of their own subjective experience, as a 

way to generate insights which can add to the already existing body of knowledge on this 

subject. It has required the use of a rnethodology which is both interactive and 

contextualized, involving joint participation between researcher and researched, in the 

exploration and interpretation of this research issue. It has necessitated the creation of a 

space where those involved would have the opportun@ to engage in a deeper personal 

inqujr and to speak and act on their own behalf. Hence, it has drawn h m  both the 

critical and the interpretive paradigms of research. 

Critical research is defïned by the recognition and ackoowledgernent of those 

underlying structures which shape our social world in terms of power and dominance. It 

involves retuming oppressed people to power through participation in knowledge creation 

and utilization of that knowledge to realize their capacity to grow, change and create 

(Maguire, 1987). This inquiry into the meaning of anger in women's lives, as such, is 

a form of participatory research within the critical paradigm, where the subjects of 

inquiry become participants in the research process, rather than objects or targets of 



research. Through the self-understanding, self-determination and recognition of fdse 

consciousness generated, it was intended that participants in this research wodd become 

empowered to understand and change their situations, becoming more open to their own 

anger as a healing force in theû lives. "Pdcipatory research aims to develop critical 

consciousness, improve lives and W o m  societal structures and relationships" 

(Maguire, 1987, p. 3). Park describes participatory research as a reflection-action- 

reflection cycle. "As action emerges fkom critical knowledge, so does knowledge issue 

from action. Critical consciousness is raised not by anaiyzing the problematic situation 

alone, but by engaging in actions in order to ttansforrn the situation" (Park, 1993, p. 8). 

Research of this nature necessitates an environment of trust, opemess and support, 

whereby self-reflection can occur and the theoretical formulations forthcoming can be 

tested in dialogue between participants. It was intended tbat this process would contribute 

to the raising of consciousness regarding anger, thus enabhg participants to view 

thernselves differently, and for both participants and readers to become more aware of 

the transfomative possibilities inherent in anger. 

Maguire argues that participatory research is built upon a critique of positivisrn. 

Empirical research within the positivist paradigm assumes that there is a social world 

which exists independent of people's subjective awareness or experience of it, whereby 

the subjects become objects of study (Maguire, 1987). Empirical research postulates that 

knowledge generated from observed, objectified methods of seeing , measuring and 

recordhg cm be seen as tnith. It neglects the crucial aspects of life that cannot easiiy be 

measured, such as the value-laden and subjective experience of emotions such as anger, 



and the contextual experiences which contribute to emotiod responses and expressions. 

Recognizing that part of the process of participatory research is personal inquiry 

(Maguite, 1987; Lather, 1991), this research has sought to mage the critical paradigm 

of research with the qualitative paradigm, with particular emphasis on the 

phenomenological approach to research. Through the rnerging of these two paradigms, 

my intent in developing a methodology for this research, was to find a place to stand 

from which to view the subjective realities of those involved, each in the fuii uniqueness 

of what it means to experience anger in the context of their own unique lifeworld 

experience, while at the same time acknowledging the power, domination and oppression 

that exists for women. 

Belenky et al, in Women's W s of Knowing, make the distinction between 

ontological truth for women which cornes from positions of silence and received 

knowledge and that which is generated from a subjective epistemology. They argue that 

truth is a personal, subjective and private matter, based on intuitive and experiential 

epistemologies as opposed to more scientific, imposed theories which are outside of 

women's own experience and feeling. They argue that, 

every person has her own unique body of knowledge that's been 
given to them through their life's experiencen and that "for women 
at the positions of silence and received knowledge, there is absolute 
truth that is tnie for everyone; at the position of subjective 



knowing, tmth is absolute oniy for the individual.. .The subjectivist 
discovers that each person's life experience gives a different view 
of reality h m  that of any other person.. . and that tmth should not 
be imposed by another person (Belenky, et al, 1986, p. 69-70). 

Within a subjective epistemology, the researcher must adopt a methodology which 

will "allow a search for different possibilities of making sense of human life, for other 

ways of howing which do justice to the complexity, tenuity, and indetermioacy of most 

human experience" (Lather, 1991, p. 52). 

These views are consistent with the phenomenological approach to research, which 

aims to describe the lifeworld of the researched and the associated states of consciousness, 

without making assumptions about the influence of social structures on everyday 

experience. Phenomenology does not attempt to study people in the context of groups, 

nor does it attempt to draw cause and effect relationships or conclusions. "What 

phenomeuology does attempt to do is describe what is, and to search for the meanings 

inherent in what is, as Lived in the everyday existence or lifeworld of those involved in 

the research, with the aim of becoming more fuiiy who we aren (Van Manen, 1990, p- 

1 i&12). 

Dana Jack, in her longitudinal study of women's depression, utilizing a 

methodology based upon phenomenology, describes research of this nature as "a 

phenomenological, descriptive approach that assumes that women are reliable witnesses 

of thei. own psychological experiencen (Jack, 199 1, p. 23), stating M e r  that, 

to know the response a woman has to her context, we need to 
know the meaning she d e s  of that context - how she interprets 
her actions and evaluates herself and her worth within her culture 
and her relationships . Listening to (women ' s) reflections about 



themselves, paying attention to thei. words and recurring themes, 
can help us to restore their experience fiom invisibility, to bring it 
out nom behind the screen of traditional interpretations (Jack, 
1991, p. 25). 

Within the phenomenological approach to research, methods are contrived to 

access material which conveys the deeper, subjective meanings within the lifeworld of the 

participants, as it is immediately experienced within consciousness. It involves uncovering 

and describing the essence and m&gs of one's experience as it occurs within the 

structures of the lifeworld of those being studied. Phenomenological research requires an 

understanding that the researcher (or reader) can never completely corne to h o w  the full 

meaning of this iived experience. The descriptions and interpretations can only serve to 

deepen our understanding of what an experience is like for another, and will always be 

filtered through a reflective lem of out own knowiedge anci experience. The researcher 

must, however, strive to feel and communicate these meanings as experienced in the pre- 

refiective moment, before they become objectified (Van Manen, 1990). 

The position of the researcher, situateci within the research itself, becornes a key 

element withïn phenomenological research. As researcher, my task was "to constnict 

possible interpretations of the nature of a certain human experience" (Jack, 199 1, p. 4 1), 

in this case, the nature of anger in the Lived world experience of women. Thus, my task 

became one of deconstruction and critical analysis of my own prior conceptions of women 

and their experience of anger, of playing against what felt familiar to me, derived from 

my own personal experience and as presented in my introductory conceptual framework. 

Inqujr itself is the behavior of the questioner. Interpretive 
research enters the hermeneutic circle by placing the researcher and 
the subject in the centre of the research process. Each circle 



overlaps to the degree that the researcher is able to iive his or her 
way into the subject's personal experience and self-Mes. The 
best that can be hoped for is u n d m d i n g  (Demin, 1989, p. 53). 

Utilizing the methods of open-ended, semi-stnïctured interviewing, as well as a 

group process whereby 1 became a participant, dong with the women involved in this 

study, I saw an o p - t y  to foster dialogue in an enviromnent of collaboration and 

reciprocity, and for sharing and deeper probing in a reciprdy educative mamer. This, 

then, became the process of generating M e r  knowledge and insight into the meaaing 

and experience of anger in the iives of the women participating. 

Language also becomes a key element in the ioterpretation and description 

process. As researchers, "we must be attuned to the meanings within the language, to 

what the words, terms and phrases mean. We need to Listen for the patterns and rn-gs 

behind even the negatively vaiueû words and then translate them into t e m  that more 

accwately reflect the experiences women are trying to convey" (Jack, 1991, p. 27). 

Employing methods of data collection and anaiysis which honoured the unique voice and 

language of the research participants and myself as researcher, became a critical 

cornponent of this research process. 

Methods, therefore, were contrïved to promote a process of personal reflection and 

group sharing which facilitated an opemess and self-reflective shariog amongst 

participants in an reflection-action-=fletion cycle. They included dialoguing through 

personal interviews, group dialogue, self-disclosure on the part of the researcher and 

written personal 

experience were 

the participants. Exercises within the group 

process of women's deeper exploration, self- 



awareness, and in body experience of anger, in the context of group sharing, again, with 

written personal reflections through journalling. An analysis of emerging data, housed 

within a spirit of coilaboration, reciprocity and mutuai negotiation of rneanings, was 

integrai to this process. 

Van Manen describes phenomenologicd research as a poeticiziug experience. He 

encourages, in our wrïting, the use of language which "speaks the world rather than 

abstractiy speakiog of itn (Van Manen, 1990. p. 13). The writing of my own experience 

as well as those of the other participants, in a way which describes the feelings, rnoods, 

cognitions and context, was therefore sought. Inciuding the verbatim voice of the subject 

cm m e r  help to promote the unique voice and understanding of rneanings women 

attach to anger, being sought through this research. "An authentic speaker must be a me 

listener, able to atnine to the deep tonalities of language that normally fall out of our 

accustomed range of hearing, able to listen to the way the things of the world speak to 

us" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 111) .  

Lather, in her discussion of ferninist research, describes a process of dialectical 

theory building whereby participants negotiate meanings of the research, as opposed to 

theory imposed. She proposes that as researchers, we must look at the relationship of 

theory and data and how theory a prion shapes the data collecteci and interpretatiom 

made. She proposes that we must "think constantly against orneIves as we struggle 

toward ways of laiowing which can move us beyond ou.rselvesn (Lather, 1991, p. 83), 

developing a self-critical attitude regardiag how our preconceptions are influencing and 

shaping the research and allowing the logic of the data to guide the theory. AUowing the 



data to speak for itself in this marner requires what she describes as a "systematized 

reflexivity " (Lather, 199 1, p. 67). The researcher must show how one's own perspectives 

are altered by the logic of the data. Within this process, both the researcher and the 

researched must engage in a process of self-reflection and construction of theory. The 

process of data analysis itself can begin with a scheme of coding and categorizing, 

merging those themes which emerge. However, in order to achieve a reciprocity and a 

negotiated rneaning within the data andysis and theory development, it became necessary 

to analyze the data collaboratively. This involved continuously going back to the 

participants with results of the data analysis and refining these in iight of their reactions. 

In addition, as researcher, 1 needed to be open to other important concepts which 

emerged and to which 1 may not have been initially sensitive, and to be aware that these 

might indeed modify my initial conceptuaï framework. 

The validity of a study such as this is linked to the understanding that, while truths 

in the spirit of the positivist, scientific paradigm may not necessarily evolve, what can 

occur through an interpretive and critical inquiry, is a process of good dialogue and an 

opening of the windows to the min& of those involved, including myseif as researcher, 

the research participants, and the readers of this thesis. 

Dialogue reaches beyond conversation, descriptions of interactions, 
and social role expectatiom to the deep inside of relationships. It 
refers to the human capacity to recognize others as unique and to 
respond to them as independent and existing with their own 
interests, purposes and goals: diaiogue refers to the encounter that 
occurs when one person mats  another in the sphere of.. .the in 
between. Reciprocity and mutuality are characteristic of this sphere 
( Gmebaum, 1990, p. 196). 



Through this process of personal ref ldon,  group sharing and deeper inner 

exploration, we the research participants, were able to engage in a deconstruction of 

preconceived ways of defining anger in our lives and reconstnicting for ourselves, the 

meaning of anger, evolving from the tmth of our own experïence. 

We must dso remember that reswch of this kind serves to illustrate and 

illuminate rather than to define what is. The purpose is to describe what is, rather than 

to search for solutions or conclusions. It is a search for the different possibilities of 

making sense of human life. Recogniting that anger is value-laden and not value-fke, it 

cannot be determined via the notion of tmth or fact. It is with these p ~ c i p l e s  in mind 

that I proceeded through the research process, employing research rnethods and 

procedures which would foster this individual and collective exploration, in search of 

meanings which women who were part of the research, make of our experience of anger. 



METHOI)S and PROCEDURES 

Having highlighted key points and assumptions underlyîng both participatory and 

phenomenological approaches to research, this section will present an overview of the 

methods and procedures used to conduct this research into the meaning of women's 

anger, as understood within the context of our own lives. A more detailed account of the 

research process, incorporating the data analysis and fmidings in support of the thesis will 

constitute the following chapter. 

THE SAMPLE 

1 chose to use a s m d  sample of six women, believing that this number would 

effectively constitute an interactive process while still aIlowing for a rich and 

contextualized subjective inquiry . In choosing a sample, I sought women who were aware 

of anger issues currently impacting on their lives and were preferably engaged in a 

process of healing or personai growth, either through therapy or involvement in other 

personal growth and development initiatives. The reason for this was twofold. First, 1 felt 

that wornen involved in a healing process would be more likely to have some awareness 

of their anger issues and how they were impacting on their lives; and, second, though the 

research was designed to generate knowledge on the subject of women's anger, 1 was 



cognizant of the fact that involvement in the research was likely to have therapeutic 

impact on women as they engaged in a deeper exploration of their anger. I therefore felt 

it necessary, as a criteria for participation, that they have supports available to thern 

outside the research process itself. Hence, I sought to secure a sample through sending 

lethm to a variety of counselling and therapeutic resources, explaining the project, and 

invithg r e feds  for screening (see Appendix A). 

Wornen who responded with interest in participathg in the research were first pre- 

screened through a telephone conversation to determine whether Uiey identified with anger 

as an issue currently ia their lives, whether supports were available to thern, and whether 

they were able to commit to the process and the tirnefkames of the project. This initial 

contact also provided me with an opprtunity to explain the research project fully and to 

discuss issues of coufïdentiaüty. As well, it helped to gain involvement and to build 

rapport with each of the participants prior to engaging in the more personal content of 

the one-one interview, which was the next stage of the research process. With two of the 

participants, the pre-screening occurred over a series of phone conversations and personal 

contacts, so that they could more thoroughly examine the process they were committing 

to and explore questions, concem and issues arising for them as they considered making 

the cornmitment. 

Of the six women selected to participate, four identified strongly that their feelings 

of anger were playing an active part in their cment day-to4ay lives. These women 

welcomed the opportunity to explore their anger in more depth in anticipation of gaining 

more understanding of why this was so and how they could more effectively deal with 



it. One of the wornen selected identified that, though she did not see her aoger as 

problematic in her life cwently, she was aware of the sigdïcant role that dealing with 

her anger had played in her own ongoing process of healing fkom childhood abuse, and 

therefore felt that she could both contribute some valuable insights to the research. as 

weii as benefit fiom a deeper exploration of where anger was situated in her own life 

presently. Another woman selected, again, did not identify that her anger was impacting 

currently on her life; however, she expressed an awareness of its presence and her 

resistance to acknowledging it in an effort to maintain balance in her life, yet a desire to 

explore it more deeply as a way of gaining more seif-awareness and understanding. Al1 

of the women selected had issues of chiidhocxi abuse with which they identified and three 

of the women had experienced abuse in their adult relationships. Four of the women were 

cumently engaged in therapy, which they believed would provide them with support, if 

necessary, during the reswch process, while two were no longer seeing a therapist but 

had ongoing support available to them through their involvement in self-help support 

groups. 

1 was initially seeking a sample which would be representative of a somewhat 

diverse population, particularly with regard to age, marital status and family constellation, 

socioeconomic background and, if possible, culturai divezsity . However, those women 

who eventually responded to the cal1 for participation and who screened positively during 

the initial telephone contact, were basically representative of the 35-45 age range, were 

of middle class, Caucasian, and native Nova Scotian. Of the six women chosen for 

participation, two were mamed, one with two smail-aged children and one with a pre- 



adolescent child. Two were separated or divorced but currentty living in common-law 

refationships, one with IWO grown children and the other with a blended fiimily of three 

children ranging in age from 2 years to 14 years. One wornan was divorced and living 

as a single parent of two adolescent boys and another had been single for most of her 

adult Life, though was currently embarking on a relatively new commonlaw relatioaship. 

Five of the women were ernployed, while one was unemployed due to a permanent 

disability . 

Thou@ these six women were initially interviewed, only five were able to 

participate in the entire process of the research. Ooe woman, regrettably, was unable to 

attend the weekend retreat because of unexpected work commitments and, due to the 

process nature of the research, findings from her interview were not included in the 

analysis of data. 

INTERVIEWS 

The meîhods of data collection included a one-one, semi-structureci, open-ended 

interview which was taped and transcribed, as well as written journal reflections by 

participants, myself as tesearcher and facilitator, and another therapist who served as CO- 

facilitator. These journals were kept during and after a weekend retreat, whereby women 

engaged Un a group process of deeper exploration of their anger issues. The final phase 

of data cokction came through verbatim notes taken from a post-retreat meeting with 

participants approximately one month after the retreat, where we again explored our 



perceptions on the subject of women's anger, using the initial interview questions as a 

discussion guide. Though this latter discussion was originally plamed to take place on the 

final day of the weekend retreat, due to both time constraints and a general feeling 

amongst participants that we would require some t h e  to process the experience, we 

agreed to have this meeting within a week or two foilowing the retreat. However, due 

to the ilIness of two of the participants, this meeting did not occur until one month after 

the retreat. 

Women selected and agreeing to participate in the research were then invited to 

engage in a one-one interview with myself as mearcher. The purpose of this inteMeru 

was two-fold. First and foremost, the intewiew served as a primary source of data 

collection and provided an invitation for women to talk about their own experiences of 

anger from the perspective of their own subjective life situations. Though 1 developed a 

series of questions baseci on my own experiences and understanding of anger to serve as 

a guide for the interview (see Appendur B), 1 was interesteci in promoting dialogue with 

each of the women which honoured the unique voice and experience of each. I therefore 

recognized the importarice of facilitatiag an interview which fonered interactive dialogue, 

and not be codhed solely to these questions, but raîher ailowed each participant to 

explore areas in relation to the topic of anger which they deemed as important. The guide 

questions were designed to explore various aspects of anger within the context of the lives 

of each of the participants and included areas such as what had prornpted each woman 

to want to participate in research into the meaning of anger in women's lives, what their 

current experience of anger in their lives was me, how they currently dealt with anger, 



what they saw as being the causes of their anger, what theû experiences of anger earlier 

in their lives were, what they saw as the impact of anger on various aspects of the2 Lives, 

and what they felt they needed in order to deai effectively with this emotion as a real and 

active part of their lives and their healing and growth process. 

A pilot interview was conducted prior to the actual research interviews, to provide 

an opportunity to apply the questions 1 had developed and to examine my interview style 

within the open-ended, semi-stnictured interview format chosen. The pilot interview 

proved valuable in assessing the appropriateness of the guide questions in eliciting a 

discussion on various aspects of anger in women's lives, and in heightening my awareness 

of the deep and personal content of the discussion and the need to be sensitive to the 

sometimes highiy-charged emotiond expenence which the questions prompted. A 

question was added to the original guide questions, exploring where the tuming point was 

for each of the participants, in beginning a process of opening up to the2 anger, as each 

had identified in the pre-screening process that their interest in working with their anger 

was a relatively tecent phenornena in their iives. 

1 saw as my primary role within the interview process, to establish an environment 

of trust, respect and safety whereby women could be supporteci to explore this often 

difficult issue in their lives. Using my skills as a counseilor, I believe, was integral to 

establishing rapport and building trust. Through use of the facilitative counselling skills 

of empathy and respect, gentle probing and clarifylng, some self-disclosure, genuiness 

and immediacy, a deeper exploration of the behaviors, cognitions and underlying 

emotions associated with their e m e n c e  of anger was encowaged. The interview 



session, as well, provided an opportuaity for me to clari? responses and explore 

meanings in more depth, thus ensuring more accmte interpretation in the data analysis 

stage of the project. In this way, 1 sought a more collaborative approach to seeking a 

muhral understanding of the meanings women attacheci to theû anger. 

The second purpose of the interview was to provide an opportun@ to explore with 

potential participants, what patticular needs they may have in engaging in a group process 

with other women, as a way of more deeply e x p l o ~ g  anger in their own lives. The latter 

part of the interview, therefore, focused on issues of safety, environmental supports, 

previous experience with groups, and logistical needs in participating in such a project. 

Having facilitated support groups for women expenencing spousal abuse, 1 have leamed 

that the pre-group interview provides an opportunity for women to establish a more 

cornfortable rapport with myself as a facilitator, as weU as with the notion of participating 

in a group process with other women. It also provided me with insight in regards to their 

ability to participate in a group such as this, where strong and sometimes highly charged 

emotional content is likely to be exposeci. 

Criteria for non-participation in the group included such issues as strong 

discornfort with participating in groups, uaavailability of either personal or professional 

supports if needed upon completion of the weekend retreat, or unwillingness to engage 

in or share with rnyseif as researcher and subsequently readers, non-identi-g personal 

reflective journal writing. An indication of behaviors which may have the potential to 

ham self or others, as a way of responding to potentially painfui emotional self- 

awareness, was dso considered. I anticipated that these restraints would become fairly 



obvious during the interview itself and, fortunately, each of the women interviewai were 

screened as appropriate for participation in the weekend retreat, as assessed throu@ the 

identified criteria. The retreat screening portion of the interview M e r  provided me with 

valuable insight hto the partkular needs that women had in regards to participation in the 

weekend retreat, and helped with the planning of the retreat. Participation agreements, 

outlining the nature of involvement, tirneframes and responsibilities, and parameters of 

coddentiality were offered for signature at commencement of the interview (see 

Appendix C). 

The interviews were held over a penod of three weeks, the 1 s t  of which occurred 

one week prier to the weekend retreat. Each of the interviews, approximately an hour and 

a half in duration, were held in a cornfortable, private residence, without interruption. 

The interview space provided an infoxmai atmosphere where we were able to engage in 

dialogue over coffee with a sense of relaxation and privacy. As 1 had had previous 

contact with each participant and had tboroughly descriied the research project, most of 

the participants had a clear understanding of the purpose of the interview and had begun 

to reflect on their own experience and awareness of anger in their lives, and rapport was 

therefore easily established. The visible presence of the tape recorder did initially pose 

a barrier for two of the participants, to their level of cornfort and openness, and on one 

occasion, I was asked to tm the tape recorder off during a highly-charged emotional 

moment. However, each of the women understood the necessity of the tape recorder for 

data collection and were able to release their preoccupation with it within the first haif 

how of the interview. 



Using a semi-structured, open-ended interview format aorded each of the 

participants an oppominity to explore more fully, those areas which they identifiecl as 

significant in their individual experience and process of anger. It is important to note here 

that for each woman, the focus of the interview was very different and set the stage for 

the process which each engaged in during the weekend retreat. Some of the women were 

very comected to how anger was currently impacthg on their Lives, while others were 

more focused on historical events and the relationship of these to the anger they had 

experienced or were presently experiencing in their lives. Others were more focused on 

what they could do in the present to gain a sense of control over their anger. Common 

themes did, however, emerge in the analysis of the data, which will be discussed in detail 

in the following chapter on findings, following a discussion of the individual process of 

anger exploration and awareaess each woman engaged in d u ~ g  the course of the 

researcb. 

As the research interviewer, 1 was presented with the challenge throughout the 

interview process, of creating a balance between the areas of deeper exploration in which 

each of the participants wished to engage, and the need to explore the various aspects of 

anger w i t h  the individual context of each of the lives of the participants, coupled with 

the task of screening for the participation in the weekend retreat. 1 had a sense of needing 

to somewhat contain the discussion, in the interest of time, and found that my use of 

empathy, respect for where each woman was at in her process of anger, and claming 

questions, as weii as grounding techniques to bbring the focus back periodically, to the 

purpose of the interview, helpful. The interview aiso presented the challenge of keeping 



the session within the boundaries of an i n t e ~ e w  as opposed to a counselling session, as 

some of the participants began to see issues in their lives in relation to their anger in a 

clearer light, with a desire to reach some kind of resolution or change in the way anger 

was being experienced in their Iives. Again, my reference back to the interview questions 

from t h e  to time, as weli as reference to the process which the upcoming weekend 

retreat experience promiseci, helped to defer dealing with those issues arisiog more 

therapeuticaily during this phase of the project. 

As noted, the pre-group screening questions ailowed for a discussion to occur 

regarding what particular needs each of the participants might have in participating in a 

group process with other women. Questions such as, what would you need in order to 

feel safe to explore your anger in depth, what do you lmow works for you within the 

context of groups, what special needs might you have that we should be aware of in 

planning for the retreat, and what is the strongest experience you have had of your own 

anger, helped each of the wornen and myseff, to identify any areas of discornfort which 

might require cousideration in the planning and facikition of the retreat. Each of the 

women identified a need for safety, acceptance and respect as paramount. One woman 

identified a need to be supported to stay with her anger if it should arise, as she had had 

a previous group experieace where she had felt that she was not given an opportun@ to 

explore her anger in any depth and was asked to, once again, contain and suppress it. 

Another woman identified a need to lmow that the facilitators were managing the safety 

within the group so tbat any ri& to herself or others could be avoided. Another shared 

that she needed to know that each of the participants were stable enough that there wouid 



be no nsk of violence, either physically or verbdy, associateci with expressions of anger. 

Another identified strongly that she needed to feel vdidated and accepted for where she 

was at presently in her process of dealing with her anger, and to be given permission to 

hold onto it for as long as she needed. 

During this phase of the interview, 1 also expounded on the proposed strategies 

of art therapy, guided imagery and gestalt which would be utilized during the weekend 

to engage us in an in-deptû exploration of o u .  anger. Though oniy some of the 

participants had engaged previously in art therapy, al i  expressed anticipation at entering 

into a process of image-making and making meaning of their images, which is the process 

of art therapy. Most had been engaged in imagery work before and felt cornfortable with 

this technique, as well as the proposed gestalt techniques such as the empty chair, 

psychodrama, role playing, and the more physical methods of b ~ g i n g  their anger more 

to life, such as throwing knotted towels, tug of war, stornping k t ,  body sculpting and 

rnovement. During this phase of the interview 1 also discussed the format for the group, 

and the proposed use of ritual of a spiritual nature, such as the use of the First Nations 

Talking Circle and Smudging Ceremony, to mate a safe and special or sacred place for 

the work we were engaging in. Each of the participants agreed to the inclusion of rihial 

of a spintual nature, believing that spirituality was an important component of one's 

growing process. 

During the subsequent months following the retreat, transcripts were made of each 

of the taped interviews, and were distributed to participants for review and feedback 

regôrding areas on which they wished to expand, change or omit. However, only minor 



changes were offered which in no way affectai the content of the intemiew data. 

GROUP PROCESS 

The group fomm provides a valuable way to engage in data collection in an 

inquiry such as this, which is both interpretive and critical in nature. The group provides 

for an environment of reciprocify or mutual negotiation of meaning and dialectical theory- 

building. Cornbined witû the process of personai reflection initiated in the interviews, the 

group sharing and further personal reflection provided by the group, M e r  perpetuated 

the cycle of reflection-action-reflection which Park proposes as part of the process of 

participatory inquiry (Park, 1993). As part of the intent of this research was to help 

participants explore, discover and understand their anger more fully, as weli as exploring 

positive ways to experience and use their anger as a motivating force for change in their 

lives, groups can "provide tremendous potentid for deeper probing and a reciprocally 

educative encountern (Lather, 1991, p. 77). Gmups can offer a sense of cornmunity 

where howledge about anger is created. Io an environment of bust, acceptance, 

reciprocity and validation, women can be supported to engage in a process whereby 

deconsmiction and reconstruction of perceptions about anger can occur - its dimensions, 

its manifestations, its deeper emotional content, beliefs and attitudes about anger, its 

consequences in our lives, its voice and desire, and personai action pians to safely allow 

anger the Iife that it has. It should be noted here that the purpose of the group process 



was to generate knowledge as opposai to engaging in a therapeutic process or evaluating 

a possible treatment program for women who were experiencing problems with anger in 

their rives. However, since the techniques employed included counselling mtegies aimed 

at promoting deeper levels of emotional awareness and experience, the weekend did have 

therapeutic impact for each of the women, which wiU be discussed later in Uiis chapter, 

as the individual process of each woman is discussed. 

A weekend retreat was chosen as the format in which to engage with the 

participants in the facilitation of a collaborative approach to exploring more deeply, the 

meanings women attach to anger in their lives. The retreat format offers a process which 

has the potential to be rnuch different from the more traditional weekly group sessions, 

in that participants have the opportuniîy to separate themselves from the &y-to-day 

responsibilities and demands of their Lives and to focus solely on themselves and the 

issues which prompted them to engage in the research process. As most of the women 

intmiewed had identified issues associatecl with repression or suppression of their anger, 

the weekend could offer an opportuaity to engage in a process of personal reflection and 

deeper exploration, on a continuous basis, in an environment which is both permissive 

and supportive. As the proposeci strategies to be employed during the group process were 

chosen to engage participants in deeper self-exploration and awareness, the weekend 

retreat provided a forum which was more conducive to opening up to deeper parts of their 

anger without feu of this impacting, during the process, on other aspects of their lives. 

The weekend retreat also offered a marathon-like quality in its format of two continuous 

days without intemiption, allowing for a more intimate contact between participants. 



Though at times emotionally exhausting, it diowed for a breaking down of defenses, 

encowaging and supporthg a deeper inaer experience. ' Though I was prepred to 

change this format if participants were unwilling or unable to commit to the proposed 

weekend, ail of the women were willing and rnost saw the retreat as a welcomed 

opporhmity to escape their M y  respoasibilities and focus solely upoa themselves, each 

other and their anger. 

Several counselling strategies were employed during the weekend with the aim of 

prornoting a personal and group experience which fostered inaeased self-awareuess 

among the participants, of their own subjective realities, as they related to the emotion 

of anger. As stated in the introductory section of this thesis, strategies to be employed 

were borrowed rnainly fkom the phenomenological school of thought, with a theoretical 

perspective based upon depth psychologies, which view healing and change as stemming 

from more awareness and experience of self. Therapies which derive frorn 

phenomenological thought a h  to promote a deeper emotional awareness, using 

experiential exercises and dialogue, and provide rich opporhinities for individuals to move 

into more authentic ways of being in the world. 

Art therapy was chosea as a primary counselling strategy to be employed within 

this process as it provides the opportunity, through the making of images foilowed by 



dialoguing with the image, to promote a close examination of the subjective meanhg 

inherent in the visual image as portrayed by the image-maker. "Moving into the 

subjective quality of the art experience and encounteriog the richness of the visual 

phenornena created, underlies the tenets of a phenomenologicd approach to art therapy" 

(Franklin and Poliysky, EW2). Through the experience of image-making and art therapy , 

it is possible to allow the deeper emotions of the sou1 to emerge, and in understanding 

these to be part of one's experience of being in the world, to promote change which is 

transfomative in nature. As such, art therapy lent itseif well to the weekend group 

process in which women were engaging, as part of this subjective inquiry into their 

anger . 

In doing art therapy, it is important that the image-maker have freedom to create 

an image which is not bound by artistic or aesthetic standards, but rather, is a free and 

open expression of one's own inner self, guided by one's own unique experience. It is 

important that the image-maker not feel pressured to make recognizable objets, but 

rather, see the exercise as an opportunity to explore oneself through a new language. 

Rubin proposes that "what seems moa criticai in art therapy is that the patient be enabled 

to find his (her) own me self, by discovering and developing preferred 

media/style/thematic modes" and "what matters is that the work feel right and authentic 

to the (patient), whatever the mix of outside inspiration and inside generation that goes 

into its creation" (Rubin, 1984, p. 19). Art therapy , using various mediums of colour, 

painting tools and paper surfaces, was utiked as a strategy twice during the weekend, 

first as a way to facilitate the participant's introduction of themselves and the issues they 



were working with in relation to their anger, and later in the retreat process, following 

a guided imagery on anger, expressing their experience within the iniagery through the 

making of this second image. 

FoUowing both image-making exercises, we engaged as a group, in a process of 

dialoguing with the images. Shaun McNifT, in his book, Art as Medicine, describes his 

use of dialoguing with the image as emerging "from a desire to deepen psychological 

engagement with images and ampl3  the spectnim of expression" (McNiff, 1992, p. 

145). Nucho offers a five step process of dialoguing with the image to hclude distancing, 

decoding, searching for affective responses, creating meaning, and closhg and 

consolidating (Hadley, 19%). In dialoguing with the image, it becomes necessary to 

mate a therapeutic triad between image, image-maker and others engaged in the 

dialoguing process, be it therapist or group members. It requires an environment of 

respecthl and attentive iistening to the image, through carefui attention to the process of 

creating the image, the interaction of colours and various parts of the Mage, the 

movement and lines of the image, and the identification of different shapes and textures 

withia the image. As part of the therapeutic triad, it is important for ai l  involveci to Esten 

to what the image is saying and to hear the meanings which the image-der attaches to 

the image. Questions during the dialogue with the image should therefore be asked solely 

for clarification, and interpretations other than those of the image-maker should be 

avoided. In both situations where art therapy was used during the weekend, the exercises 

were introduced within the context of these imagemaking and dialoguing principles, with 

guideiines offered for care of self and each other throughout the process (see Appendix 



ûther strategies ernployed during the weekend included guided imagery, gestalt 

work, free association and personal reflective journalling by both the participants and 

facilitators, of which the latter was used as part of the data analysis. Guided imagery is 

a counselling strategy using visual and auditory imagination to promote deeper awareness 

of internal processes within the unconscious, through deep emotional or symbolic 

exploration relating to issues or concem present in one's Iife. Though variations of 

guided imagery are used within other counselling strategies such as relaxation training and 

systematic desensitization, its application within psychosynthesis is the context in which 

it was used here. 

Psychosynthesis, derived partiy from the psychoanalytical tradition and partly from 

Eastern phiiosophy, embraces the concept of levels of consciousness in helping to 

understand human growth processes. Guided imagery is a technique which helps to access 

and work with the subpersonalities which are perceived, within the theory of 

psychosynthesis, to be part of the middle unconscious and to be attached to the "In, or 

the self fiom which we operate on a &y to &y basis. These subpersoaalities are derived 

Born the lower unconscious and are manif- in beliefs and attitudes, habits and drives, 

organized to a&pt to the internal and external environment. The subpersonalities are 

viewed to be the result of repressed needs in childhood and can be integrated with, 

partially integrated with, or segregated from the centre "In. The goal of psychosynthesis 

is the integration of these subpersonalities with the "1" , or centre of pure awareness and 

will, through recognition, acceptance and coordination of parts, and integration with the 



centre, thus promoting more freedom, harrnony and higher coosciousness. Guided 

imagery, as a tool for promoting awareness, uses the symbolic language of images to 

promote emotional, physical, mentai and spintual awareness and greater connection 

between mind, body and feelings, from which changes and growth can occur. Thus, this 

technique lent itself well to the process of the weekend retreat, where the focus and 

purpose was to promote greater self-awarenw in regards to the emotion of anger and 

ways anger can be used comctively  in one's process of healing and growth or change. 

The guided imagery used within the context of this retreat expenence was one 

borrowed from a clinical training manual on mindmody intervention strategies and was 

designed to access the angry part or subpersonality of the participants (see Appendix E) 

9 . As with ail guided imagery, the intent was to help each of the participants access 

unconscious materiai associated with anger while consciously using her wiil to interact 

with the material. As facilitator of this exercise, it was rny role to guide participants to 

flow with their own inner processes, keeping focused, deepening emotional awareness, 

clarimg issues and grounding the experience in everyday life, working with the issue 

of anger toward recognition, acceptance, coornination and integranon. 

Throughout the weekend, various gestalt techniques were ernployed as a way to 

access motions and experiences which the participants might be blocking, avoiding or 

denying, and to integrate these more fuUy into their present experience. Gestalt therapy 

is an existentid approach which stresses the here and now of one's expenence and the 

importance of taking responsibility for one's own Me. It is, however, phenomenological 

in its focus on the client's own perceptions of reality, and experientiai in its focus on 



experiencing thoughts, feelings and actions in the present through the use of experiments 

designed to increase self-awareness. Gestalt therapy recognizes the role of unfinished 

business, or unexperienced feehgs sucb as anger, resentxnents, guilts, loss and 

abandonment, which impede us in functioning t o a y  and wholely in the present. The 

goal of gestalt therapy is increased awareness, growth and autonomy, through awareness 

and acceptance of denied or disowned experiences and parts of ourselves. Through 

experiencing and extemalizing these, we can be with our feelings more M y  in the 

present . 

Several gestalt techniques were introduced, most of which were u W e d  during the 

weekend to bring anger more to üfe in the present. These included the more interactive 

rnethods such as the empty chair technique, role-playing and psychodrama and more 

body-orientecl rnethods such as throwing ltnotted towels, tug of war, stomping feet, body 

sculpting and movement. These techniques, to be describeci more fuily as they were 

employed within the reeeat process itself, were discussed, demonstirated and practised in 

the earlier phase of the retreat and employed at various times, both individually and 

within the group dialoguing process, as anger emerged throughout the weekend. 

Free association was used as a strategy to promote dialoguing within the group on 

the topic of women's anger, in the opening phase of the retreat. Free association is a 

technique borrowed from the psychoanalytic tradition and is a tool used to begin the 

process of openuig up to unconscious experiences, thoughts, wishes, conflicts and 

motivations, by aiiowing any thoughts encountered during the exercise to emerge, flow 

and be expressed. In the context of the weekend retreat, this technique lent itself well to 



prompting an open and Frank discussion about women's experience of anger, emerging 

from a place of the unique and subjective experience each of us were bringing as a result 

of our iife experiences and circumstances. 

Journal writing was a strategy used throughout the weekend to encourage more 

personal reflection on each woman's experience. Journals were given to each woman at 

the onset of the retreat, with an invitation tu write anything they wished regarding their 

experience of anger throughout the weekend. As such, the journals became a way in 

which each of the women were able to process, on a more personal level, thoughts, 

feelings and insights emerging from the group experience. Time was built into the agenda 

after each session to provide space for journal reflections. Each of the participants was 

aware and in agreement that the journal entries would be used as part of the data analysis 

and that excerpts would likely be presented, in a non-ident-g form, within the text of 

the thesis. As researcher, I also enterd this process, using my joumal as a way to record 

my own perceptions and cognitive and emotional expenences arising for me as the 

weekend unfolded. In this way, 1 was better able to obsene rny own reactions ta the 

process and to more objectively detemine how my own experiences and perceptions were 

entering into or influenciag the research process. 

The inclusion of rituai within the process of the retreat, became another strategy 

to strengthen the identity of the group and to mate a sense of honouring the space and 

process we were engaging in together. Having experienced the use of ritual of a spiritual 

nature in other retreat settings, 1 have found rituals to be helpful in creating a sense of 

commitment to the process and a sense of safety withia the group. Rituals have long been 



recognized throughout history as a way of honouring life passages, nature, sacred parts 

of self, and spiritual connectedness, and can offer a sense of renewal or awakening. Thisy 

1 believed, would support the process of opening to deeper parts of the soul, which the 

weekend experience could promote. Thomas Moore, in Care of the Soul, descrîbes ritual 

as a way to "maintain the world's hohess. Knowing that everything we do, no matter 

how simple, has a halo of imagination around it and can serve the soul, enrich life and 

makes things around us more precious, more worthy of our protection and care.. .(and) 

evoke a dimension that truly nourishes the soulw (1 994, p. 226 & 227). 

The ritual of the Talking Circle set the stage for the format of the group. The 

T a M g  Circle, borrowed fkom First Nation tradition, is symbolic of the cycle of Me, 

where it is recognized that ail things are inter-related and everything in the universe is 

part of the whole. Within this tradition, aU people are seen as part of life and are 

comected in sorne way to the whole. In order to gain tnre understanding of one another, 

an acceptance of each other as being qua i  and valuable parts of the whole is embraced. 

"In the Talking Ckcle, participants St in a circle. A Talking Stick ( cmed  staff) or an 

Eagle Feather is passed fiom one participant to the other in a clockwise direction around 

the circle. The Talking Stick syrnbolizes that whoever is in possession of it 'holds the 

floor' and must be respected until they are finished with their words and have passed the 

object to the next participant. In addition, the p ~ c i p l e s  of the T a k g  Circle also teach 

an individual active listening skiils, balance of thoughts and emotions, and memory skills. 

This process continues until al l  participants have had their tum, when finally general 

discussion takes place on subjects revealed in the circle. Within this tradition, respect is 



seen as the basic law of life and is shown within the Tallring Circle through not 

i . . temip~g another who is taking unless invited to do so, speaking in a soft voice, never 

putting anotha d o m  or speaking about another in a aegative way, whether they are 

present or not, and listening with courtesy to what &ers say , even if you disagree, Le. 

listening with your heart" (Source unlaiown). 'O 

As facilitator of this group process, I recognized the importance of being able to 

attend to the needs of iodividuals within the group as weli as the process of the group 

itself. Being aware of the intensity of the emotional material we would be exploring, I 

felt confident that my past experience in both individual and group counseIling in the area 

of family violence, often with clients engaged in highly intense emotional expexience, had 

equipped me with the sWs and understandhg to be present with the women in a 

supportive and facilitative way. However, I saw the value in havhg another therapist 

present to assist in the weekend, as an added masure of safety and support, as weU as 

to offer another counsehg style and approach. I, therefore, invited another facilitator, 

trained in counselling, with emphasis on art therapy techniques, to CO-facilitate the 

weekend. This was discussed with each of the participants and agreed upon by ail. The 

co-facilitatm was also invited to engage in the personal journal reflections, which were 

included as part of the data aoalysis. Prior to the retreat, 1 met witb the CO-facilitator on 

three occasions, to plan the agenda for the weekend, to develop the strategies to be 

employai, and to prepare materials to be used. The agenda for the weekend is presented 

in Appendix F. 



THE WEEKEND RETREAT 

This section will describe the weekend retreat from the perspective of the process 

of the group. Though excerpts from personal journals are used to guide and illuminate 

this phase of the research process, the more subjective and individual process of each of 

the participants wiu be presented in the following chapter on findings. For the purposes 

of confidentiality and anonymity, pseudonames have been given to each of the 

participants. 

in the pre-retreat screening portion of the interview, two locations were proposed 

as sites in which to hold the retreat, a private country residence in rural King's County 

which would offer a l l  the amenities, and an outdoor, private camping area, used for 

similar weekend retreat events, which would necessitaîe camping but would provide a 

serene, natural environment in which to work. Though the outdoor site was attractive to 

some, two of the women had health concems which necessitated indoor facilities. Since 

the agreed-upon date for the retreat was in late September, it was decided that the indoor 

site would be more comfortable. 

A pre-retreat meeting was held four days @or to the weekend to give the 

participants a chance to meet one another, begin the process of devetoping group 

guidelines, and to plan meals, to which each woman had agreed to conmbute. This 

meeting, which was held in my home, was informal and relaxeci, and since everyone had 

had previous group experience, with some having met through previous groups, they 

were cornfortable with this forum and quickiy engaged in the evening's agenda. The 



evening included a round of informal inaoductions, with an invitation to share anything 

they wished with each other. A list of group guidelines were generated, which were to 

be revisited upon opening the weekend retreat. Meals and other logistics for the weekend 

were also discussed and planned. The atmosphere during the evening was Light and 

humorous and carried with it a sense of enthusiasm and anticipation for the upcoming 

weekend experience. The guidehes which were identifiecf evolved out of our previous 

experience with groups as weii as our awareness and consideration of the fact that the 

weekend had the potential to becorne highly-charged emotionaüy. The guidelines were 

recorded and later transferred to a flipchart for furthgr discussion and consideration 

during the opening session of the retreat. 

As the location for the retreat was rather difficult to find, al1 seven of us agreed 

to meet in a local coffee shop at 6:ûû p.m. on Fri&y evening and mvel  in tandem to the 

site. One-byiine, Jane, Margaret, Vicky , Deb, Sheila and myself mckled in, got coffee 

and seated ourselves across two tables, relieved to have a few moments to relax while 

waiting for Marie, whom we lmew would be a few moments late. The atmosphere and 

affect amongst us while waiting was strilring. Each of us had arrived, m e d  and 

prepared, with food, bedroiIs, personai belongings, and looks of anticipation, fea., 

excitement and exhaustion, describing the full day we had had in preparing not only 

ourselves, but our families, for the two day "the-outn we were taking solely for 

ourselves, to be spent, for some of us, with virtual strangers, for others, with familiar 

and cornfortkg faces, but for aU, with an issue which we dl knew would evoke painful 

moments. Meals had been prepared, instructions left, last minute errands run, phone 



arrangements made, crying children kissed and hugged goodbye, and cars packed, each 

with something special of ourselves to support us tbrough the weekend. As we sat waiting 

for Marie, the energy was hi@, and humorous, as funny stories were shared about our 

day and "how" we ail managed to get here and "ben here together, to spend this weekend 

miking about our anger. As Marie at last rushed in with apologies for being held up, we 

picked up our coffees to go and piled into several cars. With instructions not to lose one 

another, we headed off through the maze of back country roads which would lead us to 

o u .  site, the s u  now beaming strong on our windshields. 

Our retreat site was an older-style, large country fafmhouse, surrounded by 

hayfields and apple orchards and huge, stately elmtrees, nestled at the base of the north 

mountain of the Annapolis Valley. Two dogs outside and two cats inside quickly assumed 

their spots as part of our group for the weekend, offering at times, cornfort and at tïmes 

disturbance, within our circle. After taking a few moments to explore the spacious, yet 

c o q  and cornfortable house which was to be our home for the weekend, each clairned 

her private space and got settled in. Before beginning the evening's session, we shared 

a quick, but hearty meal together around the kitchen table, a ritual which became an 

important part of our weekend together. Here, we enjoyed some light conversation, story- 

telling and laughter, and in this way, began to strengthen our sense of identity and 

connectedness as a group. 

Each wornan had been asked to bring an offering for the centre of the 

circle, sornething which held meaning for her personally and could be used as a point of 

grounding or centering , if needed, during the sessions. As we came together in the circle, 



items were carehilly placed in the centre, s e a ~ g  spots were claimed, and cushions, 

blankets and other nurturing items were placed close by for those who felt the need for 

added cornfort. As the evening sun was semg, lamps and c a d e s  were lit to provide a 

warm and comforting ambience as the opening ritual began. 

The opening of the circle was observai with a smudging ceremony, a ritual again 

borrowed fkom First Nations tradition, where, in silence, the smoke fkom a bowl of 

smouldering sweetgrass is dispersecl around each participant, standing in a circle, as a 

way of cleansing away outside thoughts or intrusive energy, and creathg an honoured and 

sacred Wace for our coming together for this special purpose. This was followed by the 

passing of the Talking Stick, syrnbolizing the honouring of each person's unique voice 

within the cide. With the passing of the Tallcing Stick, we were each invited to share 

what we were b ~ g i n g  to the circle and what it was that we hoped to take away with us. 

In this way, goals for the weekend were identified. As we each, in our tum, shared with 

the group, the significance of the item we had brought to the circle, we began to share 

a piece of ourselves - a significant event or moment, an important person or item, a 

personal ritual, which had off& us strength at some point dong the way and which we 

knew could give us strength and support over the weekend. These items rernained as a 

centrepiece for the circle throughout the entire weekend and were frequently referred to, 

picked up and held close, as a reminder of this place of internai strength and centre, 

which was familiar and empowering for each of us. The passing of the Talking Stick 

became a significant ritual with which we opened and closed exercises throughout the 

weekend, or when we recognized a need to reground omelves and check-in as a group, 



helping us to focus and honour the process we were engaging in together. The honouring 

of the Taking Circle and the passing of the Talking Stick carried with hem, an energy 

of reverence and respect for the circle as our place of work, and for the unique place and 

voice of each of us who were part of the experience. 

As each woman shared with the group, what they hoped to Mke away with them 

from the weekend, feelings of fear, excitement and anxiety were expressed. Among the 

goals identifieci were, leaming to express anger more fkely, learning how to express 

anger, learning more about self and anger at a deeper level, learning how to be with other 

people's anger without owniog it, recognizing anger as lilce a volcano and wanting to deal 

with the fear of that, learning ways to work anger out, leamhg tools and finding ways 

to channel the energy of anger, fïnding courage to face anger at a deeper level, and 

leaving the weekend with sanity, humour and trust. Margaret captureci the essence of 

what was shared as she dexribed her perception of the weekend as "soul surgery", 

something she was doing for the iittle child within her. As she shared this, she stared at 

the photograph of herseif as a young chiid, which she had brought for the centre of the 

circle. Others aodded in understanding. 

Upon completion of this opening ritual, we revisited the group guidelines which 

had been generated at the pre-retreat meeting, qualifying them M e r  and adding to the 

list, which was posted and visible throughout the weekend for our reference when and 

if needed. The guidelines addressed issues of confidentiality, respect within the group, 

safety, staying with and teaving the circle, honotuhg the principles of the Taiking Circle, 

breaks, smoking, opemess to the emotional experîences we may encounter, and the use 



of humour (Appendix F). The guidelines served well throughout the weekend to mate 

a balance within the group between necessary boundanes and respect, as well as openness 

to each woman's process and that of the group. 

Though we had origiaally plmed to do an art project as a way u, more fully 

introduce ourselves and get cornfortable with image-makhg as a seif-awareness tool, 

through group consensus, we decided to defer this exercise until morning, as the evening 

was passing quickly and art therapy would require a lengthier tirneframe. 

A quick refreshment break was therefore foilowed by a free association exercise 

on the abject of women's aager, prompted by the question, "What cornes into your mind 

when you hear the word 'anger'?" Words forthcoming were recorded on coloured paper 

and stuck on the wail, quickly W g  two w d s ,  generating an energetic and, at times, 

passionate discussion of ways we have experîenced anger in our Lives, both our own 

anger and that of others. Within this group discussion, further questions were explored 

around the issue of women's anger, including: 

- Where does women's anger corne From? 

- How is women's anger unique? 

- How has society defined anger for women? 

- Why is it important to talk about women's anger? 

The content of this discussion is best describeci through reference to journal 

reflections entered upon completion of the Friday evening session. Within this discussion 

there was a strong focus on the fear, violence, destmctiveness and aggression which we 

associateci with anger, as well as the violation and injustice that moa had experienced as 



women in our society. There was a strong sense of womanhood and, as Sheila descnbed, 

the " colleamive wisdom of women, final& s p o h  Ni unison " , of speaking out and leaniing 

how to move beyond the fear of anger. Marie's journal entry encaptures the spint of this 

discussion when she mites, 

Anger - when you start looking m it in pam*cuhr to women 's issues 
I belîtwe it's one ofthe fundamental rhefwidomenraleasom we begin to change - 
ar individu&, as a m l &  group and eventuaily as a larger group. 
It is su crucial thut we discuss anger in groups and wirh each orher 
and the sociery m large because wuil we 'ny ir on. hold it und 
"wear" ir for awhile ' will we become comfmble deaüng with the 

feelings of anger. Nut unlike any other issue - s a u a 1  abuse. 
homosenuzliry, etc., the conspirucy of silence breedr the sick, 
devastan-ng f r e a n g  hou anger hus had on us! 

Jane captures parts of the discussion when she identifies the personal reasons why 

it is important to address anger in out lives when she writes, 

Alriiough I re&e t h  it may not be plearant and in facr may hun 
like heli, if is a joumey t h  musr be if1 am ro find peace wifhin 
myself ond be aùle to be happy in my life. I a h  would fike ?O be 
able to help my daughters by way of example so they won7 have 
to re-visif these same issues 20 years from now. 

At 10:30, the discussion slowing d o m  and yawns and sîretches indicating that 

energy was waning, closure of the evening's discussion was facilitated with the passing 

again of the Talking Stick. Each shared closing thoughts about where we were at 

presently, some indicating their fatigue, others that they were aware of the opening to 

difficult places within, needing personal t h e  to reflect and process the evening's 

experience. Support was offered by the facilitators and suggestions shed about how we 

might di take care of ourselves this evening. In closing, we ail stood in the circle, where 



the following poern, m e n  in honour of women coming together to share and make 

rneaning of their experiences, was recited: 

BELLY DANCERS 

The women corne to share a dance 
Each in their fluidity 

A geshire from one received by another 
A collaborated dance begins 

T h e ,  reflection and opportuoity 
Give space to honour the integrity of commrinity 

The magic of moments shared 
While a birth is danced. (Wilson, J . ,  1996) 

We finished by holding han& and squeezing with the next person in succession 

around the circle, as a way to pass on the collective energy and strength we were finding 

within the group. We then dispersai in different directions to find private Face in which 

to reflect in ow joumals and to find comfort in preparation for a much-needed and 

hoped-for rejuveaating and r e m  night. 

Sahuday moming was ushered in with a glorious sunrise and the promise of 

another bright and s u ~ y  day, to which many of us responded by treating ourselves to a 

long walk, a nui, or a session of Yoga Sun Salutations before breakfast, or by just sitting 

on the lawn bench situated under the trees in the yard. It was not uncornmon throughout 

the weekend to find one or more of our group outside at this spot, writing in journals, 

sharing thoughts and feelings with one another, or resting after a refreshing hike through 

the fields and apple orchards nirrounding our weekend home. Graduay, each woman 

arrived at the kitchen table, warming to the arorna and crackle of the wood stove, to 

share coffee and breakfast, while describing their nights, some having slept restfully, 



while others were plagued with sleeplessness or interrupted sleep due to racing thoughts 

or disturbing dreams. Each woman offered support to others in her own special way by 

üstening, validating experiences, offering humorous stones, or quietly acknowledging that 

she understood the pain that othen were experiencing. 

By 9:00, dishes done, fresh coffee made and our centrepiece again carefully 

placed in the centre of the living room, we ail gathered to open the circle for the morning 

session. The circle began with the reading of another poem, which spoke to us of the 

difficult but important journey we were sharing and our need for the support, understand- 

ing and comectedness that was shared by aii. 

THE THAW OF FELT CONNECTEDNESS 

An energizing bright light, an embodiment of warmth awakem hope 
as it warms the seed, the essence of the body, nurturing it to 
melt and absorb the nuhients of that which has f d e n  upon it. 

Connected we know and grow. 

The garden has chaaged and continues to change, since the 
perennid roots first took to the ground. 

The climate seems harsher, the seasons more sporadic, 
yet the wül is to fiourish. 

The grand gardener planned and plotted a vision. 
Those who did not seem to fit were puiled by the roots. 
If the seed dared to bend, braced to a stake was the fate. 

As the wind cries for the Song of colours lost. 

A challenge to the gardeners of the world, 
watch and protect with the slightest touch. 

A seed begins to bend as it grows. Is the prescribed straight 
marner of growth what is neeàed? 

Reflect, as you brush the dirt. What is it that you need? 
Did 1 give you too much water? Did 1 shade your seed? 

1 think that you are beautifûl. 



Don't close your petals as others wdk by. 
Open them and sing your colours, 

as the gardener continually tries to follow in hannony. 
For it is the foward leaning that is needed for a beautiful 

arrangement. (Wilson, J., 1996) 

The Taiking Stick was passed around the circle and each of us nied to cornmuni- 

cate the emotions which were rising to the surface, for some, as a result of the previous 

evening's discussions and restless nights, for others, stemming from the anticipation and 

anxiev. as I shared the day's agenda and the inner jomey on which it promised to take 

us. There was, however, throughout the group, a clear sense of strength, cornitrnent 

and trust in ourselves, each other, and the process. 

Before entering the first art-making exercise, a number of techniques were 

describecl, demonstrateci or practised, which could be uàlized throughout the next two 

days as a way of expressing, difhsing or working through anger or other intense 

emotions as they emerged. We practised the throwing of knotted towels, forcefuily into 

the centre of the room. We engaged, as pairs, in a tug-of-war exercise, pulling each on 

the end of a sheet while using our most forceful and assertive " yesn and "no " voices. We 

then practised body-sculpting, in which we contorted our bodies and voices in a way 

which most vividly described how we were feeling in the moment. Some shared that they 

found these exercises to be energizing, while others found them to be helpful in diffising 

the energy of what they were feeling at the t h e ,  while others found themselves getting 

closer to feelings of anger that they were aware of being present, just under the surface. 

The empty chair technique was presented and described as a way to bring anger more 

alive and to work with it toward possible resolution of confiict they may be experiencing 



with a significant other. It was presented as a process of using an empty chair to engage 

in conversation with this person, interacting first with myself as facilitator and then done 

with the other person seated in the empty chair, with prompting, to fully experïence the 

emotions arising. The similar technique of psychocirama was ako described. This 

technique uses props and otber people as players in a drama to re-enact a moment, event 

or image, as a way of working through the associated emotions. These techniques 

remained visible and available and were weii-utüized throughout the reminder of the 

weekend. 

We then moved into the first art therapy exercise, iniroduced and facilitated by 

Sheila, who presented the imagemaking as a way to M e r  introduce ourselves, adding 

to what we already knew of one another, and as a way to take us further into ourselves. 

She emphasized the importance of viewing our images as an expression of whatever 

emerges from ou. huer beings and to try to avoid viewing our images as a test of artistic 

or technical skill. We were each offered large sheets of thick, white paper with a light 

p e n d  line on one Sde to mark a section which wouid be covered as we hung our 

completed images in a circle on the wail for M e r  reflection during the weekend. 

Several medium, including paints, oil and chalk pastels, crayons markers and different 

sized brushes, were set up in ow "artroom". It was suggested that we choose a space 

throughout the three large open rooms that housed our daytime activities, and to spend 

15-20 minutes to create a visual introduction of ourselves to the group, exploring the 

question, "Who are you now, here in this circle, as you bring yourself to the group?" 

The next few moments were spent in silence, as each found her own way, some 



gingerly, others fastidiously, into movement of colour onto paper, listening within, and 

portraying the inner thoughts, images and emotions, many as yet unidentified or 

unrecognized, onto the paper. As time was cded,  some were reluctant to lave their 

images, being caught up in the moment of expression and feeling that the image-making 

process generated. We enjoyed a coffee-break whiie cleaning brushes and carefufly 

placing images to dry, and shooing the kitten away fiom adding displaced paw marks on 

what bad becorne, a part of owselves. As we reconvened back to the circle, Sheila 

introduced the dialoguing part of the exercise, offering us helpful guidelines on how to 

observe the image, keeping it as the focus, while searching for its meaning. She describeci 

how, by responding to our own observations of the patterns in the image, the colour 

intensity and balance, the movement of brushstrokes, and the placement of pieces within 

the image, we could support the image-der to search for meaniag within the image. 

Around the circle. each took a tum at being guided through the process of 

dialoguing with her image, spending approximately 20 minutes on each image. Though 

at times we got caught up in our own experience of another's image, we listened, 

observed, questioned and supported one another through the sometimes difficult, 

sometimes humorous, and sometimes strengthening, but always revealing, process of 

interpreting and making meaning of the images. Stories were shared, ne&, wishes and 

desires were revealed, anger, rage, guilt, fear, loss and empowerment were touched. 

Tears were shed, Iaughter evoked, and hugs were offered and received - this collective 

joumey into deeper places begun. Later, as time was taken to reflet in journals, the 

energy of the group and how it touched on individuais was describeci. Marie &tes, 



"Weekendr like this are so much W e r .  People speak their mi& with people who 

cure.. . The snength of rhe wornen here is nemendous.. . Wow.. .su hard ru artictikue!!" 

Margaret mites, " I  am angry for myself Md for al2 of us here today who k v e  been 

vicncnmued. For these women I see who are ot such u fiagile place. such a needy. 

vulnerabe spotn. Jane writes, "In ahost ail the pictures was a feeling of how innocent 

and good we sturted out and huw being abused, molested or h n  hm changed us". 

As we broke for a one and a half hour lunchbreak, we were reminded of our self- 

care, which each engaged in as they needed - a long walk in the noon sun, alone or in 

the Company of others, a rejuvenaiing nap, a private space with special soothing music, 

pen and journal held close, or enjoying community in the kitchen, sharing in the 

seemingly endless supply of good, wholesome and cornforthg foods which each of us had 

so carefully prepared for this event. D u ~ g  the break, our circle of images was placed 

on the wall, a reminder of where we had corne thus far on our journey into anger. 

in our circle once again, we shared the verse of this Song, which spoke to us of 

the place we were at together and of the pain and strength we shared, and which gave us 

a sense of gouncihg in the present as we embarked, throughout the next stage of the 

weekend, on the journey of deeper probing into the darker corners of our experience, 

where our repressed anger was held: 

1 WEL HOLD FAST 

Echoes of childhood whisper violence 
Cold wind beating out the past 

Rage in your throat mufles silence 
Hold on, 1 will stand fast. 

In the darkness your guardians have le& you 



Cold wind beating out of the past 
Noone to hear you cry, no one to defend you 

Hold on, I will stand fast. 

CHORUS 

Iwillstandfast, Iwillstandfast 
You are safe in the dayiight at last 

Nightmare and fear, they have no power here 
1 wili stand fast, 

I wili listen t the terrors that try you 
Cold wind beating out of the pst 

1 will mdle  the child that breaths inside you 
Hold on, I WU stand fast. 

When you take the shape of a 100 ancient horrors 
Cold wind beating out of the pst 

Wben you strike at me and play into your sorrows 
Hold on, 1 will stand fast. 

Birds flash upon a branch in winter 
Cold wind beating out of the past 
Ice in the sun begins to splinter 

Hold on, 1 will stand fast. 

You will wak with no fetters to bind you 
Cold wind beating out of the past 

Ail the love you have waoted will f?nd you 
Hold on, I will stand fast. 

The Taiking Stick was passed with a summary by each of where we had come 

thus far in the process, how anger was beiug experienced, and the sharing of feelings of 

courage, fear and anxiety at the remainder of the day and what we expected would come 



forth. There was a strong sense of respect and validation within the group, an 

understanding that though we were each on a personal jouniey, we were sharhg this 

experience together and were thankful for the support that was being offered through our 

being in this place together. 

The guided "anger" imagery was then introduced, with emphasis on the women 

utilizing their own will within the imagery process, so as not to feel pressurai, threatened 

or uosafe with the images emerging. The women were encouraged to communicate with 

different elements within the imagery, identify with a parlicular person in order to 

experience the emotions more fully, or to explore a specific aspect of the imagery more 

fidly if they felt this would help bring the experience of anger more to life. Each person 

prepared a space for herself which would provide room and cornfort. The imagery was 

preceded with a session of abdominal breathing and progressive muscle relaxation to 

prornote a more reiaxed state where inner focus coufd occur. The imagery was then 

presented in a quiet, calming voice and a slow, smooth pace, aiiowing time for each 

woman to experience the emotions and interact with the images more M y .  The imagery 

was immediately followed by an art-making exercise portraying the image or the 

expience emerging for each from the imagery experience. Again, Sheila reminded the 

group of the guidelines for image-making and dialoguing, with an acknowledgement that 

we may find this to be an intense time, with strong emotions arising unexpectediy or 

images emerging in surprise. She stress& the importance of regrounding, of stepping 

back from the work if necessary, to remind ourselves of where we were and that we were 

d e .  



We then engaged, again, in a process of dialoguing with the images as a group, 

with the intent of helping each person to idenw,  through her artwork, with specific parts 

of her imagery experience, to name them, dialogue with them, talk with them and about 

thern, ask them what they needed, write about them, and d o w  the feelings to corne alive 

and be more fûlly experienced in the present. In this way, it was intended that anger 

which was more subconscious, couid be brought forward and more M y  explored, 

experienced and understood as a way of giving more rneaning to each woman's subjective 

experience of this emotion. 

This session of dialoguing with the images was much lengthier than the morning's 

session had b e n .  Likened in their j o d s  to a "mar~thon" by two of the participants, 

the image dialoguing coneinued through the aftemoon and throughout the evening, until, 

in exhaustion, we were satisfied that we had encountered anger in a fuiler and deeper 

way. For some, this rneant allowing its release in full and intense expression, for others, 

in embracing it and choosing to hold onto it until they felt they no longer needed it, for 

others, experiencing much deeper thoughts, images and emotions associated with their 

anger, but for each, anger had becorne clearer, more rneaningful, more accepted and 

understood. Many utilized the gestalt techniques to bring the feelings more to Life or to 

help diffuse the intensity of ernotion they were feeling. Passionate discussions emerged 

at points where we found connections, similar experiences, a knowingness amongst us. 

A moment of disagreement brought with it an opportunity to approach conflict in a 

healthier way, a new beginning for one who had always avoided such moments. 

Throughout this session, after breaks, the Talking Stick was passai, as a way of each 



woman co~ect ing  with the group, sharing where we were at and stating what we needed. 

This session was describeci in journals as "inremen and "deep". Sheila captures the 

flavour of this session as she mites, "Moved &y the infensriry and depth ar which people 

s h e d  rheir images. Anger seerhing. dincculr ?O express, oftn t e m  Jnt, rhen words of 

anger ru penon, sinraton, self". 

Themes emerged From our collective experience during this session, again 

captureci by Sheila in her journal reflections. 

Bene& the anger is deep huri and unexpresssed pain. We 
acknowledged the imporrance of being heurd. of M n g  a voice, 
and rhar inut is a major building block for qressing anger. Beiief 
rhar orhers cm change b an influence on wilhgness to con fi un^ 
Fear of loosing retan'onsrhips is a block ro qressing self: Taking 
eares the pain and in emptying. we are filed wirh gremer things. 
nere is a need fo jind meaning in puin und lemng go is a 
decision. 

At 11 :30, spent and exhausted, we closed the session with the passing of the 

T a b g  Stick. Through our words, we shared a recognition of our exhaution and the 

need for the ,  to reflect and process what had occurred for each penoa and the group as 

a whole. We squeezed han& in the circle and dispersecl to find quiet space and rest. The 

journals would have to wait. 

Sunday rnoming, though the mood was lighter, there were expressions of both 

relief and sadness - relief in the belief that the deepest part of our joumey into self- 

exploration was behind us and sadness that we would be leaving this space and the 

warmth and comfort we had created within the group. The session planned for the 

morning was on "Care of Self and Anger", which had the promise of o f f e ~ g  an uplifting 



sense of control over ourselves and how we managed our anger. The circle fomed early, 

as the group wanted we, the Co-Facilitators, to share our image-making experiences as 

weil, on which we agreed to spend some brief time. As in previous image-dialoguing, 

the Procas was revealing, shedding light on places where anger touched most closely, 

and though brief dialogue sessions, both Sheila and myself were left with new insights 

with which to continue ow own growing processes. Doing this became an important part 

of the retreat experience and the process of the group, of which we were ail so much a 

part, as we explored the meaning of anger together. It dowed me as researcher, to more 

closely examine my own process of anger and to promote more collaborative making of 

meaning which was inclusive of ail present. Sorne of the women wrote about this 

experience in their j o d s ,  seeing it as contributing to the sense that we were ail in this 

together . 

Following this session, we made a group cornensus decision to include in the 

morning, the showing of a vida clip which had been planned for the previous evening, 

but due to time, had been omitted. The clip was fiom the movie, "Steel Magnolias" and 

portrayeci a passionate, yet wonderful display of healthy anger associated with a deep 

loss, and in the supportive environment of a group of women who were close fkiends. It 

was shown as an example of heaithy anger expression in its moment of intensity. The clip 

was evocative for many, who had emotions s a  present, tnggered by the previous &y's 

experience. For Deb, it was the catalyst she needed to bring her feelings of anger, so 

deeply associated with loss, to the surface, and to experience a release which she had 

tried so hard to reach the night before during our session of diaioguing with her image, 



but had been unable to. Deb wrote of this in her journal, saying, "Ir muched my anger 

und painn. Others were there to support Deb, but not to interfere or impede the process 

which had begun for her and was to continue on after the retreat, as was the case for 

most. 

After coffee, we resumed the circle and, after passing the Talking Stick, we 

moved into what was to be the final session of the weekend which was introduced as a 

"Wholistic Plan of Care for Ourseives and Our Anger". As part of this exercise, the 

group was guided through a visualization to a time in their lives when they felt unwell, 

followed by a time when they felt weil and in hannony with themselves and others. They 

were guided to bring to life, a rich and detailed vision of their thoughts, feelings, and 

actions during each of these times. Using the Wheel of Heakh (see Appendix K) as a 

framework, we then explored and shed ,  through brainstorming and discussion, five 

aspects of our Lives - the physical, emotionai, social, mental and spiritual - and ways we 

knew that we were not caring for ourselves, foliowed by the sharing of choices and 

options available to us to care for ourselves in each of these five areas. " The particular 

emphasis was on caring for ourselves in anger. From this, each woman developed her 

own personai plan of seif-care which she could take home and refer to when needed. 

Many ideas were generated for both embracing and managing our anger, many 

forthcoming from our experiences over the weekend. 

Several methods of self-care were s h a d  and genefated through this discussion. 

ln the physical realm, we recognized the importance of exercise, movement, dancing, 

healthy diet, singing , touch, relaxing baths, massage, venting anger, laughter , taking 



action, sex, ernploying various physical ways to release anger and, most knportantly, 

listening to our bodies, as ways to care for ourselves and our anger. In the emotional 

realm of our lives, we identified the importance of ackuowledging, accepting and 

expressing our feelings, writing about them, feeling validated, love, friendship and 

support, owning our feelings, calmDess and clear expression of feelings, humour, hope 

and doing emotional body checks using the-outs, deep breathing and self-tak, as ways 

to care for the emotional experience that is so much a part of ou.  lives. 

Socially , we recognized that choosing heaithy , supportive relationships, 

communicating openiy and honestly , establishing healthy boundlanes, leaming problern- 

solving strategies, reaching out of isolation, having fun and contibuting positively and 

constnictively to our communities could aU assist us in dealing with ou .  anger in healthier 

ways. 

Mentally, we saw the importance of work, professional and personal development, 

reading, educating ourselves on issues which impact on us both personally and globalIy, 

ùiteilectuai conversation, changing negative self-talk and chalienging thoughts which 

impede our growth, as ways to numire our mental selves and have more control over our 

experience of anger as it anses. 

We ali identified the importance of nurturing our spintual selves, that point of 

inner comection with self and our religious or spiritual beliefs which is so integral to 

rnaintaining a clear sense of oneself. Though we identified this part of ourselves as quite 

personai, we recognuied the value in taking time out to do personal reflection, rest and 

rejuvenation, creative activities , spending time with nature, meditation, personal renewai 



retreats, music, and connection with others, as ways to honour and nurture our spintual 

side and tap into the heer strength with which to confront anger when it should surface. 

As our time was LUnited and we were aware of the need for time to process the 

experience of the weekend, the finai session on "Making Meaning of Our Experience", 

which had been planned as the final session of the weekend, and was to be a third stage 

in the research process, was defemd until a later &te, approximately two weeks forward. 

Each of the participants agreed that it would be helpfid to keep their journals and to 

continue writing as they reflected on their experience of anger throughout the retreat and 

the subsequent days. 

The retreat closure occurred in three stages. First, each woman wrote a personal 

message in the journai, or on the first image, of each of the others, offering one another 

the gift of positive feedback and sharing something they felt they had received from one 

another. This completed, we joined in the circle, reciting another poem which captured 

the essence of what we had achieved together as collaborative researchers: 

Finding Collaboration in Spirit 

You recognized the Meaning to my Tension 
You hear my voice to speak your own. 
We communicate in relation - a spirit. 
û d y  the words of our meanings are different. 
A paper writes itself. 

You may have heard the tears of my diaphragm, 
Weakened by a voice without expression. 
Recognition and a cal1 to collaboration. 
Dialogue, time and reflection, 
Give sense and sight to persuasion. 

Opportunity for the integnty of spirit, makes way 
for the weaving of voices that share meals, twirls, wet boots and 



brutes. 
Stones told, threads of fiiendship, hope and care. 
In al1 this I see our meanhg reflected. 

I Iean fomard, reflecting on the no ordinary moments. 
No longer stuck on my not doing. 
Rather, celebrating on that we were king. 
And the cùcle flows weaving a bracelet. 
A paper e t e s  itseif. (Wilson, J., 1996) 

Then, holding hands, each woman around the circle s h e d  a word or phrase which 

describecl for them most vividly, the meaning each had made fiom our experience of 

exploring anger. The words which came forth were: 

* injustice 
* abuse 
* helps to tak about it 
* QJppon 
* validation 
* mst 
* shame 
* loss 
* fear of Ioss 
* Iayers 
* needs confrontation 
* taking action 
* helping someone else 
* need for tools 
* anger is part of self emerging 

As hugs were shared and we began the work of dismantling our centrepiece, 

g a t h e ~ g  artwork and packing belongings, there were some within the group who made 

plans to stay co~ected over the next while as they felt they would need the support that 

only those present through this experience could provide. Several women Lingered on, 

enjoying a last meal together, talking or vniting in joumals. One woman stated that she 

was reluctant to Ieave the cornfort of our weekend home, and sat cwled up in the rocking 



chair by the wood stove. Another expressed loss at the closure of this group, feeling 

reticent to return home to continue prmessing her experience alone. All were encouraged 

to use their supports and were invited to c d  me during the next few days if they felt a 

need. Several did, hding that the ernotions which had been stirred during the weekend 

were still present. Several of the women took action regarding situations associated with 

their anger, which will be discussed in the next section describing the individual process 

of each womaa. 



THE FOLLOWUP MEETING 

Though we had planned our followup meeting for two weeks after the retreat, two 

of the participants became quite ill and the meeting was, therefore, held one month after 

the retreat. Unfomately, at this t h e ,  ody two of the participants attend&, as one was 

stül il1 and two others had to cancel at the l a s  minute. Though disappointecl, those that 

attended participateci avidly in the session, entitled "Making Meaning of Our Experience 

of Anger", which was spent re-visiting the initial interview questions, having had tirne 

to reflect on the experience of the weekend. Reflections shared at this meeting were 

recorded, verbatim, on flipchart papa while the women were present, to ensure that 1 

capmecl the essence of their comments. 1 met with the remaining participants over the 

subsequent weeks, using the same questions as a guideline for discussion. In each 

instance, comrnents were recorded verbatim, and became part of the data analysis from 

which quotations wili be used in the discussion of fmdings. The meanings generated about 

anger through discussions at these meetings were both personal and social. Each woman 

recognized that she had gained a stronger sense of how anger manifested itself in her life, 

what she needed in order to allow anger a place in her life and, in so doing, we identifid 

ways in which our lives were better as a result. 

Only one woman dîd not engage in the follow-up meeting, despite repeated 

attempts to schedule a meeting time. However, we did engage in a phone discussion 

where she shared with me some personal reflections on her experience with the research 

and how she was perceiviag mger in her We at present. 



CHAPTER 4 

HONOWUNO THE PROCESS OF ANGER 

Analysis and Discussion of Findings 

Methods of Data Andysis 

The analysis of data for this research project involved a three-stage process. First, 

1 engaged in multiple readings of the data, through which a number of different 

categories were developed. A process of bracketing or examining and describing each 

woman's individual process throughout the stages of the research then occumed, foiiowed 

by a final collaborative stage of presenting this discussion of the data analysis to the 

participants for their reflection and feedback, as to the accuracy with which their 

experience was presented and meanings interpreted. 

With the reading and rereading of the data in the first stage of aniilysis, a number 

of categories were identified, as they occurred repeatedly in the data, which spoke to the 

early experience of anger for each woman, the impact that anger had had on their lives, 

what they were angry about, and their experience of anger at the present time. These 

categories were listeci on separate sheets of papa with partial quotes, identified by page 

number, and cross-referenced within the data itself, by writiog category names in the 

rnargins of the transcribed text. These categories are listeci in Appendix 1. 

The second stage of the analysis process involved a system of bracketing. De& 



describes bracketing as a process of taking phenornena out of the context, dissecting and 

uncovering, defining and anaIyPng elements and essential structures, looking for key 

phrases and staternents, inspectkg the meanings for what they say regarding essential and 

r e c h g  features and getting the subject ' s interpretation ( 1 989). Here, the individual 

process of each of the participants from the t h e  of the intewiew, throughout the retreat, 

untii the foLlowup meeting, was closely examined and described, and will be presented 

first in the body of this discussion on findings. Each of the participants were offered a 

copy of this description and were invited to provide feedback and discuss any changes, 

deletions or additions which they felt would more accurately reflect their individual 

process throughout the research. Through this system of bracketing, s e v d  themes 

emerged as common to al1 or most of the women's experiences, which were listed and 

then linked to the categories in the first phase of the analysis (See Appendix J). Through 

searching for commonalities and r e c h g  elements within dl the data in this way, a list 

of five major themes was developed with nib-themes attached to each theme (see 

Appendix K). These themes will fom the basis of this discussion on findings. 

The third phase of data analysis involved more collaboration with the participants, 

as the discussion of findings was presented to them. Categories, themes and sub-themes 

were listed on flip-cha. papa for discussion and group analysis and a copy of the w&en 

discussion of themes was provided to each participant. Engaging in group dialogue 

regarding the findings provided the opportunity for participants to reflect and provide 

feedback regarding the analysis and the meanings which emerged fiom the research. In 

each instance where the pdcipants were involved in the data analysis, changes and 



additions were made to the text which were more reflective of their individuai and 

collective experiences. Engaging in dialogue with the participants in this way, 1, as 

researcher, attempteù to maintain an element of objectivity and to engage in what Lather 

defines as systematic reflexivity (Lather, IWI), working against my own preconceived 

notion of the meaning of anger in women's lives to ensure that the fiodings reflected the 

voice of their experience. However, it is still important to acknowledge that within the 

hterpretation, my own conceptual framework was present and influencing what 1 saw and 

heard. My own position within the research process wii l  be M e r  discussed in the last 

chapter of this thesis text. 



onoumg the Process of An= 

As the aoalysis of data provideâ tbrough the interview tramcripts, journal entries 

and verbatim segments of the followup meetings progressed, what emerged was a 

recognition that, for each of the participants, there was a dyoamic process of openhg to 

anger and to its subjective rneaning, a process which, for moa, had begun at an earîier 

point in their lives, but which continuai to unfold during the course of this research. 

What WU be presented in this section of the data analysis and findings chapter will be a 

synopsis of this individual process for each of the participants. It should again be noted 

that this portion of the presentation of findings did, in fact, become part of the data 

analysis fkom which themes emerged, to be presented in the next section of this chapter. 

As with the entire analyas of findings, this pumon has been offered to each of the 

participants to review for accuracy of information and for their feedback and 

interpretation, in keeping with the spirit of a collaborative and aegotiated approach to 

makùig meaning fiom research. 

Again, it should be noted here that, in the interest of confidentiality, pseudonyms 

will be used in the presentation of data and inclusion of any identimg information will 

be avoided. 

EaarLe 

Marie is a vibrant and energetic 39 year old, Caucasian woman, boni and raised 



in Halifax, where she resided with her mother and her two older sisten. She is 

contentedly rîïarried to her husband of 17 years, with whom she has been together for 23 

years, and the couple have one pre-adolescent child. Marie has been employed in various 

capacities as an educator for 13 years, and has k e n  an active member of her community 

as a volunteer on several boards and cornmittees to promote social change and provide 

supportive services to youth and adults. 

Marie describes her childhood as physically, emotionaüy and s e d y  abusive, 

having been raised fiom the age of two, afier her father's death, in an ber-city 

neighborhaod with an alcoholic mother. Marie has had a long and arduous journey to 

reaching what she describes now as a much healthier place in her life, having suffered 

bouts of depression and agoraphobia, for which she has been hospitalized on two 

occasions, as well as suffering from an eating disorder. Marie is currently diagnosed with 

a bi-polar disorder for which she receives medication, is diabetic, and has continuai to 

suffer fiom various health-related problems. 

Marie was i n t e r d  in participating in the research because she had a strong 

recognition of the role that her own anger has had in her ongoing process of recovering 

from childhood abuse. She describes anger as, 

powefil and awesome.. .Anger uzn ôe the most motivaring fmor 
t h  CM happen. Ir c m  be the end desmccton of ur. We shur 
dom,  close off and we ex-& b u  we don 't live, or, if we make 
fie& with the anger ir CM be the greatesr cafaSst for change. 
For me, gemng in much with my anger helped me to see real 
growrh in myself;. .inner honesty. I no longer have to Wear the 
m k .  

She also stated that, although she has seen real growth in herself since she has 



"developed the anger", she is currently seeking more spinniality in her Life, and, 

recognizing a need to "go deeper on this focused fopic (anger)", she was attracted to 

doing this work within the context of a small group of wornen. 

Marie was an active and supportive participant in the group, engaging openly in 

ail of the group discussions and ailowing the art therapy, imagery and gestalt work to 

assist her in releasing what she described as a rage that she was experiencing prior to the 

retreat, and in taking some action which she felt necessary to diffuse the inteIlSity of 

anger she was feeling. 

At the point of the initial i n t e ~ e w ,  Marie recognized that she had generally 

moved away fiom the pattern of her earlier life, where she had never k e n  able to 

achowledge her own anger because she had never believed that she had a right to be 

angry. This, she explained, was due to her experience as a child, of king restrained from 

expressing any anger, despite the abuse which was happening to her. In describing other 

people's responses to anger, she says, "Ifyou 're angry, you gel bem.. because men wouM 

beat my Momn and, 

mernories of resnaint.. . M Grade 1, I got a s ~ a p  for gening angry 
at something rhar hqpened at school ... so the messages out there 
were. no, i f s  not acceptable and we're gonna reach you t h  il's 
not acceprable by being violent wirh you. So anger and Molence 
seemed to go hand in hand, you know, for me. 

She describes interoalizing and stuffing her anger for years, saying, 

I u e d  ro jm...I'd smff ii because I felf I had no rig lu...[ àon't 
know if I men hm.. . if 1 could am*culare it. I jm for so many 
y e m ,  m. what it war th@ I felt I had no righr to have those 
feelings, or I didn 't know whar those feelings were so I wouki tend 
to, I'd be of or I'd be feeling ungry h i d e  su I would become 
more self-demctive.. . then I would ear.. . . 



This pattern foilowed her weii into her adult life and she believes intemaking her 

anger had a great impact on her life, stating that she has been suicicial three or four tirnes, 

has had ongoing health problems, and that, in the past, it impacted on her relationships 

and even presently, on her own sense of spinhiality. 

Marie states that she first began to deal with her anger three to four years ago, at 

the time of her mother's death, when she began to have flashbacks to her own childhood 

abuse and was hospitalized for agoraphobia. She recognized then that anger was the 

strongest emotion that needed to be dealt with. She states, 

rhe anger wm paramount. I guess becme su much of its anger. 
It 's anger ar the orher people that commined the mociries, and its 
anger at youneif Md you don k undentund rhar you shouldn 'r be 
b b i n g  yourself and so anger is jus so much O part of it di.. . anù 
as I srurted to work through the process so thar I was feeling 
healrhier, probub& the anger in a healthy senîe becauce dammot, 
rhis won 't ger rhe best of me. 

She describes her first encounter with anger as an adult, as rage. "ïlzere war just 

this rage and I ranted und ruved when I went tu my mother's grave and some of my 

abuser's graves a d  I rmed und raved". She also describes feelings of vengeance 

associated with her anger at this tirne, dong with thoughts of violence and when 

encomtering these she would "feel sick imide and go away within myselfand dissuciare 

At the time of the interview, Marie recognized that the rage she had encountered 

earlier in her recovery process was now gone, saying "now. you ger mad, you get sad. 

you ger happier. Ir's nor aï[-consming anyrnore" . Marie recognized îhat there were still 

strong triggers to bring forth her anger, especiaiiy when she encountered people in 



authority taking advantage of others, or when she herself feels she is being rnanipulated. 

However, she has learned that, by opening up and allowing herself to feel the anger, she 

no longer lets it build up to the misis  which she believes had led earlier to her bouts of 

hospitabition. She says tbat she has leamed to do heaithier things with her anger, such 

as screaming it out, venting it with her support group with whom she feels d e ,  and by 

learning more self-care around her anger, such as meditation, sitting and regroundhg 

herself, soothing herself by the ocean, and writing. She also describes that now, when 

she is angry, she feels herseIf taking control of the feelings, by acknowledging them and 

asking herseIf what it is that is making her angry, and then doing sornething with it, 

turning it around to give her strength. She says, "you don 't give power over tu orher 

people ?O push your own bunons, rhey 're my b u m  10 purh". 

During the few weeks between this initial inte~iew and the time of the retreat, 

Marie experienced the mumatic loss of a close fnend and was recognizing that this was 

triggering a lot of anger for upon e n t e ~ g  the retreat. She desaibed later that this 

incident "had brought me ro rhe feeling of rage d l  the rimen. Taking excerpts from her 

journal as well as quoted notes fiom our foUowup meeting, she describes ailowing the 

process of the retreat to take her deeper into these feelings. During the Friday evening 

group fixe association discussion, she identified strongly with the societal messages 

against women expressing anger, recognizing the impact of this as, "the compir~cy of 

silence (which) breeds the si& devastmanng freezing hold mger hm had on us!" 

In working with the initial art therapy exercise, Marie identified two distinct issues 

associated with her current, strong feelings of anger - that of her own childhood abuse 



and process of recovery, and the issue of her fiiend's recent suicida1 death and the events 

leading up to it. Regarding her own issues she writes, "1 have mger issues and process 

stili tu work on but I definite& jèel I have worked through und grown so very much. I do 

feel proud of me". Regarding the death of her fiiend, she was able to verbalize for the 

first time, in her journal, that she believed her fiend died because of her victimkation, 

both as a child and as an adult, by f a d y  members, and within the context of important 

intimate relationships, as weii as by a systern which repeatedly faiied to respond and 

support her in her cries for help. 

After the guided imagery and art therapy exercise, which she described as "deepn 

and within which she experienced "the suppon and smngrh of a carhg group of 

women", Marie was able to verbalize aloud, her deepest thoughts regarding why she 

believed her fnend had died. Through engaging in a role-play dialogue, she confkonted 

two of the key people she felt were responsible for her fiiend's death. She describes this 

experience by writing, "Ir was temjk to get ro have my say with them and ro see my own 

mger relemed!!" This experience led her to a recognition that tuming her anger into 

action was part of her process of dealing with anger. She writes, "action wirh my mger 

is rhe on& way tu nc& enrure (herfnend3.l life had meuning. I know I will have to do 

somerhing unique. moreldiflerem rhan what 1 have done so fur!!" 

During the days subsequent to the retreat, though Marie describes in her journal 

feeling some release of her anger, which was also noticed by her husband, she began to 

experience health problems which she associateci with stress and which she identified as 

"a m e  combinarion of feur and mgern . She continuecl to write about her feelings of 



anger but aiso took action by confkonting another person whom she felt had some 

responsibility in her fiend's final decision. She also recognized that, during the few 

weeks subsequent to the retreat, she was experiencing new nightflashes, to which she 

I have support. I know how ru access the sysfen when necessury 
urtd my h g u a g e  îs very su, I 'm feeling üke 1 'm needing me 
time.. .Anger leadr to action when deait with and acknowledged but 
le& to selfaesmm*oion when smfed and denied. 

During our foliowup meeting, Marie s h e d  some reflections on the retreat 

experience and the experience she had with her anger during that time. She stated that, 

though her friend's death was a catalyst for her anger to d a c e ,  the bigger issue for her 

was injustice, which has been a theme for her throughout her life. She shared that she has 

been giving a lot of thought to how she can take action on this larger issue, either by 

studyhg law or professional counselling. She stated that the weekend experience provided 

her the support, validation and safety, as well as the tirne, to process her feelings of rage. 

She States, 

you have to provide an environment which is safe and secure and 
where the focus is on you.. .and you don 't have ro deal with day ro 
day ive. This gives permission for deeper roots of ~ g e r  tu surface 
und look ut - if allowed us tu mke thar risk. The gruup process 
reinforced the idea ïhat deep anger and intense enlotion is 
okay...and orhen doing iî vaüdaed Our nght to have t h  
infensity ... if gave me the courage to take acncnon, enabled me tu 
@ore the ruge and see whm ro do to let if go. 

Further, she was able to recognize through her experience of exploring and working with 

her rage, that she was still able to be with anger of this intensity and not move into the 

self-destructive pattern of her past. She states, 

I had enough ruge m take a shotgun and hua someone, b u  I 



didn 7.. . I didn 'r go to self-desrmcrion. and fhcu is anrming , rhaf 
I do have conrd over it, if lets me know t h  I'm okay. t h  the 
phoney-baloney truck isn 't coming , 

a metaphor that Marie has used to express her previous fears that she would never tmly 

recover from her childhood experïences and achieve a heaithier quality of life. She says 

that since this experience, she &as been enjoying more b e r  peace, and is enjoying behg 

with herseif and she feels she is slowly developing the ability to control her self- 

destructive eating behavior. 

Margaret is a strong, independent and caring 42 year old woman of Scottish and 

English descent, who grew up with her f a d y  in a small Nova Scotia t o m .  She has been 

consistently employed throughout her career in the area of scientific research. Margaret 

has been single for most of her life and owns her own home. She currently resides there 

with her partner in what has only recently become a commorn-law relationship. Margaret 

is actively involved in commmîty-based initiatives to support survivors of childhood 

semai abuse. 

Delving deeper into the subject of anger through this research appealed to 

Margaret because, as she refïected on her own continuous process of heahg from what 

she identifies as childhood sexual abuse, she realized that her own anger from the time 

that she was a child, had a major impact on her adult life, particularly in the way she felt 

about herself and the way she related to others. She described a childhood of always 



being afraid of anger, both her own and that of others, which she believes stems fiom 

being punished as a child on the few occasions when she did diow herself to get angry, 

and from feeling afraid that she might get hurt when others around her became angry. 

She remembers, " When Mom 's voice wenr up, thaf war ir, I jurt alwuys wmed to go mn 

and hide ...and I could feel myseifshrfnk when Mom would huiler and I felt Me I was 

going tu disuppear.. . " . She also describes feeling responsible when others became angry, 

believing that she was somehow to blame and feeling Wce she had to make the anger stop. 

This she saw as giving people a lot of power over her and left her "denying thar (she) 

W any nght  to be.. . Margarer didn 't mstn . As a result, Margaret recognized that, as 

a child, she developed a pattern of shiffmg her anger or tuniing it into hurt and sadness. 

As an adult, she saw herself denying that she ever felt angry, util it reached the point 

of explosion. She says, "fi war almost üke lusing connol war the on& way you could 

express anger, so, you 'd let everyrhing build up Md build up ami build up wiRI you did 

Margaret saw berself, as a result, as a very ngid and passive person who became 

a people-pleaser in her adult Life, especiaiiy in her more intirnate relationships where she 

was especially fearful of expressing anger or of exposure to other people's anger. 

I didn 'l reJpeM myseif becouce I never allowed myself to srand up 
for me. You know, 2 was alwuys su afraid thur sombocfy would get 
angry ar me, and that was rny controlling thing, t h ' s  how Mom 
connolled me as a child. if she gogor angry, thar was it. game over, 
mouse in the cmer . .  .gone.. .I  couldn 't mt myself ro be ihere ru 
protect rnyself. 

She dso recognized that she was misdirecting her anger, saying, "Ir made me more ungry 

than warranted in other sinuznnuznons. Al1 my anger wm being expressed in other sincation 



(work) because it was safer, not personal". 

in her early 203, Margaret sought the help of a psychiaûist with these issues, but 

she says he did not want to ta& about the anger and she therefore "stz&ied it ail back 

down for m h e r  20 years". In her late thirties, the explosiveness of her anger was 

triggered by an occasion where she was caregiving her adolescent niece for a pend of 

time. She describes being both afmid of, and afraid for, her niece and found herself 

striking her on several occasions. This, she says, "led me to recognue t h  I hod a 

problent with anger Md I wasn't dealing Mectivefy wirh it in my üfen, so sbe again 

sought help. Through therapy and a treatment group, she discovered another side to 

herself, one that could be angry and in control at the same time and that the choice was 

her own. She saw ailowing herself to expenence her anger as instrumental in allowing 

herself more fieedom. 

She (Mizrgaret) couldn'r be boni or aist in the worid until I 
Iearned to deal with anger. .. because ... Murgarer wm vety 
m g  ry... through the healing and stufl . . I  reolized, Jea .  you know. 
al1 these years I've been su pissed off ar everything thar hppened 
back then.. . . l guess I kind of had [O give myself permission îo go 
back and be angry and IO feel thar anger was okay. 

Margaret believes that, in the safety of a group, which was a controlled 

environment managed by a therapist, and through Listening to others get angry, she was 

able to give herself permission to open up to her own anger. She describes a process of 

allowing old memones to emerge, saying, " I  had to go back and not jurr see them but 

feel the feelings.. . I needed to feel safe to express it and I needed @ express it" . 

Margaret identifies that ber anger is still triggered when she h e m  about child 

abuse or when she feds she is not being treated with respect. She says that in learnuig 



to stay with the feelings of anger when they arose, her anger was not as temwing to her. 

"I  leamed rhar I could conrra1 it. get mgry and nor go overboard. If1 did anger in srnail 

doses it was no[ as hard tu handlen. Margaret recognizes that though she still has 

difficulty with other people's anger, and st i i l  associates anger with violence, she is 

learning not to own it and feel responsible. " When someone gers reallj ungry a r w d  me 

thut linle child pan of me sri11 t h i h .  okay , anger. you 've got to ger the hell out of here 

or stop the anger. I have to stop myselfand Say, no thut anger is their 's, not mine". She 

identifies safety as paramount in expressing anger, particularly in close relationships. She 

says of her current relationship with her partner, " I  think i f s  a mark of how good our 

relationship is t h  I cm tell him I'm ungry. We c m  be mgry bur there still seem tu be 

enough respect". Margaret states that she has leamed that if she writes about her anger 

or vents it with supports that she b o w s  will not respond with anger toward her, she c m  

allow it the expression it needs. She also needs to physically release it and fin& walking, 

throwing rocks and gardehg helpful and she likes to sooth herself after an angry release 

with special comfort foods or a hot bath. Margaret also identifies a need to use her anger 

at childhood abuse to take action against abuse. 

Margaret was interested in participating in the retreat because, as she states, 

I find rhar I go deeper and I l e m  things t h  I never knew abou 
myself befm. Ir inm-gues me. I'd like ro see whaf eke tr there. 
And I think the more I leam about my anger, the bener able I will 
be to do anger in a healthy w q .  

Throughout the weekend retreat, 

inner child whom she refers to as "Linle Mar", 

ais0 v e v  ang?yn. Following our Friday evening 

Margaret identified strongly with her 

describing her as "sad and afraid. but 

group discussion, in which she was an 



avid participant on the subject of abuse and violation against women and children, she 

refen in her journal to the emergence of a black room, which she associated with Little 

Mar's sadness and anger. This dark room emerged in her second image-making on 

Saturday, as a large black room with impenetrable walls with Little Mar present, but 

keeping her distance. She describes this room in her journal as, "a place where I could 

deposit all the smff l didn 't wanr to have in my iife". As she wrote, she became more 

aware of the anger she felt as a child who was being abused but did not dare tell, for fear 

of punishment. She reflected on her process of piecing images together of her abuse, and 

wrote of how the strength of her anger was starting to surface, with an awareness that she 

was "holding ir nr bq". Using the metaphor of the black room, she says, 

1 can feel ir (the anger) purhing ar rhe open door brrr some unseen 
force is keeping itfrom being able ro escape. The imuge of rhar 
bkck room is strong.. . it is blackness, the rotai ubsence of Iighr and 
it is swirling and gmhenng energy, but why ?" 

Listening to the stories of victimization From the other women intensified 

her anger, while at the same tirne she was aware of a strength, courage, love and 

protection. This was symbolized for her by the presence of an eagle feather which she 

had brought for the centrepiece. 

Margaret contioued to reflect on the image of the black room through her 

jomalling over the weekend. She was aware of her resistance to entering the door of the 

dark room, though she had been able to enter it once before, and of her fear and sadness 

associated with this image. This led Margaret to question, 

I keep asking whar eke is there? Whaf more do 1 need to know? 
How cm I help her (Zitcle Mar) ?. . . She needr a voice She wants to 
be heard. She w a n ~  to tell the world what was done to her. 



As her feelings of anger intensified throughout the art therapy sessions, she wrote, 

"1 realize t h  I have begun the journey of moving beyond my pain îo being able ro give 

voice to our collecn've sufe~ng", identifjmg her anger as "rhe motivaing force fhm I 

have used ta rake the sreps necessary rofight rhe abuse in rhe world", and in so doing, 

be the voice for the anger that her little chiid feels. 

Throughout the weekend, Margaret could be found done, Listening to music and 

curled up in a cornfortable chall- writing in her journal. She identified in her journal, a 

n e 4  to withdraw and isolate in ber anger, a pattern which has been present with her 

since her chiidhood. Though in dialoguing with her second image, she was not able to 

enter the dark room, she continueci to process her feelings of anger during the subsequent 

days and weeks and found herself becoming more acutely aware of anger when it 

occwed. Through reflecting on anger she felt in the moment, and rationalking what she 

thought it needed, she was able to respond to a situation of conflict, where she felt she 

was being treated disrespectfully, with a determination to be heard and a new-found 

assertiveness, to which she wrote, "1 think I handled rhar respecrJirIIy and assem'vely . I 

am pleased with the ourcome. niai feeli good!" She also recognized that she was more 

openly communicating her feelings with her partner, and, as the trust grew, she became 

more open to his anger, identifying a fear of his anger connected to a fear of losing him, 

stemming from childhood experiences of tnisting others and then losing them. 

Throughout this time, Margaret experienced increasingly vivid and disturbing 

dreams, depicting scenes of abuse against her and aoother family member. With each 

dream, she wrote graphically of the anger, venting the way she felt toward the abusers, 



while increasingly gaining a clearer awareness of previously fragmented mernories. 

Throughout this process she identifieci strongiy that "rage and detemindon are my 

fmiliarfnends!" A month after the retreat, she wrote of her continuing dreams, "Anger 

wcrî the feeling that srood our the most for me. I wmn 'r saying no. I war telling him fier 

&user) to go to hell.. .My  inner child was certain&filling her boots!" She writes M e r ,  

I have @en myself permission to be angry and to express my 
anger in a p p r o m e  ways. Therefore the permission of orhem no 
longer seem us important. f am ddoing bener ar not feeling ar i f 1  
am responrible for other's mger, even when m time my anions 
may have mggered someone 3 anger.. . .Anger is an indicazion t h  
something is miss.  It therefore cm be a usefil roui.. . It îr very 
freeing tu have contrul over how, where and ar whom I express my 
anger.. h i n g  anger in rhis "mm way isn 'f necessaMy easier for 
me; however lt does feel bener and is healthier. Istill smggle with 
anger at times probably always will. 

Deb is a humorous, sensitive and intuitive 36 year old woman who has iived her 

entire life in the Annapolis Vaiiey. She is marrieci with two small children, aged two and 

three, and is employed as an office administrator. She loves being with people, enjoys 

the outdoors and places great emphasis on self-care and maintaining a balanced l i fq le .  

Dwing the initial interview Deb did not identiQ that anger was a large issue 

presently impacthg on her life. She was interested in participating in the research because 

she has experienced strong feehgs of anger at other points in her process of therapy, 
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whkh was ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  to childhood incest and her experience of an abusive, alcoholic 

father whom she described as controliing the family through fear. Having had glimpses 

of the presence of anger in her day to day life, she was attmcted to the opportunity to 

really explore it. Deb recognized that, for her, exploring anger is not just about being 

upset at day to day events, but sees her anger as C O M ~ C ~ ~  to deeper and Iarger events 

in her iife. She therefore recognized that, in entering the research process, she would 

need the support and understanding of both her family and others involved, to allow her 

the space, as she describes, "to go to those deeper placesn. She, therefore, required 

severai discussions with me as researcher to M y  explore the process of the research and 

to feel assured that she was ready and able to participate, without it robbing ber of the 

balance she felt she had created in her life. 

Deb stated that she sees ber anger as a signal and an opportunity to process things 

more deeply. Deb recognized îhat for her, "anger is not about being violent or mgv, 

irs dout  being hun". She is aware of two main areas where her anger is triggered - the 

crying of her children and experiences where people let her d o m  or do not follow 

through with their commitments to her. She feels that her children crying sometirnes 

tnggers ber own pain, which she describes by saying, 

Ir [ers me know thar i f 1  cm treat them. undersrand their anger, 
how rhey were crying, i f 2  cm numre them and care for them NI 
thar. then I'rn caring for rnyself: If1 say SHUT UP, then it's jurr 
like saying (this) to rnyseg I leam a lorfrom [hem. ?7reyYve taughr 
me a lot. I'm nuo years old now. 

She says that because she is usually quite even-tempered, she recognizes that when she 

responds to her children in anger it is usually a sign for her that things are not okay, at 



which point she will try to work with it. Describing this process, she says, "1 walk wirh 

it and now orher things thaf corne up. Whm is it touching on? Whar are the feelings? 

Whar does ir feel like?" She is aware of dealhg with anger on two levels, saying when 

she feels angry, 

rhor's present and you 're acncally angry, but ir cm a h  go on a 
deeper level of mist issues.. . kUld of indicmes to you where things 
weren 't safe in rhe put,  so mything coming in the junrre or the 
present touches on those insecunties over things in the parr. 

Deb recognizes a strong association between mger and hurt as well as issues of 

tma. She describes it as "a sense of power being taken awayn. She says that in the past, 

when she felt hurt by fnends, she would withdraw and make a lot of assumptions without 

checking these out with them. She is aware that, over the past few years, as she is slowly 

developing trust through the individual and group therapy she has done, as well as 

building a relationship with her husband, she is able to take more risks, when angry, by 

checking things out with the person or situation that has mggered her anger. She 

recognizes her feelings of anger as more of an asset, a chance to buiid on her 

communication and relationship skilis. 

Deb also associates anger with a deep sense of loss. She began to recognize this 

during a recent group therapy session, where she identified a strong feeling of anger 

toward her rnother, whom she saw, through her therapy as king unable to provide her 

as a child with numiring and protection. She said the anger was Wre, 

feeling üke you needed somerhing so bad and you were jusr nor 
going fo get ir. you know, loss, knowing that you have lost and 
knowing thar you were never going to k able to recover it. 

She identified that she sees the anger for her, though she is just kg-ng to 



identify with the concept of anger, as "an outbum of "Be Quern , going on to say, "ir 

could have been thar the anger fur me is t h  there is a &mit ru peoplew. She says she 

feels "unger at king robbed of somerhing that should have been pan of my life ". 

Deb ais0 associates her anger with guilt, a feeling that she is somehow to blame 

for the abuse pefpetrated against her. She believes this stems From the fact that her 

"fmher would b h e  women for the actions of men and her muther would suppon him in 

thîr by not saying anything". in regards to the abuse, she says she has med in the past 

to work with her images associateci with the abuse and her feelings of guilt and, 

I 'm wondering ifthere is a block there und t h ,  or o h  a way of 
realiung t h  I probably did more blocking t h  1 realize I have 
dune, even though 1 say thar I have a guod memory. ..l probdty 
remember everyone who abuced me but I can't remember, Z may 
not remember what ii feek like.. . I cm 't remember the feelings, you 
know. so il's a big area shuf down. 

Deb says that she has always avoided the intensity of anger and she wants to stop 

avoiding it. She believes that confronthg her anger more so in the present is making her 

hdthier. She feels that avoidance of her anger has impacted on her life, saying, 

I think it payed it's pnce in other ways ... l w m ' t  as healthy. 
Stress. M y  body was under srress a lot more, b u  not really 
r e d m g  ir.. .maybe it impucted on living a quzlity of @es maybe 
ufwuys being @rai. ..scared of being fowid out.. . war ir abuse or 
war it initiated by me.. .you krtuw, al1 the blaming pan. 

She recognizes that now, though when her mger mggers hurt, she still withdraws and 

isolates, her anger becornes more obvious in withdrawiog. She says, 

I srare whaf I'm feeling, walk and speak out loud wirh ir. I think 
there is sorne ben@t in st&g out foui, staring w h a  you 're feeling 
out loud to the miverse. Zr's not like you're keeping it 
inside. . . You 're iistening to yuuneIf, you 're able to process ~hings, 
put things more in place.. . 1 jun keep working CU it.. . it might be 



tean. if mighf be mger and yelling il oui and i f s .  you know, jm 
re fease. 

She also identifies a need, when she is exploring her anger on a deeper Ievel, for 

someone to support her by listening, and letting her stay with it. She says, "1 need to be 

embraced. srneone as a guide, sumeone ro fisren, someone efse taking connul for t h  

amount of rime.. .if I hmie t h  m. then I can k wirh it". Deb stated that, in 

parlicipating in the retreat, she wants to be able "ro gofrom the beginning to the end wirh 

my feelings" and would need support to stay with them and to know that it is okay for 

her to be angry. 

Deb entered the retreat with strong emotions as she had been writing a lot prior 

to the weekend in an effort to get in touch with what she described in her journal as a 

"deeper place of pain and angern . After the group discussion on Friday evening, she felt 

a need to weep and had a restless, almost sleepless night, being awakened with a very 

disturbing dream. During the first art therapy session, she drew an image from her 

dream, which spoke to her of her own incest, her role withia it and the mixed emotions 

of sickness and enjoyment which she experienced. She responded to this image saying, 

wirr embrace the image". 

In response to her guideci imagery experience, she drew an image of a cave, 

which she saw as anger, and a cornforter and a meadow. She descx-ibed not wishing to 

go to the cave oor leave her comforter and felt the emotion of anger, which she depicted 

with black streaking encircling an image of a person in red, crying tears with a bleeding 

heart. She described in her journal having a sense that no one could hear her need for 

numuing and she experienced deep pain associated with grief and loss and alonenes. She 



writes of this, 

I didn 't do q t h i n g  wrong. Don 't I deserve îo be numred. fo  be 
loved? IMm was so rem-&le rhar caured me ro be in rhar place 
without anyone? Who will be there? Where were you Mom? Were 
were you miverse? 

In listerhg to and dialoguing with the images of the other women, Deb identified 

common themes - courage, anger used to ernpower, confronthg abusen, sadness, pain 

and doneness. Whife dialoguing with her own image, she identified strongly with the 

absence of numiring fiom her mother and her anger at this, but had difficulty in 

experiencing her anger beyond the intellectualizing of it. Though we engaged in an empty 

chair exercise with her mother, she was st i i l  unable to actually feel any emotions. She 

wrïtes of this experience, 

As alwuys. I have nothing tu say, yet a lof tu Say. Jm somerimes 
words cannot express the sadness and grief which I feel on a deep 
levei. I had noîhing to say to (Uom), it was too [are. Maybe 1 
discovered rhat I wasn't rem& tu give up my anger towardr my 
Mom yet. That f okay. I wiil have ru honour t h .  

On Sunday morning, after watching the clip from "Steel Magnolia's", in which 

there was a strong but hedthy display of anger connected to grief and loss, Deb had a 

very intense release of motion in which she became Iike a child, wanting to be held and 

supportai while she cried. She writes of this experience. "Ir touched my anger and 

pain.. .mger toward my mother" . During closure of the retreat, Deb identified a need to 

stay connected with othes in the group and to get support, knowing that "if's okay that 

I may be in a &ad placee. After the retreat, Deb wrote severai pages and walked with her 

feelings, writing passionately of her childhood incest experience, stating that she wished 

to give voice to this by s h a ~ g  it, as well as her anger toward her mother, with her 



therapist. Regarding her anger toward her mother, she writes, 

I accepted rhaf I warn T ready ru give up my mger as yet and to 
make peace with her. Befure trhar cm happen, I need to ralk about 
my anger, express ir and then I will give it up, then I can go and 
tuk to Mom. for then I would be reeady tu let go of my anger and 
aliuw my Mom thaî forgiveness. 

She also identified a need to do more roleplay conceming this anger toward both 

her rnother and her abuser, saying, 

M y  voice has been s i h  for so long thar it wiïi take awhile before 
I CM tmiy get in touch wïth the cznger Md I want to tell "themm 
about it. Whar right do they have fo hear me? I was never heard 
bejiore. But this isn 't about r h ,  it S d o u t  me and what I need tu 
help me free the pain. 

m e r  the next few days Deb continuai to write in her journal and called and spoke 

with me as well. She began to recognize that the abuse she had suEered and for which 

she had felt so responsible because, at times she had felt pleasure, was one of seduction 

in her neediness for affection and nurturing. With this she was able to give the 

responsibility over to her abuser, saying, "1 reaiize more and more fhar fie) is 

responsible Md maybe one day I cm mrly say t h  I war m l y  the Mm-rn anà receive the 

peace I need so muchn. A week later, Deb h t e s  that she is stiU with the anger and 

needs to Listen to her self-care needs. She went for a drive and says, 

for the nexr hour or so I talked it out, yelled , screamed. cursed. 
touched my anger. embraced the h m .  su much pain. trying ro 
inregrate it inm the whole, - so hard - it felr good to get rid of o 
lot of garbage bw I stilifelt there WQS more there - I got out 50% 
of it - I wanred ro get rid of it ail. Fuck! 

She continueci to touch the anger during the subsequent week, and though 

hstrated, wrote that she was '&ng the Goddamn process". 

During the foilowup meeting, after reflecting on her experience, she says, 



"Sometimes we get snrck in thar inner place.. . When nor erpressed, it (anger) is like a 

weight on my spirit... we hate to honour ir 's need for expression : 

Jane is a jovial and fun-loving, yet sensitive, 36 year old woman of French and 

English descent who grew up in a large Nova Scotia f d y .  She spent several years in 

northwestem Canada where she was marrieci with one child. She separated From her 

husband and retumed with her child to Nova Scotia five and a half years ago and, at the 

time of her participation in the research, was residing with her partner, whom she 

describes as her childhood sweetheart, in a blended family of three children. Jane is on 

a permanent disabiiity fkom an active goveniment career in cornputers, due to what she 

describes as a chemical imbalance caused by stress. Now a stay-at-home Mom, Jane 

enjoys being with her family, socializing with her fnends, and doing craftwork. Jane 

takes medication regularly for depression and hypothyroidism, has suffered bulimia and 

weight problems aU her life and has experïenced several health problems over the more 

recent years w hich have been diagnosed as stress-related. 

Jane was interested in participating in the research because she is aware that she 

has a lot of anger presently. She describes her family of origin as one where she was 

never allowed to express emotions and recalls experiencing her father, who was alcoholic, 

as violent and aggressive when angry during drinking episodes. Jane harbours 

considerable anger over the fact that she felt silenced as a child and had to endure alone, 



both sexual abuse by an uncle and repeated physical beatings by an older brother, without 

help or support from her parents. lane's mariage was aiso physically and mentally 

abusive and she is aware of having anger toward her x-husband whom she believes has 

abandoned their seven year old daughter. 

Jane is aware presently that she angers easily, saying, "1 ger mgry very eus* ai 

silty thnigs. I'm very intolermt of what I cal1 srupid peoplew. She recognizes that she has 

experienced this type of behavior in the past and felt that, "I've reached a new b e l  of 

it, üke I'm digging deeper into smr. Jane describes being unaware of her anger for 

several years during her adolescence and early adult iife. She believes she masked her 

anger a lot through what she describes as the self-destructive behavior of excessive use 

of dnigs, alcohol and a period of promiscuous sex. She describes her fîrst awareness of 

the intensity of her anger as an encounte~g of rage, during a family party where her 

abuser attempted to hug her daughter. She says, "1 jus lm il, you kzow, i stuned 

screMung 'don 't touch her '. . . ?'Li kill you " and ait rhis stuffjwsr came pounng o u  of me 

and it WQS Zike watching someone else". Jane advises that afkr this incident, she 

unsuccessfully sought the help of a psychiatrist, from which point she began taking anti- 

depressants, and experiencing a barrage of physical, emotional and psychological 

problems. 

Jane experienced this intense rage again a brief period Iater, when, in response 

to her husband's repeated mental and physical abuse of her, she threateoed to kiil him. 

She says, "1 wmld have killed him where he srood, I had gonen to the poinr where I 

w m  't taking any more shit from anyone. ?Ris was il. nte bottom war jirll. thaf wus i l". 



And again, a year ago, Jane describes an incident where her anger exploded ïnto 

violence. 

I don 'r know whar hoppened or how ir staned, b u  rhe volcmo 
enipted and I . . .l jusf lost control.. . I stuned throwing rhings, I hi? 
him, my sister. . . big mrmstake.. . came over and had rhis hoüer than 
though attitude and I decked her.. . rhe police were cailed.. . and 
t h ' s  something I've been very ashamed O$. .it 3 taken me a long 
time ro be able to even ralk about rhm ..i mean. 1 take 
responsibiility for ir because rhere is no excue for huning sumeone 
eLre ... l guess if I hnd known rhm it was there and it was 
that.. .m.. . volatile, t h  I may have found a way ro express ii 
safeely, but.. . 

Jane describes dealing with this incident by dissociating fkom the feelings, sayiag, "1 

don 't rernember, ii war üke seeing a rnovie in front of me but not a.. . me doing it " . 

Jane recognizes that her anger presently is connectecl to her eariier experiences of 

abuse and she sees herself taking it out on her partner. She says, "There 's never been a 

posin've male influence in my life, until now,. . .and I take a u  on him what everyone else 

har done to me". She feels that the intensity of her anger now scares her to the point 

where she doesn't know how to handle it. She says when she encounters her anger, she 

mes to separate herseif from people, locks henelf in her room, or stacks firewood, but 

feels she needs sornething more. She says that she is exploring with her therapist, the 

avenue of confronting her abuser, but is afkaid of blowing up at him in his present sickiy 

state. She sees her anger not ody impacting on her relationship with her partuer, but also 

her kids and others that she is close to. She says, "I'm nofun ro be around.. . my kidr are 

still feeling the eflects and ~ g h t  now, because I'm angry, I'm staying may from my 

parents". She describes being constantly "violent wirh my ronguen and afraid of losing 



control and in so doing, losing relationships which are important to her. 

Jane aIso associates her anger with loss, which she describes as, "me loss of a 

chiIdhood. lass of the numring I should have M.. . rhe things I have lost becme of my 

medical hisrory. ..and loss for my daughter, of her faher" and recognizes the 

accumulation of anger over the years and the impact of this by saying, 

Ir feels üke a bonle tha. for all these y e m  you put rhUlgs inro ir 
and you pur things inro if, and fhen ail of a sudden there 's no more 
room and the cork goes on. you know. 1 mem. there's got ru be 
some way to pick that bonle up and dwnp al2 the crap ou.  you 
hnow. und I don T know whar rhar way is.. . You smp away layen 
and, now. I dun'r know whaf haF mggered rhis bw in the Iasr 
month it has come closer to rhe top ... l don 't know why al1 of a 
sudden il's been smPped away to reveui rhis layer. 

Jane was hoping that the retreat, in its focus on a deeper self-awareness, would 

heip her to " become more mare of w h  's in rhere and whar. how I c m  use il". S he 

recognizes that when her anger is tnggered by abuse or neglect of wornen and children, 

she has a need to take some sort of action and will often intervene when she encounters 

such incidents. She says , "Men rhis happens if feek like if's me al2 over again". She 

recognizes when she has reached the point of needing a time out and uses this time to 

relax and reground herself. She says she wouid iike to be able to deal with anger in the 

moment and not let it accumulate and spiral and become so large, 

not having to s n f i t  anymore.. .so t h  it doesn 'r store mid become 
voicanic.. . I wanr ro feel whole and recognùe rhat these q e ~ e n c e s  
are part of who you are and how do 1 live wirh them and how do 
I have them not debilitate me Mymore. 

BehNeen the t h e  of the interview and the retreat, Jane visited her uncle and 

confronted him about his sexual abuse of her. She shared this expaience with the group 

by saying that in doing this she confronted her anger about the abuse and that she is 



feeling stronger and more in control. She said that although she felt iïke vomithg and 

found herself vibrating after her meeting with him, she has been laughing all week and 

has felt a great release. She writes in her journal of where she sees herseif in her healing 

process. 

1 am nying to nuriure myselfmure. P m  of thar is recognizing the 
unger wWIrhin me, oWng it and expressing it sofely. But aLFo 
recog~wng whar isn 't mine and givirig ir bu& where ir belongs. 
It 's a very dinmlt but freeing process. 

Her anger was again mggered by the Friday evening group discussion on what she 

described as oppression of women and the disallowing of their anger and she found 

herself struggling with her spiritualiîy, questioning, "how God couU let &ad things 

Jane found the art therapy exercises very powerful for her in b ~ g i n g  fonvard her 

feelings of anger about her own abuse and that of others. A black heart appeared in both 

of her images which she identified as the robbing of innocence causeci by abuse. She 

experienced strong feelings of sadness at how this loss of innocence c m  change us. She 

shed tears of sadness as she idenbified how her anger was affecting her relationships 

saying, "niis is nut my faulf, and was able to ask for and receive numiring hugs from 

others in the group. She spoke and wrote fervently of the anger she felt and saw herself 

letting go of the self-blame, though recognized that she had to take responsibility for her 

anger so that it was not so large and fearful in her We. Between the art therapy sessions, 

Jane went outside and used physical release techniques to diffuse the energy of her anger. 

She shared with the group that she had felt a need to hold onto her anger for protection 

and that she felt empowered by her anger to take action as a way of protecting other 



children. She also saw clearly that she needed to take action for herself by confronthg 

al1 of her abusers. She wrote pages of anger toward her x-husband saying, "ThLr is not 

ro punish you but &O releaîe me...l have cam0ed thïs hurr. rmstrust and anger long 

enough. I am giving it buck to you where it belongs", identifjing ai l  the ways that her 

Life was changed and hindered by his abuse of her. 

The day following the retreat, Jane wrote, "1 have been doing a lot of wonl: lately, 

reaily hard smtand I feel ns though I am izpng the layen slow&. not oniy of anger bur 

of hun. loss and ail the oîher emotions îhat I have smffed inride for all these years". 

In the weeks followiog the retreat, Jane continued to Wnte about the difficulty of 

king with her anger and idencified a need to be once again with the group. During our 

followup meeting, she identified that she was experïencing some positive growth in 

regards to her anger, saying, 

I cm see more clearb. things aren 't so shadowy, I 'm more able to 
separme the presentfrom the pasr.. . recognking my limirs and when 
it 3 time ro taRe care of myselJ:. . I haven 'r deait with my unger unhl 
now ... l c m  say (now) 'I'm angry' and not let if build up to 
erplosion.. . ir s gening üghrer, I feel freer wirh my children, more 
P@!= 

V i c e  is a smaii, somewhat serious and very articulate woman of 43 years old, 

who is divorced with two sons, aged 21 and 22. She is of British descent and has iived 

her life in the Annapolis Valley. She owns her own home and is employed in the area of 



human services. At the time of the interview and retreat, she was residing with her two 

sons. with whom she describes having very positive relationships, two women with 

mental challenges for whom she provides care, and her boyfiend. Vicky has recently 

engaged in private therapy and was attendhg anger management groups at the time of our 

interview and the rebreat. 

V i c e  was interesteci in participating in the research because she was recognizhg 

the presence of a rage inside of her. She describes, 

I've hod a history all my life of having my feelings blocked ouf. but 
I w m ' r  sure whar thtr emotion w m  I was feeling. But when I 
reached the point O$. . I began to recugnue t h  rhere w u  some 
son of a rage inside of me. noî j us  anger, I had re~ched a raging 
point where I...felr Me ir was controlling me rafher t h  me 
conrrolling il.. . I how ir 's rage because when sornething happens 
thut cfiels or gels me upset. I cm *t connol if. I have ro s m h  
things. . .stomp ouf of the house.. . not able ro rationalue il.. . ir 3 like 
a fire coming mer me. 

She identifies that expressing her rage in this way is not helping her to get at the root of 

her problem and though she is attending anger management, she sees learniog to deal 

with ber anger as a long process. She described having lived a life of stuffing her feelings 

d o m  because, in her childhood, when she expressed anger, she was trivialized and 

usualiy banished to her rom and, therefore, never acknowledged. She sees that these 

nor on& ClCIded tu my mger but a b  destroyed my self-esteetn and 
made me feel like I was wrong, rhar I hod no righr to be angry af 
rhings thîu were happening to me and I jw kepf smtng it ail in 
a dny box and leaving ir there ro feser and fester until boom. 

She feels she is just now leaming to hancile her anger, saying, "It 's sad ar 43. I'm 

jw ieming tu ded wirh irn and recognizes that, " M y  mger doesn *r need to be cured. 



w h  neeh ro be cured is the way I control if". 

V i c e  identifies anger as "the hardes emotiun t h  I've had ru deal withn in her 

own growing process and recognizes that she is still eady angered by experieaces of 

betrayal and iack of trust, especidy when it involves close relationships. She sees that 

her inabiiity to express feehgs has had a major impact on her relationships, saying, "I've 

never har a successflll relationsrhip.. . everything would corne o u  m anger.. . ifs afleected 

everything I've ever done". She also recognizes that for a long time, she felt like "a 

Puppet on n string. .. void @a lof of feelings*. As an addt, she has experienced a lot of 

guilt and shame associated with h a  anger because as a child she leamed from her mother 

that "anger causes violence and women shut up and pur up". Vicky has had a history of 

turning anger inward and becoming very depressecl and at times suicidal. Her worst 

expenence of extenializing her anger was, after several yean of physical abuse by her 

husband, fighting back. She says, 

I reached a stage where I foughr back ...and thut wm an 
wcontroilable anger. I had acnLQl3) rhoughr andplanned that night 
ro kiU my husband. .. . I w m  s i d g  in front of rhe duor with a loaded 
shotgw wairing to shoor @im) ar soon as he walked rhrough the 
door.. . heanng my son 's v o i e  was like an imtanf snq. .  .made me 
reaiize rhar this was a plare. a place in my lijie, a place where I 
dicin 't wanr to be. 

Vicky describes this as a nirning point in her hfe and recognized, 

I couhi have been living in hell and ir couldn't have been any 
wone than the way I was living and I jusf thoughr about ir for 
awhile and at t h  point I was having a lof of fhoughts of the pasr 
coming LU me and I just thouglu, I cm 'r live like rhis. Something 
hm to change. And it's sort of &en straîghr aheud since then. 

She has leamed, through talking to counseIiors and group therapy, that she &as 

to take the responsibility for the quality of her future and sees learning to deal more 



effectively with her anger as paramount. She says she still feels angry today, that "people 

in my childhood or my pan didn T recognize the pan rh fhey played in if.. .I'm angty 

because rhose same people don 't see that I'm a wonde@d person wirh my own ideas and 

rhoughrs.. . " . 

V i c b  feels that for her, recognition of her anger is the key to changing her 

responses and king able to be with her anger. At the time of the interview, she was 

dealing with a lot of anger associated with issues of trust and intTdeIity within her 

relationship with her partner, seeing him as "repeatedky pushing my bunomfrom the 

p m "  . 

Vicky carrïed this partîcular issue with her into the weekend retreat. Through her 

process of dialoguing with her images, she identified anger at how abuse impacts on 

children, their future relationships, and capacity for intimacy . She became very present 

with her anger toward her partner, with whom she had been attempting to communkate 

her feelings, while his response was that she was insane. She identified with her own 

personal voice of assertiveness through her anger and saw her anger as a way to stand up 

and become large, depicted in her second image of her more powerful self, in the face 

of people and situations where she had always been made to feel as though her feelings 

and thoughts did not matter. D u ~ g  this process, V i c e  wrote in her journal, "1 know I 

have to reach rny anger core andperhaps I have nor done so. Perhaps I have and don? 

recognke ir. Perhaps I'm not ready " . 

Through an empty chair exercise, Vicky identified a fear of loosing her 

relationship with her parmer and feeling guilty for expressing her anger to him. She then 



moved beyond this to feelings of extreme anger which she felt were again king denied 

and minimized and an awareness that she had a rîght to her anger and that she had to be 

the one to choose when and how to let the anger go. She difised her anger through 

verbalking it to her partner and using knotted towels to physically release it. Vice used 

poetry and letter writing in her journal as a way to allow her anger at past abusers, her 

family situation and her partner, to be voiced in it's largeness, yet always with 

compassion and understanding for both herself and those she wrote about. Through the 

writing, she gained some insight and understanding of how the incidents of abuse had 

impacted on her life. Later in the weekend, she experienced a strong feeling of anger at 

the content of one of our group discussions and was able to assertively and positively 

confront me as facilitator and then the group as a whole as a way to resolve her anger. 

Vicky identified that her sense of co~ectedness to the group helped her to process 

the anger she had brought and encountered during the retreat. She wrote of her 

experience in the group, saying, 

Whar an incredioe mount of mrjced e m o t i o ~ ~ ~  and feelings arose 
from me roday and this evening. A rush of happy, sad, anger, 
denid, mith, and I felt accepted, cured for, heurd and respected, 
tmly a unique day. I feel a bit sad rhat this will be Jinished 
romorrow and Z have ro go home. me sud me wmls to sray 
because I'rn safe and valiaated. At home I'm not. 

During the âays following the weekend, she attended her anger management group 

and found her anger was triggered by other men in the group who were not t a h g  

respoasibility for their behavior. She confronted the group about this in what she felt was 

an angry, but appropriately assertive way. Within her relationship, she continued to stay 

with her anger though tned to communicate it with her partoer. However, he responded 



by escalating to violence and she sought support at this point, taking steps to care for 

herself and the safety of her family. Through tbis experience, she leamed that being 

honest with herself sometimes necessitates making some diflicult choices, but recognked 

that she was feeling stronger and more in control of her aoger and her We. 

Vicky identifies that she is learning to take control of her anger by learning to take 

control of herself and that now when she feels anger, she cm idenm it, allow it and get 

support with it. She also mes in some situations to tell the other person, though she 

recognizes that she has no control over their response. A significant change for her is in 

recogaizing that she can stay with her anger as long as she ne& to and that others do 

not have a right to tell her how long she can be angry. 



Discussion of Themes 

Having explored with each of the women who participated in the research, the 

stages and process that they encountered as they explored their anger, several themes 

emerged which were listed and then W e d  to the categories identifiai through the 

multiple readings of the data. In this way, five major themes were identifiai, to which 

sub-themes were attached. These themes reveal some striking findings which can provide 

useful insights into the way Ui which women perceive the emotioo of anger and the needs 

that they have in order to aliow the reality of anger in theïr lives to be embraced and used 

in a positive way. These themes will be offered in support of my thesis, that wornen's 

acceptance and integration of anger as part of our Life experience is a complex and 

dynamic process of exploring and understanding the origins of anger and recognizing the 

power of anger to be a positive and healing force in our Lives. Expanding on the major 

findings in this study, the themes WU suggest that, as women, we have learned to 

intemalize and suppress anger, and through exploring and experiencing the many layers 

of anger which have accumulated over a lifetime, we can gain acceptance of anger as a 

naturaI response to circumstances in our lives, and, thus, leam to give voice to anger. 

This voice can assist women in moving toward more authentic and self-assertive ways of 

being in the world, becoming personal and social agents of our own experience. 

This discussion will inchde verbatim quotations from interviews, journal 

reflections and the followup meeting with participants, whose voices wiiI be reflected in 



italicized print within the text. Relavent Literture will also be included within this 

discussion, in support of the following five themes: 

1. Women have leanied to siippress and internalize anger and as a resolt, anger has 
had major negative impact on our Lives. 

2. Women experience fear associated with anger which impacts on our ability to 
deal effectively with anger. 

3. Women's present experïence of anger is linked to experiences in the past and 
therefore requires a process of deeper exploration in order to understand its origins 
and gain acceptance of anger as part of our lives. 

4. Women have specific needs in dealing effectively with anger in our iives. 

5. Women experience an emergence of self when anger is embraced and used as 
a healing force in our lïves. 



Learning to suppress and deny anger was a theme cornmon to al1 of the women 

who participated in the research, from which each developed pattern in their adult lives 

of denying that they had anger or even had a right to anger. AU of the women talked 

about their experiences in childhood, of being punished, silenced or ridiculed for 

expressing anger, which led them ail to believe that feelings of anger were not acceptable 

within the context of thek lives as children. Marie describes being punished at school 

"th the strap for expressing anger. Margaret describes a similar response from her 

mother, if sbe expressed anger as a child. As a result, she writes, 

Linle Mar was nor pennined to qress her anger. Anger was not 
permissatile in my home, acept by the aduics. Displays of anger 
were mer wirh punishment. So I leamed I di& 't have a nghr ru be 
angry and if wmn 't s@e tu ger angry no m e r  how jumfid or 
how it was expressed. As a remit, as un ad&, I have a grem deal 
of dzj%x&y doing unger, feeling I have a n'ght tu anger. 

Jane describes a family where she was permitted no expression of emotions, 

including anger, and where, as a girl in the family , her role was to be responsible for 

otbers without support for herself and without being heard. Vicky describes her atternpts 

as a child, to express anger as being met with ridicule, mhhization and punishment. 

Deb describes a home environment where she was silenced through fear, so that 

expressions of any kind, be it anger or other emotions, were never permitted. " M y  father 

wuuid desttuy other people, your right tu be, your nght to live.. .you had to waLk a v e y  

tight rope.. . he had a lor of power" . 

Some of the women also identified that observing the manner in which their 



mothers dedt with anger served to influence their own suppression of anger. Vicky says 

that she learned from her mother's silence that "wornen shur up and put upn. Jane 

describes how her rnother would deny her own anger toward her alcoholic and sometimes 

violent spouse by denying and avoiding the problem and pretending to the outside world 

îhat everything was fine. " We couhh 't ezpress any ernotiom. We c&n T ta& tu her. To 

the ourside world we were this pevecr fw.. .she was rhis wonde@d penonn . Deb 

describes her mother as, 

wonting to be the marrer of anger. She came ocross being, looking 
üke an angel. never got mud, never retaliaed bock . . . where she 
suppressed anger or didn 't even recognize il. . . she probably ïived 
in denid.. . b u  I think unger cornes out in di#!erent ways. 

Others experienced their mothers expression of anger as both punitive and fearful, 

again, creating for these women, a denial of their own right to anger. Marie describes 

her rnother as, 

verbal&, very, very abusive und she physicully hir my other two 
sisten a grear deal and I'm sure she must have hit me.. .my mother 
was a very , very a n g v  person. very angïy , and whatever she did, 
she slammed rhings.. . you just didn 't tdk in a nice voice. you jusr 
di& 'r hear ir. That's the way it w u ,  you know, and I think of fhe 
many men that came thruugh, she is the one rhar pops inro nry 
mind as being the most angry. 

Learning to suppress and deny anger created for each of these women, an inability 

to acknowledge or deai effectively with anger as it was encountered in their adult lives. 

This, subsequently, had far-reaching impact on the lives of each of the participants, 

particularly in the areas of relationships, self-esteem, and h d t h .  Patterns of avoiding 

anger or misdirecting it were identified, as was a tendency to tuni anger into hurt and 



sadness. Withdrawing and isolatllig, when faced with anger, either within themselves 

or in the presence of other people's anger, was also cited as a common strategy for 

coping with anger. 

Margaret describes the impact of these earlier expenences of anger on her self- 

esteem and her relationships. Developing a pattern of denying her own anger, learniog 

to feel responsible for other people's anger, and avoiding conflict, particularly within ber 

closer relationships, she says, 

I leczrned to be n people-pleaser. 1 learned thar... don? do 
cu~ythLng, don 't stand up as a person.. . l didn 'r respect myself and, 
you how.  my self-emem wm pour.. . if gave people a lot of power 
over me.. .especi~I& the part where I felr responsibe for making 
the simnMtlon better and gening rid of the orher person's anger. 
Anger jw had ro be gonen rid of as qurqurckIy as possible.. .m.. . thar 
gme people a lot of power.. .I would take the b h e  for wharever 
happened.. . it wcls my fault. . . or if1 had expressed thar I wmed îo 
do somerhing, I'd sqy, no. t h ' s  nor impoliam ro me. I'il do whar 
you wanr...denying rhar Z had uny nghr to be ... avoiding any 
conpiet within my closer relan'onships. 

As a result of not acknowledging or dowing her anger in these situations, she would 

fiequently fincf herself becoming angrier than warranted at little things, misdirecthg her 

anger toward people at work or in situations which were l e s  emotionaiIy tbreatening. 

Marie describes a pattern of internalinng her anger and, when first encomtering 

it as an adult, she would dissociate from it. This, she believes, had an impact on her 

health, which has been problematic for her throughout her life. 

I'd go away in my mi&. . . It (the anger) wm probably in my body, 
just harbouring, like probabiy.. . I've always hcrd a lm of trouble 
wirh my bowelr, I've always had a lot of trouble with my stomch, 
nnd I 've alwqs M.. . ir jurr stayed in my body. you know. I w m  't 
deaüng with it in a heîtlrhy way and gening ir out so it war 
NuemILzing inside of rne...so settling down there in my boweh. 



kinking my bowels or, you know. fesrering. 

Jane attributes many of her present relationship problems and her low self-esteern, 

to her inabiiity throughout her Me to deal effectively with feelings of anger. She has b e n  

unable to control her anger to the point of assaulting others and describes herself as 

having "a violent tongue". She beiieves she is taking out on her parmer, the anger she 

has toward other people in her life who have abused her. She has severed her relationship 

with two of her brothers and is avoiding her parents presentiy because of her anger 

toward them. She is concemed that her children are suffering the effects of her 

inappropriate anger expression. She says, 

It (anger) impacts on my relationships.. not on& how they perceive 
me but how l perceive myseif - I thînk I'm a bai person. It has un 
@ect on your children. M y  daughrer's ourbursrs are like mine in 
the p a s .  

Deb believes that, as a result of repressing her anger, she has blocked out a lot 

of ber experience from the ps t .  She has also had difficulty with relationships, finding 

that, when she became angry with fkiends, she would withdraw and isolate herself, 

feeling hurt and making assumptions about their behavior rather than checking things out 

with them or aying ta resolve the conflict. She also recognizes that she is only recently 

even acknowledging that anger has existed in her îife and believes her suppression of 

anger has impacted on her health by creating added stress on her body. 

The Muence of mother-daughter relationships on women's development of 

relationship skilis, particuiarly in 

upoa by Jack, Lerner and Stiver 

discussions on relational theory , 

the context of intimate relationships, has been expanded 

(1991; 1980; 1984). Jack and Stiver propose, in their 

that women l e m  to suppress their own needs within 



relationships in the interest of  preserving the relationship and that this phenornenon is 

particularly strong as young girls experience their mothers doing the same. Stiver 

proposes thar women typically develop an early dependency with mothers which continues 

to be reflected in their adult relationships. 

The identification with mother. . .contributes M e r  to women 
playing a more nurturant role than men in most relationships and 
becoming highiy sensitive and vigilant to the nuances in 
interpersonal relationships (Stiver, 1984, p. 5).  

Lerner postdates that women are intluenced by mothers to prohibit expressions 

of anger, for fear of dimpting relationships. She has also proposed that women who do 

express anger, have often leamed to do so in unacceptable and alienating ways, and 

therefore fear its destnictiveness, as a remit of king denied the opportun@ to leam 

healthier ways to deai with this emotion (Lerner, 1980; 1985). 

Self-destructive behavior was aiso identifieci by participants as a result of 

repressed anger. Four of the women had expetienced suicidal thoughts which they 

associated with anger. Two of the women related their denial of anger directly to eating 

disorders. Marie, in descnbing her experience with seifdestructive behavior, stated: 

I wouùi be feeling angry inride so I would becorne more self- 
desnrcmcnve, well then 1 would eu .  when I would be upset.. ..l've 
W three, maybe four, three definite very sedous suicida1 rimes 
when 2 had a plan and maybe Miice when I a m I &  engaged in a 
p h  and rhen I'd stop. So when I felr really mgry or this 
fnrstr~lled and rhere w a r j i î n  nowhere to go and so self-desmdive 
in t h  sense. But again. because 1 alwuys rhoughr 1 never really 
was entitied fo rhose feelings. 

Jane afso believes that she masked a lot of her anger self-destnictively in her 



earlier adult life with dnigs, aicohol and sexuai promiscuity, saying, "1 w m  jurrpushr'ng 

it in because I was nor allowed to ever express any emotiomn. 

Vicky describes the impact of turning her anger inward as depression. 

W%en my anger becurnes so angry thar I mm ir inward. I become 
very depressed. um depending on how long thar h s ,  I have in the 
p m  becme . . .have had thoughts of suicide. ï don T like who I am, 
I don 't like being angry ... l've never had a successful 
reWonship.. .if's Mected everything I've ever done. 

Each of the women cited being wiaware of their anger and the effects it was 

having on their lives until it reached a critical point, when the intensity of their anger 

began to create problems withui theü lives. Four of the five women related a period, well 

into their adult lives, where they first became aware of anger as an uncontrollable rage. 

They al1 recognued, at this point, that their anger had become out of control. They saw 

their anger as all-consuming and controlling them, before they were able to even 

acknowledge its presence, yet they still Iacked an understanding of it or how to deal with 

it in an effective way. Marie describecl her rage, emerging after her mother's death, as 

anger which was 

ail-consuming.. . I would react and go off on a rangeni and not even 
h o w  why I was mg ry...My own personol anger war something I 
had a grea deal of dz@cuhy accepting t h  I even had a nghr ro 
personal anger. .i WOU ranr and rave and r m  und rme.. . I got 
very good ar throwing plastic bowk clear through tu the living 
room withow brenking unything. 

Margaret discovered that she had problems with anger when she found herself, 

while caring for her 12 year old niece, repeatediy hitting her. At this point she became 

aware that the ody way she could aUow herself to recognize her anger was to let it get 

to the point of explosion, where she had no control over it. 



Anger war someîhing I didn 't do. 1 barically denied, if someone 
said, well, are you angry? ... nope .... I wouldn'r admit to being 
o n g v  ar al[ unbi it gor [O the poinr of being ... l jurt couldn'r 
conrtol it and then ir would be, okay, the situatlbn was so bad 
that, yeah, I got ang~)?, ir was an qlosim.  I couldn 't connol it. 
So it was almust liùe. it was, well, n a  an excuse but I had to 
reach t h  poim before I was able to express il. 

Jane First experïenced the severity of her anger as explosive and out of control 

when, as an adult, she encountered one of her abusers. Describing this incident, she says, 

I hod this reaction and I hadn 't really explored wS, or 
unything ...and rhe first rime I knew I h i  t h  kind of rage in 
me.. . 1 would have killed him where he stouù.. . I don 't know whar 
happened or how it smted. but the volcano empred Plid... 1 
jurr.. . lust conmol. 

She contiaued to expetience this rage on subsequent occasions, leading her in one 

instance, to assaulting both her partner and her sister, an incident which has aeated for 

her, a lot of shame, guilt and fear, which she is stül carrying. 

Viclq described k i n g  stuck in rage at present, believing that she is just now, after 

43 years, recognizing the sev&ty of ber anger. 

I've had a history all my life of having my feeüngs blocked out, bu 
I wasn't sure whar this emotion was I was fee1ing.J began to 
recognke t h  there w u  some sorr of rage in me, not jus anger, 
it had reached the raging point where ... it felt like it was 
 con^-ollhg me rarher than me controllkg it.. . emotions d feelings 
stan coming out t h  I didn't even h o w  I M...& I began to 
recognize rhaf rhere's this anger and i f s  probably the hardest 
issue, the hurdest emotion that I have Izad to deal with. 

Though Deb did not experïence this out of control rage described by the others, 

she is mare that it has been ody recently that she has begun to recognize anger and its 

intensity, saying, "prior to the retrea, I was focused undemeath the anger. I war 



resismt to 

things, like 

il". 

The 

using the word unger. I didn 'r like the word" . She says now, " M e n  cennin 

all the injutices, reaUy touch rny anger, I am angry, and I don 't üke ro do 

accumulation of anger which has been internalued was also descrïbed by 

some of the participants. Jane describes the volatility of the accumulation of her anger 

and her need to work with it in layers, 

1, builds up to an enplosion, violence erupts, which leads tu guilt, 
shame and suppression.. . if feek like a bonle rhar. for years you put 
things into it Md pur things into is md îhen al1 of a sudden rhere 's 
no more r o m  ruid the cork goes on.. . I think you just go through.. . 
luyen, you smp away layen.... 

Margaret describes a similar experience when she says, "You 'd let everyrhing 

build up and build up until you lose conrrol". Deb says, "There 's pmbably y e m  of 

repressed anger.. . " Vicky vividly describes herself as, 'sh@ng it in a tiny box and 

leaving it rhere to fesrer ond fester. unril boomn. 

David Goleman, in Emotional Intellieence, presents research conducted by 

ZUman on the accumulation or buildup of anger, proposing that, without intervention, 

anger which is akeady aroused, cm be built upon with new thoughts or triggers, into "a 

far greater intensity of anger than one (thought) that cornes at the beginning. Auger builds 

on anger. The emotional brain heats up. By then rage, unhampered by reason, easily 

erupts into violencen (Goleman, 1995, p. 61). These women, in their patterns of denying 

and internalizing their anger and in being unable to lem effective ways of intervening 

when anger was encountered, were clearly vulnerable to 

Four of the participants identified anger as the 

this kind of anger build-up. 

rnost prevalent and the most 



difficult emotion to deal witb as they began their journeys into recovery from chiidhood 

abuse. They described the intensity of anger they felt and the difficulty they encountered 

in expressing it, having no understanding of how to hande these feelings. Greenspan 

offers an explanation for these overwhelming feelings of intense anger which women 

experience when they begin, after years of suppressing and denying anger, to 

acknowledge and open up to their anger. 

AU the hurts of being a woman in a patriarchal society, 
accumulating in the subconscious for years, build up to an 
extraordinatily powerful subterranean rage. To peek into this 
"Pandorans Box, by examining even the most specific and smallest 
of anger, ofien feels very dangerous.. .and (a woman) can feel even 
more trapped in her subconscious. Anger seems to be the trap. But 
it is not. It is just that the accumulated sludge of the Victim's rage, 
which has clogged up the woman's consciousness for years, has to 
be cleaned out before anythmg else can happen (Greenspan, 1995, 
p. 309-310). 

Suppression and denial of anger has been cited in the literature as having far- 

reaching impact on women's lives. Lemer refers to the accumulation of anger as a result 

of the "nice lady" syndrome, a term she uses to describe society's expectation that wornen 

work "to preserve harmony in our relationships at the expense of defining a clear self 

(Lemer, 1989, p. 6). Lemer maintains that anger is a normal, natural emotion which is 

inevitable when we continually assume responsibility for other people, stating that, "the 

more we are "nice" in these ways, the more we accumulate a storehouse of unconscious 

anger and ragen (Lemer, 1989, p. 6). She maintaios that women have learned to suppress 

anger, or conversely, express it outwardly in ways which are unacceptable and 

ineffective. As a remit, Lemer says, 



Feelings of depression, low self-esteem, self-betrayal and even 
self-hatred are inevitable when we fight but continue to submit to 
unfair circuinstances, when we cornplain but live in a way that 
betrays our hopes, values and potentiais or when we find ourselves 
fùlfilling society's stereotype of the bitchy, naggiag, bitter, or 
destructive woman (Lerner, 1989, p. 4-5). 

Greenspan uses social context to explain the concept of women's suppression of 

anger. She cites women's oppression and the expectation that women maintain the 

charming and beautifid qualities of traditional femininity is in direct conflict with 

women's outward expressions of aoger. Thus, women have leanied to internalize their 

anger, tutning it instead, agaiost themselves in the fom of depression, self-loathing and 

self-destructive behaviors (Greenspan, 1993). She describes women's anger as, 

( W g )  many forms. There are the hidden and self-destructive 
forms of powerlessness with which we are so familiar: depressions, 
wrist slashings, overdoses and other suicida1 gestures. There is also 
the kind of stubborn bittemess and helplessness which poisons our 
min& and bodies and deadens us to living; or there is 
unconsciously held resentment at men without an awareness of its 
meaning. AU of these forms of anger keep us immobile; either 
locked up in the prisons of ourselves or antagonistically pitted 
against one another (Greenspan, 1993, p. 3 15). 

Jack, in her longitudinal study of women and depression, recognizes the impact, 

for women, of denying their own needs, rights ami emotions in their leamed role as 

caretakers of relationships. "Being taught to respond to extemal expectations and to 

ignore the self s needs and feelings emerges as a crucial issue in the psychological 

development of each of these depressed womenw (Jack, 199 1, p. 155). 

Estes describes how women are often unaware of their anger until it has reached 

the point of uncontroîlable rage and discusses ways in which women becorne stuck in 

anger, M e r  perpetuating its destructiveness in ou .  lives. She says, 



A person m t i n g  out of rage tends to mate the same thing over 
and over again, with nothing new coming through. Uatamed rage 
can become a constant mantra about how oppressed, hurt and 
tortureci we are.. . .A woman may have di"culty releasing anger 
even when it irnpedes her own Me, even when it causes ber to 
obsessively dweil upon events years old as though they happenecl 
yesterday (Estes, 1995, p. 354-355). 

The experiences of these five women, in learning to suppress and intemalize 

anger, can be viewed as supporting these theones which acknowledge tbat internabed 

anger has a negative impact on the social, psychological and emotional development of 

women. They exempm the many reasons why it is critical to our weii-being and growth, 

that we leam to move beyond the social and cultural barriers which serve to suppress 

anger and why it is critical that we gain insight and understanding of old angers, which, 

if left to the unconscious, can accumulate and increase even M e r ,  the destructive force 

of anger, unvoiced, in our lives. 



Fear of A- 

Fear associateci with anger was identified in severai ways Uuoughout the research 

by each of the participants, as a primary reason for women to resist or deny their own 

anger, or to engage with others, in situations which might evoke anger. Most of the 

participants had experienced people in their lives who had displayed violent behavior 

associated with their anger, leading them to beiieve that anger, be it their own or that of 

others, was likely to result in violence. As most of them had experienced their own 

anger reaching the point of rage and explosiveness, there was amongst them, a fear of 

losing control if they were to aUow their own anger to be expressed. Fear of other 

people's reactions, should they show their own anger, was a cornmon theme, as was the 

fear of losing important relationships. Shame and guilt often accompanied this fear. 

For Jane, fear of losing control, played a major role in her snuggle to find a 

hedthy and effective way to express the intense and frequent anger she was experiencing. 

Jane had experienced violent displays of anger in both her father and her brother and had 

been victim to m u e n t  beatings by her brother and later, ber husband. When her own 

anger began to surface as an adult, she had no awareness of its iotensity until it reached 

the point of explosion, leading her on one occasion to assault her partner and her sister. 

Jane has experienced intense sharne and remorse since that event and has expressed fear 

of it happening again, should she allow herself to open to the anger she feels inside. She 

says, "It's the comequences of what happened t h  nighr, I have to live wifh!" She is 

aware that this incident has affected the level of trust between herself and her partaer. 



Her biggest fear is that she will lose her relationslip with her partner, a relationsbip 

which she has corne to value immensely in her life. Pnor to the retreat, Jane expressed 

concem that she was unable to find a safe outlet for her anger, which at times is so 

overwhelming, despite the several skills and techniques she has learned through 

counselling, to manage her anger. This fear had led Jane to a recognition that she needed 

to fucus on her issues of anger and gain more insight and understanding of its roots, as 

weU as how she can gain control over her auger. 

Deb recognized that the fear she experienced as a child through ber father's use 

of anger and violence as a way to control the family, had a major impact on her ability 

to allow her own feelings of anger to surface and be handled effectively. She said, 

M y  fatlier was ves, angry. He used, he connolled with his anger. 
He controled the whole situation &y his anger. He used ir for fear. 
He used it against people. He used ir to b h e  people for whar was 
his lot in life.. . To üve wifh fhar fear. that constant fenr.. .you 
don? realize the impact rhar c m  have on a person. the mess.. .and 
the way rhat it silences you. shurs you down ar a p e m . .  . I wasn 't 
even aware of the anger I M. 

She also recognized her own resistance to "guing to those deeperplaces t h  are 

niggered by my anger.. . ir rakes me oway from my fm, my work und the balance rhat 

I stnve for in my Iven, as a resuit of her pattern of "shum'ng down" to her anger. She 

believes that now, she needs to be supported to go through her anger fiom beginnuig to 

end so she can l e m ,  "not to think rhar ifs su big and Iarge und be real fearful of i fn .  

Margaret's fear of both her own and other people's anger was paramount in her 

denial of her own anger and in ber process of learning to deal more effectively with 

anger. Margaret has memories of victimization within her family by angry family 



rnembers, and leamed to feel responsible for stopping other people's anger. She says, "i 

have a problem wirh the physicai! expressions of anger.. . II's scary when someone gets 

mgry and they 've losr connoln. She dso leamed, through her own explosiveness, to fear 

the destnictiveness of her own anger. 

I've always been ufrazid of my own anger because I always felr 
rhar, even rhough I didn 't do anger, I knew rhai there wcrr anger 
ihere and rhat I didn 'r kmw the ment of it and thar I war always 
afaid rtha the anger would do damage. üke rhar ij7 ever did allow 
ir to corne out, ir would either destroy sorneoiie else or desrroy 
me.. .l conrrolled myself crr m c h  as other people cunmolled me 
with anger because I wouldn 't let nyselfexpress mger at all. 

Through her process of opening to ber anger, she identified a fear of losing the 

very rneaningful relationship she had with her partner, should either of them engage with 

the other in anger or conflict. She writes about this, saying, 

I'm mare that I'm not sure whar to do when someone I'm close ro 
gets angry. I feel it is my respomibiiiry to not get angry Ni return 
as t h  rnighr escalore the argument and I would nu& on& lose the 
argument but the person und their love. 

Even in situations where anger was evoked with people whom she was less attached to, 

Margaret expressed fear of their anger escaiating should she express anger with them. As 

a result, Margaret identified safeîy as her strongest need when looking at ways to "do 

anger" more effectively . 

Marie had experienced violence and abuse as a chiid when adults around her 

would becorne angry, and saw her association of anger with violence as a factor in her 

development of the pattern of disallowing her own anger. "Anger and violence go hand 

in W.. .Ni t e m  of my abuse.. . (ir) w u  all very violent and the men. myflarhes of them 

war cuzythi~g less thm. always seem ves, angry, total@ angry". As Marie reflected on 



her own process of openhg to her anger, during the period in her Life when she was 

hospitalized on several occasions for agoraphobia and severe depression, she identified 

fear as a key issue, saying, 

Ir was rhrough thm process of regaining confidence tu go back out 
Nlto the world rhat I thoughr. okay kids. this is the bonom ond if 
you 're gonm go out into the wurid rhen you 've gona have a nghr  
to deal wirh these things rhar are coming up or eke.. . . 

Vicky learned from her earlier M e  experiences that "anger causes violence". As 

a victim of spousal abuse in a maniage where she " w u  bearen several rimes", she 

describes reaching a point where her own anger became out of control. 

I reached a stage where I foughr back. ..and, thai war an 
unconrolhble anger. I had actü~~lly thought und planned to kill my 
husb~nd thar ni& 

In the process of exploring ber anger more N l y  during the weekend retreat, V i c e  

identified fear associated with her anger. She writes, "Anger for me ir scary, painficl and 

imppropriute behavior.. . I fear a violent men. She recognized that her anger was closely 

related to the mmy fears she has developed in her We, fean which had been holding her 

back from enjoying her iife more W y .  She identified that taking the risk to confiont 

others when she encountered anger toward them was her biggest challenge in dealing 

more effectively with anger. She saw fear of getting too close to her anger and fear of 

losing important relationships, or of others retaliating against her if she should express 

anger, as her biggest barriers to dealing more effectively with her anger. She saw trust 

as her primary need in Iearning to communicate her anger with others. It is significant 

to note here that in the days subsequent to the weekend retreat, V i c e  did attempt to 

communicate her anger over an important issue she was experiencing within her 



relationship with her partner. This attempt resulted in her parmer's anger escaîating to 

the point of violence, requiring Vicky to take action to ensure her safety and that of her 

Lerner's discussion on women's fear associated with their anger is consistent with 

these findings. She states, 

our unconscious fears of destnictiveness aod of separateness may 
block us from mirintainhg our clarity and using our anger as a 
challenge to take a new position or action on our own behalf 
(Lemer, 1989, p. 98). 

Greenspan argues that fear contributes to the pattern of suppressing anger for 

women, who are traditionally viewed as the less powerful in our society. She argues that 

anger is viewed by women as an "immensely destructive force* (Greenspan, 1995, p. 

309) and that women's fear of their own anger cm be seen as fearing their own power 

and the possible alienation or backlash ffom others which a display of such power can 

generate (Greenspan, 1995). As a result, she says, 

To the extent that we are fkightened of our own anger, we choose, 
whether consciousIy or not, to be victims (Greenspan, 1995, p. 
314). 

Greenspan also acknowledges that there is a risk to women, in king angry alone, 

without support, skills or clarity of self to allow our anger its effective expression. She 

Of knowing how and where to chamel that anger so that we serve 
our own interests as women and avoid g e t ~ g  bumt out, fired, 
violently out of control, psychiatrically hospitalized, beaten up, 
raped or any of the other consequences that sometimes lie io wait 
for women who experience or act on their anger without support. 
Women's problem with anger is not simply a problem of deniai 
that we feel angry. tt is also a problem of knowing how to name 



our anger properly, understand its migins in our lives, and act on 
it effectively (Greenspan, 1995, p. 3 14-3 15). 

Jack also expounds on the role of women's fear in M e r  suppressing and 

containing anger, due to the threat that anger poses to the stability of ber relationships 

and the challenges posed in a woman's life once she acknowledges her hue feelings. 

The fears that lead a womsn to hide her authentic self both arouse 
anger and, at the same tirne, require it's repression. A woman 
quiets her anger not only because she thinks it will cause reprisals 
or drive away the love and closeness she seeks, but because anger 
potentialiy brings cl- of vision and a rquirement to act that 
threaten the established order of her life (Jack, 199 1, p. 140). 

For women, who have leamed that anger is an unacceptable ernotion, leamhg 

how to name anger and to effectively act on our anger is one of the greatest challenges 

in doing anger work - a challenge which also involves having to face very real and 

fnghtening personal and social consequences. That people do lave,  people do lash back, 

that systems are not always open to the honesty and assertiveness in the voice of women's 

anger is evident in the stcries of individual women and in the larger societal backlash that 

has become part of the women's movement. This fear serves to perpetuate the cycle of 

silencing which women, individually and coilectively, have had to endure. 

Patti Lather, in her discussions on human agency as a part of generating 

howleàge which promotes a critical consciousness and emancipatory action, cautions us 

as researchers to be aware of the social and contextuai constraints wtiich inhibit action. 

She presents a mode1 of consciousness-raising which occurs for women in stages where 

we move between states 

hopelesmess, burden and 

of liberation, anger and action, or conversely, feelings of 

fear (Lather, 199 1). 



The research methods used in this inquiry into women's anger, provided a space 

where women could hear their own voices of anger without fearing judgement or 

backlash. The participants were able, through personal reflection and sharing, to identifj 

what was angering them and how anger was impacting on their lives. They were able to 

voice anger with a new and deeper awareness of what they were angry about. Though 

they identified areas where fear sti l l  ~ e ~ e d  as an inhibitor, they were able to identiQ 

ways in which to care for themselves and voice their anger in the safety of misting 

relationships. In these ways, each developecl a more critical consciousness regarding their 

anger and the social contributors and coIlSfraints influencing their experience of anger. 

For those women who are just beginning to open to the strength and power of anger, 

it is important to acknowledge the fear associateci with anger and to name the many ways 

in which our culture continues to be an unsafe place in which to give voice to anger. 

Supporting women to "try anger on", in safe places and in d e  ways, in the therapist's 

office, in support groups, and with tnisted friends, may be a first step in going out into 

the world with the full force of newly-discovered anger. Learning effective ways to 

manage our anger and "tamen our rage, ways which fit for us in the context of our 

unique life situations, can help us to voice our anger in ways which can help to keep us 

safe. 



- .  
nderstandine the Un 

Recogninng that many of the trîggers for anger in the present were Iinked to 

issues fkom the past was a common theme for ail of the participants in this research. 

With this recognition came an identification by most, of a need to engage in a process 

of deeper exploration of the otigins of anger, as a way to understaad their anger more 

fully and find ways to express and handle their anger more effectively. When e x p l o ~ g  

with each of the women, what it was that they felt they were most angry at, several 

themes emerged which, through the process of the interviews and the weekend r e m t ,  

they comected to some of their strongest experiences of abuse, injustices and ioss 

throughout their lives . 

Marie identified that what triggered her anger moa strongly at this point in ber 

life was people in authority taking advantage of others, dong with situations where she 

felt she was king manipulated or where people were not being honest with her. This, she 

comected strongly to the injustices she perceives in the world, particularly for women, 

through both her own experiences and those of other women she has known. She stated, 

I 'm mgry at the injustices. the inequalities UI üfe , the inabilio, as 
women, to have control over certain mpecrs of our lives, when 
we're abused and treaîed as objects, as hruikr of mea. 

She describes, through her process of recovery From childhood abuse, the intensity of 

anger she experienced, recognizing that "rhe anger was parmounr.. .so much of ir w m  

anger.. . ". When dealing with the rage she experienced as a result of the death of ber 

fneod, she ailowed herself to feel the intensity of her anger by exphring and allowing 

what she describes as "the deeper m s  of my anger &O surfce mi look a?". Through this 



process, Marie discovered that she was angry, not only for her los ,  but for the abuse that 

her fnend had suffered throughout her Life at the han& of people in authority. She h t e s  

of this anger, saying, "lin angry iW she wa@mIlj gening ro the good rimes, su much 

had been revealed - anger thcu the bastardr. muny of [hem SM 1it.e. ifs not fair. 1 know 

life 's nof f&r but it sure pisses you of. And on reflecting on her experience with this 

event in her Me, she sîated, "(her) demh was a catdyst but the big issue for me war the 

injustice". 

Margaret strongly identified her present issues of anger as being comected to her 

childhood experiences. She recognizes that what angers her most, presently, is when she 

feels she is not matai with respect, when she feels she is not being heard, and when she 

encounters abuse against women and children. She says, 

I'm mgry at women always huving ro prove themselves, being 
treared ar ifwe're second class citizens, even by other women. It f 
accepted &y sociery that men cm abuse women and girk and get 
avay wiih ir. 

Margaret recognized her discomfoR with both her own and other people's anger as 

stemming from her childhood experiences of being silenced and made to feel responsible 

for other people's anger. Margaret clearly remembers her childhood experiences of being 

silenced by a punitive mother and a sexually abusive brother, but as she refiected on what 

has angered her the most in her life, she says, 

The obM'ous war the abuse. B u  I rhink thut it goes even deeper 
than rhar.. . I think t h  I w u  realiy ungry thut.. .no one in my life 
seemed ro care who I w u ,  or what i needed.. . I couldn 't be me.. .l 
wus never good enough for the woriù su I war always nying to be 
something 1 wmn %. .and I think rhar one of the rhings over ihe 
years that I know har made me the mgriest war when people, 



when I felt I w m  't being respected or when I w u  being disdssed 
by peuple. And I think thar wouùi make me really angry, if's 
like.. .somehow.. . it made me feel like a cMd again. and I don 't 
know wherher.. .mayte tha rouched info the anger I felr ar a child 
and never expressed.. . 

As Margaret engaged in the process of the weekend retreat and in continuing to 

journal about her anger during the subsequent days, she encountered an intensity of anger 

associated with the emergence, through dreams and mernories mggered, of a deeper 

awareness of her earlier childhood abuse. Through this process, she recognized that trust, 

which was so paramount for her in dlowing her own or other people's anger, was tied 

closely to the loss of trust she experienced as a child, after king abused by her father. 

To this she writes, "1 lost my farher when he crossed t h  line". This awareness enabled 

her to take more risk in aîlowing herself to feel her anger when she is in an environment 

of safety and with those she trusts. She says, "ScIfety is the mosr imponant aspect. I need 

to feel safe, not just physicafiy but emot io~ i l j  and this is very imponant to my h e r  

child". She also recognized a need to leam more about herself and her anger, saying, "I  

rhink rhe more I leam about myseifand I learn abou my anger, the bener able I will be 

to do anger effedve&" . 

Deb was very aware throughout the process of the research that her anger in the 

present was closely tied to her experiences of abuse as a child. She describes that the two 

strongest mggers for her anger in the present are her children crying and situations where 

people do not follow through on their commitmeats to ber. When people don't follow 

through, she says, 

it maggers a deep rhing of safeery, of dependkg on things. ifyou 
depend on this. wll i  it corne m e ?  or. the whole area, well it's jusr 



something you 've qenenced mosr of your lue, you h o w .  Cm you 
mt again?.. .and it cornes full cycle. of everything thar is 
connected wirh thar and it isn 't jm rhe presenr smfi It conneas 
wirh deeper pans or backfunher, so then you cm be mare thut 
yes. sitlc(~tl~0n.s have happened roday and, yes. you deal with them, 
bu you deal wirh two levels. I'm awme rhat 1 deai with them on 
nuo levels. 

When her children cry, she says, "It mggers my own painn, describing that when she is 

feeling more minerable, she is not always able to provide her children what they need 

to stop the crying and when this happens, she says, 

I CM 't always stop it. It tells me that it cornes from o.. . 1 murr have 
heurd it before ..A must be whar I'm feeling about myself or 
sorne fhing. 

Deb recognized that so much of her anger was comected to the loss she 

experienced from the absence of numiring and protection from her mother, in a family 

where she was being abused. She also identified a need to go beyond her usud pattern 

of inteilectualizing her experiences from the past, to actually ailowing herself to feel the 

feelings. To this she says, 

I 'm wondering if there 's a block rhere und thaf.. . or aho a way of 
realizing t h  I probabb did more blocking rhm I realke I have 
done. even though rhar I say thut I have a good memory.. . I have 
a memory of:. . I think I probabty remetnber everybody who abused 
me. But I cm 'r remember, 1 not remember what it feek like, 
I mean I remember, I CM remember being heu. whar it feels like 
to be heki and smfl md be, you know, but I cm 't remember the 
feelings. you know, so ils a big area shut down. 

Deb's process throughout the retreat and during the days subsequent to the retreat, 

was one of remeving memones of her childhood abuse and aiiowing herself to feel the 

emotions of these experiences. Though this was a dificult and painful process for her, 

she found that the experience of "embracing the pain and anger", allowed her to let go 



of some of the guilt and shame that she had carried for so long in feeling respomible for 

the sexual abuse perpetrated against her. She was also able to imrnerse hetself in the 

anger she had toward her mother for the loss of nurturing and protection that she 

experienced. In regards to this she writes, 

I accepred rhar I wusn 'r ready to give up my anger as yet and to 
make peace Wi Mum. Before rhar con happen, I need ro ralk 
about thnr anger, express ii, ihen I will give if up. then I cm go 
and rai% to M m  -for then, I would be ready ro kt go 4 m y  anger 
and allow my M m  thar forgiveness. 

During her later reflections on this experience, Deb says, "Anger somehmes cornes 

from a place of our own inner child (selfl and rhis will derennine how we deai with 

ir. . . Sometimes we gel smck in thar inner place". 

Jane was quite aware of how her present feelings of anger were connecteci to her 

earlier experiences of abuse, mainly by men in her life, and the fact that her parents were 

not supportive of her. She described several instances wbere her anger in the present was 

triggered by mernories or awareness of these experiences. Seeing one of her abusers years 

after the abuse triggered an uncontrollable rage for her. She has severed reiations with 

her brother because of her anger toward him as a result of his abuse of her as a child. 

She misdirects anger toward her partner as a result of aii the violation she has 

experienced from other men in her iife. Situations she encounters, even with strangers, 

where children are being neglected or abused or where women are experiencing spousal 

abuse, will aigger enough anger for her that she fin& herself intervening or taking action 

of some sort on their behaif. 

been dealing with the anger, 

She describes that, through her process of therapy, she has 

on and off, for some time, saying now, 



1 son of weni through this before and I felr more ar peace for 
awhile and no w , if seems to have.. . iike , I 've reached a nm level 
of it, like I'm digging deeper inro sn$..l'm more mare now of 
myself and my feelings, how that impacts on how I acr. ..l'nt 
hoping ro ger o u  4 ir (the retrea), is rhat I do becme more 
awrue of whar's in there and whar, how 1 c m  it. 

As a resuit of her retreat experience, where she was able to explore ber feelings 

of anger more deeply, Jane aliowed herself to express some very strong feelings of anger, 

as weii as the shame and loss that she was carrying with her and that she saw connected 

to that anger, particularly toward her abusive ex-husband. During her reflections later, 

she says this experience helped her by, 

leming how to get in t h e  and dig oui t h a  crap. An therapy war 
enlighrening to me. Ir really gets in rhere ro the feelings. I'm more 
able now EO separafe the present from the p m  and the abuse. It 
doesn't impan on my every waking momenr ... 1 feel in my hean 
thar I hod no conrrol over what hrrppened to me as a child Md I 
have no rearon to feei gui&. I have given (Mm) rhe respom-bility 
of it. 

Vicky is aware that her anger at this point in her Life is mongly triggered when 

she feels that she is not being acknowledged or heard, or when she experiences a betrayal 

of trust. She is aware that her anger is evoked most strongly when either of these issues 

are triggered w i t b  the context of her closer relationships. 

The people thar anger me rnosr are not srrangen, ore peuple rhar 
I'm shanng a linle of my ive with. I think anger cornes from the 
people, are the unes I love the m m ,  if's a w M e  stirr-up of 
emotions which cornes, its wirh people you m. 

She connects this anger with her experience as a child of being silenced, punished or 

ridiculecf whenever she med to express herself, and how she continues to experience this 

same response from people with whom she has the closest relationships. 



I 'm angry because people in rny childhood or in my part didn't 
recognize rhe part rhey played in ir.. . um.. . and I 'm u n g v  because 
some of those same people don 't see r h  I'm a wondeg%i person 
with my own ideas und thoughts and, m. a lot of rhe fm 
rnemben feel rhat perhaps 1.. . I 've changed because 1 don k jwnp 
when they huiler anymore. And, wn.. . basic~i!y you c m  see mger 
har always been there ... 1 don't wanr someune to h g h  rhem (&y 
feelings) off, jus becme rhey 're hqppening in p m  @S. making 
jokes about il.. . wn for many years rhm happened Ni my iife, when 
I war mgry ai somerhing, I w& joke abow it and ir w m  easier 
to hugh thatt it waî to face the mah. and I never recognized t h  
as being wrong, and now I've been recognivng thar hm been very 
disrespectful to me. rhat, wn, whether my emotions ar the tirne are 
unger or hun or betriayal or whatever, 1 I v e  a dghr to those 
feelings.. . 

At the time of her participation in the research, Vicky was dealing with an issue 

within her relationship with her partner, where she felt as though her trust was again 

being betrayed. During the retreat, through her art therapy sessions, she identifed how 

strongly the anger she felt about this situation was connected to her experiences of abuse 

as a chitd and the impact that had on her ability to experience htimacy in her adult 

relationships. During this process, she writes, "Ikmw that Ineed tu reach my mger core 

and perhaps I have not done so. Perhups I have and don? recognize it. P e r e s  I'm not 

readyw . She was aware of her 'fear of g e h g  too close to it Md asking for whar you 

need.. . feor of loss. of being cailed insanen. This  awareness helped her to see how her 

anger was so closely related to other fears she c e e d  with her and her need for trust in 

order to communicate her anger. Through this increased self-awareness, Vicky felt that 

she was gaining strength and power with her own voice through her anger and saw that 

she was, "no longer wiiiing to put myself Iasr. or become small in the face of it 

(anger). . . I will stay with rhis anger as long as I need tom. 



Theories of intervention which derive from phenomenological thought, such as 

gestalt theory and psychosynthesis, recognize the value in supporting people to engage 

in a process of deeper self-awareness, fiom which new insights cm be gained regarding 

one's needs and what actions one can take to bring about desired changes and learn more 

authentic ways of being in the world. Gestalt theory recognizes that beliefs and habits in 

the present are influenced by residues fiom the past and that "Living that is not based on 

the tmth of oneself in the world leads to feelings of &ad,  guilt and anXietyu (Simkin & 

Yontef, 1989, p. 324). Gestalt therapy attempts, through dialogue, focused awareness and 

experimentation, to promote more insight and self-awareness, thus enabling people to 

make more meanin- choices for being in the world (Simkin & Yontef, 1989). 

Psychosy~lthesis aims to promote this same level of inner-awareness, through use of 

guided imagery, to bring forward one's experiences in the subconscious. Through the 

recognition, acceptance, coordination and integration of these experiences, one can gain 

a stronger sense of wholeness. 

Each of the women in the group was able to utilize these counselling mtegies 

during the weekend to gain more awareness of their anger and its needs. They were able 

to accept their anger as a rightful response to events in their lives and in so doing, 

became more able to integrate their feelings of anger as part of their lives, with a clearer 

understanding of the reasons for their anger, the underlying emotions attached to their 

anger, and what their anger needed. This allowed them to take bigger seps toward 

allowing it to corne forward and be voiced within the context of their own experiences. 

Jack describes women moving out of depression as a process of un-silencing the 



self, through self-exploration and emergence of one's own voice. In the strengthening of 

"In, she proposes, women move away from depression and leam how to be in 

relatiomhips on our own terms. 

Here (in depression), a womaa must do b e r  work, work whose 
reference is always relationships, with the &own side of self, 
with inner urgings and tasks, with the real other. The heaiing 
possibilities arise out of a dialogue of inner questionhg and 
attentiveness to the authentic self ( d e r  than condemming and 
critical judgements directed at the '1') (Jack, 199 1 , p. 1 92). 

Greenspan, in recognizing anger as an integral part of women's process of 

reclaiming ourselves, stresses the necessity of therapists recogninag women's need to 

explore the mots of their anger and to "understand the rage inside our depression as part 

of our oppression" (Greenspan, 1995, p. 304). 

Thoms Moore, in both Care of the Soul and Soul Mates proposes that the 

pathway to soul, which he describes as the more authentic way of king in the world, is 

to open to the often times darker parts of inner selves through which we gain insight and 

understandhg of ourselves . He describes soul as, 

A quality or a dimension of experiencing life and ourselves. It has 
to do with depth, value, relatedaes, heart, and personal 
substance.. . You take back what has been disowned. You work with 
what is rather than what you wish were there.. . .Gare of the soul 
means respecthg its emotions and fatasies, however objectionable 
(Moore, 1992, p. 5 & 85). 

Estes, through her eloquent style of storytelling , describes a woman's journey into 

understanding and tamiag rage. She describes a process of ailowhg ourselves the time 

to be with our anger for a period, and to pursue an understanding of it, through entering 

our unconscious, a process which she describes as "climbing the mountain". From here, 

she says, we can leam to make meaning of the experiences of our lives. 



... if a wornan was raised to have fewer positive expectations than 
others in the family, with harsh restraints on her fieedom, 
deportment, language, and so forth, ber normal anger is Iikely to 
escalate over issues, tones of voice, gestures, words, and other 
sensory triggers that remind her of the original events. We can 
corne close to reconstructing the wounds of childhood by closely 
inspecting what adults lose their temper over. ..in climbing the 
mouatain.. .the instuictual viewpoint that emanates from the wild 
unconscious.. .begins to be the onty one that unerringly inforrns us 
about what to do next ... about how to transform the hurt, 
negativïsrn, and gnidge-holding attributes of rage, aii of which are 
warranted iaitialiy. (Estes, 1992, P. 354-355). 

These women, in their search for ways tD live more comected, whole and positive 

Lives, have allowed thenselves the experience of courageously exploring and seeking an 

understanding of the roots and origins of some of their anger. Through their engagement 

in the process promoted by this research, of self-reflection and group s h a ~ g ,  they 

entered the cycle of reflection-action-reflection, which helped to promote for each, a 

more critical conscious11ess regarding their anger and what they needed to do to move 

through angr. In allowhg a deeper part of self to emerge, we can gain more self- 

acceptance and a clearer sense of self, as weli as control over the ways in which we 

choose to hanclle our anger and that of others, and our needs in dealing with anger more 

effectively in our lives. 



Perhaps the most significant fmding which emerged from this inqujr into the 

rneaning of anger in wornen's iives, was the identification of specific needs that women 

have i f  they are to aiIow the process of exploring their anger and learning how to deal 

more effectively with it, to unfold. For some, this recognition came long before they 

engaged in this research, though for each, new awarenesses and understandings ernerged 

through the research process, to support and assist them in their ongoing joumey into 

honowing their anger as a oatural and healthy part of self. Though for some, certain 

needs were stronger than others, there were comrnon themes which emerged which can 

provide useful guidelines for women in ailowing their anger the Life aod the voice it 

requires, and for those who desire to support women on their joumey into anger. 

Safety, both physicaily and ernotionaily, stemming from the high prevalence 

of fear associated with their anger, was the rnost paramount need which women 

identified, in allowing themselves to open up to their anger, and to leam more effective 

ways of respooding to anger in their Lives. For some, safety meant being in an 

environment where they could safely express their anger, without havïng to feel 

responsible for making the another person angry or fearing retaiiation. For others, it 

meant finding safe ways to express their anger, with a sense that they had control 

over their anger, rather than it controlling them. For others, safety meant having enough 

trust in another person that they could allow their anger a voice without fear of losing 

the relationship. 



Margaret describes her need for safety as, 

perhaps the most imponant aîpea. l need fo feel safe* nof jusr 
pIs,sic~lty, but emotionaily (very impomt  ro my ïnner chiid) and 
spin'tuaI& QY weiL.1 hme ru feel a scrfecy, so I have to feel [hm 
I'm not m-ggering the orher person îo continue ro get 
angrier. . . then, a way ru express it t h  is safe. notjjusr s@e for me 
Our safe for other people ar well. 

Iane recognized her ne& for physical safety within her relationship with her 

pastner. "Jm ro be abie to recognke rhar afrer whm you 've been through wirh men. the 

me". Deb was aware that the &est place for her to express her anger was at home with 

her f h l y  . " I  see it ar I m m  feel safe m home to do it whereas I would" 't feel safe wirh 

my fn'endr. so it 's a safe pplace to express iln . Vicky was aware of her need to find safe 

ways to express her mger, so that she feels in control of it rather than being controlled 

by it. Marie recognized that, for the longest tirne, her husband, with whom she has a 

tnisting and secure relationship, was the only person with whom she could ever 

aclcno w ledge or express her anger . 

The need to recognize, acknowledge, accept and give themselves permission 

to experience anger was also paramount. This was significaot for most of the participants 

as they had dl experïenced a portion of their Lives where they were either unaware that 

they had feelings o f  anger or were consciously stuffing them d o m  in an attempt to avoid 

the discornfort they experienced when anger was expressed. Being able to identiS, the 

ways in whicb anger manlfested itseif in the body was an important component for some. 

Naming the emotion they were feeling as "anger" was another, as was recognizing that 

they had a right to their feelings of anger when they occurred. Marie states, after 



smiggling for many years to "get in touch with the unger.. .If's the acknowledgement of 

it 3 aInght to feel anger.. . " Margaret saw the need for this acceptance and permission to 

corne, not only from herself, but from others. She says, 

M y  mger requires pemission - I need ro feel r h  ir is o k q  tu 
express my anger, that it 's okzy wirh me und orhers.. .and 
acceptunce - don't try to tukü me out of being nngry. Thnr is how 
I feel. I need you to accept t h .  

Vicky saw recognition of her anger before it got out of control as a key factor for 

her, " withou going rhrough dl the negutives and smashing things around. su that the 

issue rhaf causes this much pain or this much anger cm be dealt with". 

Ailowing themselves to be with the anger for a period of time was another 

strongiy identified need. Most of the women recognized that anger was an indication to 

them that something was not right in their lives. AUowing themselves to stay with the 

feelings of anger rather than stuffing them back d o m  or avoiding them, trying to 

understand what it is that is tiggering the anger, allowing other emotions attacheci to the 

anger to surface, determinhg wbat the anger needs at the time it is experienced, helped 

them to gain insight into ways that they could use tbeir anger more effectively to solve 

problems or return to a more harmonious state. 

Deb describes this need, when she says, 

Ir's (mger) a signal , an opponunity for me to process things more 
deep iy... l just waLe with it and now orher things rhaf corne up, 
whar is it touching on, whar are the feelings, whar does it feel 
like ?. . . What do I need, whot am i not recognizing ? 

Marie describes this need to be with her anger as well, saying, 



Men the mger cornes I stop md go.. . huh. I Sn feeling angry. 
Whar's triggering it. So I look for whar's pushing rhe bunom now 
whereas befre 1 mighr reaa and go off on a tangent and not even 
know why I w u  mgry. Now I ny to look ar whar made those 
feelings corne abou arid al1 thar kid of mt..and I need to ask, 
whar c m  I do wirh this t h  is usefl? 

Jane says, 

I need to be uble to say, for an hour or so or whatever rime I set 
aside, I will acknowledge this Md wnte abow if or deal wirh this 
or do that or however it is I w m  fo do it, but for the rest of the 
tirne it won? be in my every waiking moment. 

The need to do something with the anger was also identified as paramount. Each 

of the women recognized an energy or a Me to their anger, which needed to be expressed 

in some way, either physically, verbally or emotionaily. Deb descnbes needing to state 

her anger out Ioud. She says, 

Uswlly I jw waik wirh it and I speak out lu& wirh if. I thhk 
there is some benefir in s l~ l ing  outkmd, stmhg w& you 're feeling 
out loud to the univene. Ir's like you're not keeping ir 
inside.. . you 're listening to youne& .. you 're able to put things more 
in place . . .I need to keep working with i f ,  yeliing il OU, just to 
release ir.. . if I cm verbalize it. I get to the emotiom of it. not jm 
the intellect. 

Margaret recognizes a need to express her anger. 

I found if I expressed N like t h .  wn, and verbalûed it, it wotrld 
go away very quicklj. I wouiü becorne more ratratroltQl. Arui And could 
think the situmanon through and my anger would dissipate and I 
wouldn 't be le$ with the feeling rhat 1 had siufleti if dom. 

She also finds walking with it, digging in her flowerbeds and throwiag rocks helpfui in 

dissipating the energy of her anger. Marie identified a need to go to the ocean and throw 

rocks and has found witing about it helpful. Jane takes herself to her basement and 



stacks wood for an hour or so when her anger is strong. However, she fin& she aeeds 

to vent it as weil and has difficulty doing this. "1 need a s@e wuy to venr it und I don L 

know what t h  is". 

The need to make choices regarding how they were going to handle theû anger 

was also identified. The ne& for choice was closely comected to these women having 

a sense of control over their anger, rather than the anger controllhg them. Making a 

choice to hold onto their anger as long as they felt they aeeded to was a significant 

insight that some of the women gaineci in exploring their anger more deeply throughout 

the research. Deb says, "Ir 3 a decision to go hro it.. . you hate ro know w h  the costs 

of it is, everyone a r o d  you har to h o w  whot the cost is. will rhey support you in N, 

will rhey Urtdetstand?" and "in regardi to my rnorher, I accepted t h  I wasn 't reudy to 

give up my anger as yet and to make peace with Mmn. Choosing to remain with her 

anger was a strong reaiization for Vicky who recognized, during her retreat experience, 

that she needed to choose when she was ready to let her anger go, saying, " I  will stay 

with this anger as long ar I need tu.. .l don? need fiim) to tell me not ro be angry or how 

long I cm be mgry". 

Recognizing that anger sometimes serves as a protection emerged as a common 

theme in women choosing to hold onto anger. Jane saw her anger as a way to separate 

herself from an abusive relationship, protecting both herself and her daughter from 

M e r  physical assaults by her ex-husband and creating the emotional distance she needed 

in order to leave. Vicky recognized her anger as a way to protect her from her partnefs 

mental and physical backlash, as she began to gain strength and voice her own needs 



within the relationship. She saw her anger as giving her the strength to take action to 

protect herself and her family before her partnefs violence became even more 

destructive. 

Support and validation fiom others was again, a significant need identified by 

the women as they ernbarked on a process of opening up to their feelings of anger and 

allowing it to be expressed or used in a healthy way within their iives. Marie identifies 

ber husband, whom she desrribes as supportive and understanding, as weil as her support 

group, as o f f e ~ g  her a place to safely t a k  about her anger. Deb recognizes that, since 

she has stated to build healthier relationships, such as that with her husband and with 

fnends, she is feeling more accepted and respectai, and is more able to embrace her 

anger and work it through. She also recognizes a need to be supported to stay with ber 

anger when she is first encomtering it, so that she can feel it and more fully explore its 

meaning. Margaret recognized this need for support within her relationship with her 

partner . 

Most of the women recognized the important role that both individual and group 

therapy played in their process of aliowing anger into their lives. Seeing these as 

supportive and safe environments where they were validated as having a right to their 

anger or where, in encoutering others expressing their anger, they were able to give 

themselves permission to do the same. Women's groups also provided a needed sense of 

safety. Being in a controkd environment with guidelines and rules around safety, 

coafidentiality and non-judgement, 

exploreci and expressed. Hearing 

provided the safe context needed to ailow anger to be 

others express anger at iife's injustices, helped to 



validate and normalize for these wornen, that anger was a natural response to m y  of 

their iife experiences of oppression, abuse and victimization. Groups also provide a fomm 

for women to focus solely on themselves, taking time out fiom their busy and demanding 

schedules and responsibilities for others. Marie describes how the forum of the weekend 

retreat, in providing safety , support, validation and a time out, has worked for her. She 

You have ro provide an environmenr which is safe and secure, 
where the focus is on you, where you feel sofe wirh the others and 
you don? have to deal with ihe day-ro-@ lijk This gives 
pemksion for the deeper roots of anger to surface and to look a. 
The group process reinforced the idea thar deep anger and intense 
ernotion is ohy .  but then it allowed us to î& ir out and look at 
it, work wirh it, and if wus ukay to be wirh the inrensiry of ir. 
Oihets duing it vuiidated our n'glu to have rhm inte-. 

Jack discusses the role that dialogue, in the context of a safe and supportive 

environment, can play in a woman's emergence of a more authentic self. Within the 

therapeutic dialogue, she says, 

As both parties attend carefully to the depressed woman's 
mumurings of feehgs long condemmed and silenced, the 
imperceptible can be recognized and transfomeci into meaning by 
being considered and perhaps enacted with a safe comection (Jack, 
1991, p. 204). 

Jack considers d e t y  as paramount for "a woman to consider the risk of acting on 

her own self-knowledge". She proposes that women's groups offer, "community support 

for a woman to fom new interpretations and evaluations of interpersonal events.. . gaining 

strength and support from one another through identifying, sharing and reinterpreting 

(renaming) events togethern (Jack, 1991, P. 204). 



Utilizing the group process as a methodology within this research, my aim was 

to foster this safe and supportive environment, where women couid begin to iisten to and 

accept their own experiences of anger. The group provided a context where personai 

reflection and group s h a ~ g  of the dificult and often dark emotion of anger could occur. 

Through the process of facilitatiog us to go M e r  into our anger, it encouraged the cycle 

of reflection - action - reflecfion to continue and the adoption of a stronger sense of 

personal agency to ernerge. 

This need to take action with their anger was a strongly identified area in 

response to feelings of anger. For many, it was not enough to respond to anger within 

the context of their own lives. Releasing anger, moving beyond it, required that they fmd 

a way to give some of the responsibility for the origins of their anger, back to those they 

felt were responsible. An important aspect here, however, was knowing that they could 

confiont others whiie st i l i  maintaining a sense of control over the way they expressed 

their anger, and thus, learning effective skills to manage and communicate anger became 

paramout. Jane frequently speaks out when she sees childhood abuse or neglect and has 

found that confionthg one of her own abusers has dowed her to release some of her 

anger and the responsibility she has felt for the abuse. She has also identifiai a need to 

confront aîl of her abusers as a way to put these issues, which have so impeded her in 

her life, to rest. Marie identified turning her anger into action as a real theme and wrote 

about this need repeatedly in her journal, saying, "Timing anger oround, it cm give you 

strength.. .Anger ieadr ro action which le& to resoiurion". She also, took steps to 

confiont and discuss her anger over her fiend's death with people whom she felt held 



some of the responsibility. 

For others, channeLIing the energy of their anger into the more politicai or social 

context of their lives was seen as a way to take action. Speaking out against abuse and 

other injustices in society or working to support and assist others in dealing with issues 

of abuse, became a way to use their anger constnictively. For Margaret, this was an 

important part of her healing process. She writes, 

Yes, I'm stiil mgry about my p m ,  however t h  anger is the 
monvaring force thar 2 have used tu take îhe s t q s  necessary to 
j i g h  the abuse of this world. 1 thar is whar Linle Mar is 
nying ro tell me. that 2 am her voice. I can be rhe voice of rhose 
who c m  'r speak for îhemselves. Irhink she needr me ru express her 
ariger. She needr me to stand rrp for her because no une smod up 
for her then. 

Margaret presently devotes considerable volunteer time to supporting other 

survivors of childhood abuse and to creating public awareness of the impact of abuse on 

people's Lives. Marie is actively involveci in supporthg other people who have 

expaienced childûood abuse. As a result of her reflections and insights on her own anger 

recently, she has been giving thought to a career path which would enable her to do o s  

work in a more fomalized way. Jane speaks out whenever she sees abuse and neglect of 

women and children, and has identifieci a desire to do work with women who are abused, 

if and when she reaches a place where she no longer feels that her anger is a debilitating 

force in her own iife. 

Turning anger into action which can serve to change oppressive conditions in the 

iives of women has been a basic premise in much of the feminist iiterature on women's 

anger. Greenspan discusses the need for women to go beyond jus allowing themselves 



to feel angry, to collectively taking action against social injustice. 

We need to know how to mobilize and organize our anger 
collectively; to use it to fight for control of our bodies and 
reproductive Lives, our family and sex Lives, our paid-work lives, 
our psychic/emotional lives. For it is the institutionahxi lack of 
control over these conditions that f& our aoger, no matter how 
personal it may appear. Without beginning to experience our anger 
as justifiecl rage at certain specific conditions of subordination, we 
wil i  never undertake the project of changing those conditions.. .and 
the anger of women as a g~oup (no maüer how in touch we are 
with it) will never be assuaged (Greenspan, 1993, p. 3 15). 

Estes takes a similar stand, seeing anger as a mniral response to women becorning 

more conscious of the social, politicai and cultural impact on their Lives. 

It is psychically sound for women to feel this anger. It is 
psychicaiiy sound for them to use uiis anger about injustice to 
invent ways to elicit usefiil change. It is not psychologically sound 
for them to neutraiize their anger so they will not feel, so they will 
therefore not press for evolution and change (Estes, 1992, p. 367). 

The need for self-care was recognized as an overlying theme in meeting our 

needs in regards to our anger. Self-care, for rnost, involveci learning ways to nurture 

thernselves, manage stress and maintain a sense of balance in their lives. It meant gaining 

a stronger sense of self, improving self-esteem and being in control of their lives. For 

Deb, this meant striving to maintain balance in her life so that she could maiotain a 

healthy connection to her children, her husband, her fiends and her work. She saw 

herself being more able to aUow anger to be experienced if she was creating this balance. 

Marie identifieci a need to engage in activities which were soothing and nurturing, such 

as meditation, writing, and being by the oceaa, as helping her to be with her anger in a 

more positive way. Jane identified that if she was managing the overaii stress in her life, 

her anger did not become so large and uncontrollable. She says, 



I am recognizing my limirs and when ir's time ro mke care of 
myself: . . using self-ta fi, deep breathing und working hard at more 
optimisic thoughrs.. . i now feel bener. more cornfunable mying I 'm 
mgry, as long ar I show ir approprfateiy, as defined by my own 
standardr.. . niese pasr fm monrhs I cm say "I'm mgq" und not 
build if up tu explosion.. . When ma~ging srress overall, you c m  
recognùe it md express it and if's gone. Before, I wouU hohi ir. 

Daniel Goleman cites research which supports the importance of managing stress 

as a way to minimize the more destructive forces of anger, s t a ~ g  that, "Stress of al1 

sorts creates adrenocortical arousal, lowering the threshold for what provokes anger" 

(Goleman, 1995, p. 60). Estes also expounds on the importance of women learning to 

nurture and care for ourselves, in the process of understanding and taming rage. She 

speaks of the importance of using patience, of nurturing ourselves with spintuai food, 

whatever that may be for the individual, as well as seeking insight into anger's meaning. 

She says, "Regardless of the source of rage, something has to happen to recognize it, 

bless it, contain it and release it " (Estes, 1993, p. 364). 

Humour was also recognized as an important variable in accepting anger and in 

dealing with it in healthier ways in our iives. Despite the anger and pain which surfaced 

throughout our weekend retreat, we had fun. Story-telling, humorous jokes and even 

laughter at ourselves and some of the experiences that had brought us all together, 

provideci a necessary and d e  outlet for the intense energy of anger. Several of the 

women brought with them the g i f t  of humour, which prompted those of us who tended 

to be more serious, to take ourselves and the situation more lightly. We recognized that 

anger and humour cm co-exist and humour can help to diffuse the intensity of anger. 

Deb, who has a wonderful sense of humour, recognized that, "humour c m  be a w q  to 



choose when ro be with the anger or notn. Her experience has also taught her that "people 

W I e  anger. with hwnour, beîter" . 

Daniel Goleman discusses the benefits of laughter in helping us to problem-solve 

and think our way through to solutions more creatively. He proposes tbat laughter cm 

promote mood changes which, when lifted to a more elated state, can trigger our memory 

of more positive events. 

Laughing, Like elation, seems to help people think more broadly 
and associate more freely, noticing relationships that might have 
eluded them othenvise - a mental skill important not just in 
creativity, but in recognipng complex relationships and foreseeing 
the consequences of a given decision (Goleman, 1995, p. 85). 

Anger management pro-, usually based on psycho-educational and cognitive- 

behavioral models of intervention, propose the use of many of these same interventions 

in learnllig to manage anger more effectively. Leamïng to identiQ body signals of anger 

escalating , using tirne-outs , deep breathing and other relaxation strategies , leming 

effective ways to communicate, seeking support, self-talk and chaiienging irrationai 

beliefs are al l  ways in which anger can be managed to become less destructive. Research 

has been conducted into anger reduction through the use of both cognitive-behavioral and 

more process-oriented groups, finding that either approach produces similar r d t s  in 

anger reduction in controlled settings (Deffenbacher, et al, 1990). 

However, the findings of th is  inquiry into women's anger suggest that, though 

learning skilis to manage and deal more effectively with anger is paramount, the needs 

identified by these women speak to the specific issues and circumstances in the Iives of 

women. The women in this research have leamed that anger is an unacceptable emotion, 



that anger is not d e ,  and that anger accumulates as a result of being suppressed and 

internalized. Through the development of a more critical conscioumess in regards to 

anger, there was a recognition of the ways in which anger is so closely ~ 0 ~ e c t e d  to 

experiences of self-denial and oppression within our lives. This consciousness is reflected 

in the particular needs which were identifiai in doing anger work. The need for support, 

safety, validation, choice, permission, and most signiticantly, understanding the origins, 

are paramount for women to engage in a process of honouring our anger as part of 

ourselves. 



Emergence of Self 

The heahg properties of aiIowing anger to be embraced, explored and voiced by 

these women was an enlightening theme which ernerged from the research process. Each 

woman believed that opening up to repressed anger and dealing with current anger in 

their Lives was instrumental in their sense of personal growth and inner harmony and 

in helping them to feel more whole and integrated. They identified feeling more 

empowered with a newfound sense of control over themselves and inereased self- 

esteem. They saw themselves experiencing life with more spontaneity and a greater 

sense of freedom and fun. They also recognized that anger is still and probably always 

will be part of their Lives, but in learning how to deal more effectively with it, they saw 

it as being less debilitating, and more integrated into their lives. There was an 

understanding gained through the research, that, if emotions are mly integrated, then 

there is room for anger, love, peace and joy to coexist. 

Marie descnbes her process of "learning to develop the mger" as helping her to 

see "a lot of growth in myseifas a hwMn being". She has leamed to trust herself more 

and to believe thai she can succeed in making different choices for herself than those that 

were made for her as a child. She says, 

If we makefnen& with the anger ir cm be the gremest catalyst for 
change.. . Z no longerfiel Iike the phoney-baioney tmck is coming. 
Z feel quire coni$ident It's fimlly intemai for me and it 's realty 
nice. I cm go with my feelings now, I'm more honesr wirh 
myselJ.. It's nice îo be gerting o u  of survivor mode, being able to 
[ive without sricking rny jcnger in the dom. so rhat you can iive, 
enjoy üf. It's like. wow. this is why some people look h p p y  Md 
calm. I have cuhness and more freedom.. .l have more inner 



peuce. where before I had to be so busy. I enjoy being wirh myself: 
Ir's like near, rhir is a renlly neaf way to live. 

Jane has noticed, since she has begun to have more control over her anger, that, 

"ifs gening lighter. IjèeI freer with my children , more prclyjui, more fin. . . It 3 almost üke 

I 've taken of the dark glasses and I cm see more cleudy. Things aren 't su shadowy.. . 

I am more able to separme the parr from rhe present now", and "doing anger in healthy 

ways, I feel bener about myseiJ I don 't have to apologize m muchW. 

Deb recognized that when she is avoiding her anger, she feels blocked and 

discomected fkom herself and others, and that deahg with it helps her to feel more 

whole and integrated, as weil as being more attuned and sensitive to others. She says, 

It's obvious t h  you 're in a place where you wanr to feel whole 
and recognize thut these apenences are pan of who you are and 
how do I iive with them and not have them debilirate me.. . when 
nor qressed, i f s  like a weighr on my spirir, it 's limiting, it 's 
clogging in pans of my body and if 's blocking energy ... self- 
awareness leab to sensitiviry tu others, a need ro suppm others. 

She aiso sees doing her anger in healthier ways as contributing to her sense of imer 

harmony and balance, saying , " We 're not roo much one way or mother". 

Margaret recognizes that, in giving herself permission to be angry and in learning 

to express it in appropriate and safe ways, she no longer feels as responsibie for others 

and she feds a greater sense of control over herself. To this she writes, 

Ifind rhar i f1  erpress my mger iri ways rhar I am cmfona€.de wwirh 
it helps me tu "do" anger more ofren. It is very freeing to have 
conno2 over how, where and nt whom I eirpress my anger. I feel 
t h  befre. my anger conrrolled me. Eirher I was su connolied 
rhat if le$ no room for anger or 1 lacked al1 connol and my anger 
took over.. . lefi me feeling very badly about myself: Doing anger in 
this new way isn 't necessari& earier, however it does feel bener 



and is healthier for me. 

Margaret identifies more strongly with a part of herself she describes as "a real Maryn, 

one who can be "more spontaneous andfun and had idear and she hm whar she wmed  

ond al2 sons ofthings. things.. .and she c o u h  't be bom or aist in the wurld unfil I learned to 

ded wirh unger.. . " . 

Vicky says that, though she rralizes that she still has anger to deal with and that 

for ha, it is a long process, she is gaining a sense of control over herself and is gaining 

strength and power with her voice through her anger. She says, "I  am no longer willing 

fo pur myselflan or to become small in the face of itn. Upon reflection a few months 

after the retreat, she says, "1 have made a decision ro be Iess focused on ns, anger". She 

says that she is taking more responsibiiity for herself and her goals and directions in life 

as weii as for her own self-care, and she is Iearning to face more of her fears. 

Sheila, in her reflections over the weekend, writes, " When we 're 'fhrough ' the pain. rhere 

is brighr and cufmess ". 

Estes uses metaphor in describing a woman's experience of encountering rage and 

leaming how to tame it, speakmg very closely to the experiences described by the five 

women who engaged, as participants, in this research. Telling the story of the Crescent 

Moon Bear, she refers to a woman's tnie nature as a loving, creative and caring sou1 

who, due to circumstances of life and culture, has gathered a rage which, 

"untransforrned, can becorne a constant mantra about how oppressai, hurt and tortured 

we are" (Estes, 1992, p. 353). The story tells of a woman's search for a way to 

transform her rage so that peace and love can once again become part of her life. She 



se& advice from the healer, a symbol for "our wisest self", who challenges her to 

"climb the mountain", exploring psychic temtory never before approached, as a way to 

recognize, understand and release her illusions about life, aU the while using patience and 

feeding her compassiouate side with spirituai food, kindness and self-care, and hououring 

the "roar" of the rage as part of herself. The story tells of coming down from the 

mountain and carefuliy implementing what she has leamed, through practice, into her 

daily fife. In this way, Estes proposes, women cm learn to corne to terms with intense 

rage. However, the story also speaks of the cyclical nature of rage and how residue from 

the original rage will continue to surface from t h e  to time, and how we m u t  again 

"withdraw and take solitude" and "climb the rnountain" to find our way through the rage. 

Estes urges us to look at ali emotions, even rage, as a teacher. 

Al1 emotion, even rage, carries knowledge, insight, what some c d  
enlightenment. Our rage c m ,  for a the become our teacher.. .a 
thing not to be rid of so fast, but rather something to clunb the 
mountain for, something to persom, to leam fkorn, deal with 
internally, then shape into sornething usefül in the world as a 
remit. . .The cycle of rage i9 like any other cycle; it rises, fds ,  dies 
and is released as new energy (Estes, 1992, p. 352). 

The findings in this research support such a process for women. In learning to 

break free from the destructive pattern of suppressing and denying anger, and learniog 

to embrace and understand our anger, women can begin to listen to the ways that anger 

speaks to us, and to use its energy to empower us to speak ow own tmth and to make 

choices which honour Our own unique needs as individuals and as women. 



The findings of îhis research provide us with some valuable insights into ways in 

which women experience anger, as well as the needs which women have if we are to 

aiiow our anger the Me and voice which it has as a aatural response to events and 

circumstances in our iives. It is my thesis that women's acceptance and integration of 

anger into our iives is a complex and dynamic process of e x p l o ~ g  and understanding the 

origins of anger. Through exploring and experiencing the many layers of anger which 

have accurnulated over a lifetime, women can leam to embrace our anger and use it to 

assist us in moving toward more authentic and self-assertive ways of being in the world. 

In order to engage in this process, women need a d e  and supportive environment where 

our anger is validated and where we can be supporteci to aUow the roots of our anger to 

surface and be understood, and where we can leam more effective ways of dealhg with 

anger as it continues to be triggered in our &y-to-&y iives. As Sheila describes of her 

own experience of anger in her He, 

I have uncovered ir before, this anger. and thus its power lessened. 
Ir no longer pushes w . h  such force as it did. No longer is rhefiLse 
so shon nor the ' b h f  so snong.. .I do not feel the gnp ?ha once 
squeezed nry heart with rage. Its more a suMe whisper now. stiil 
present. bur nudging, no? j m g  me ro explore and acr. 

These women have shown us, through their own processes of courageously 

exploring the deeper roots of their anger, that when anger is embraced and given a 

healthy voice in our lives, it can help us to evolve to a place where it becomes a less and 

less debilitating or destructive force. Rather, anger cm be experienced as a naturd 



response to events and cm be integrated into our lives as one of a whote range of 

emotions which we experience. Part of this process is a recognition that there is a cyclicai 

nature to anger, that anger never stops, tbat anger at past injustices WU continue to be 

triggered by events in the present. However, the debilitating and ail-consurning power of 

anger which has been internalized over years, can be diffised if we are able to engage 

in a process of understanding and releasing the layers of accumulated and repressed 

anger. This process can enable women to more clearly separate the past from the present 

and to embrace anger as it occurs, with a new-found sense of understaadkg and 

acceptance, with which tramformative possibilities can occur. Acceptance of anger sets 

the stage for learning healthier ways to express and utiiize the voice of anger to resolve 

issues and conflicts in our iives which, if left unattendeci to, can contribute to the 

continuous process of silencing women and furthering our oppression in a stiU male- 

dominateci, pamarchai society . 



CHAPTER 5 

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS 

It was the intent of this research to describe and illuininate for the reader, how the 

emotion of anger is experieaced and understood within the context of the subjective iives 

of the women participating. Though each woman's experience of anger was different, the 

identification of common and recurrhg themes which emerged fiom this inqujr, as well 

as the presentation of suppohve literature, can help promote more insight into how anger 

is perceived, experienced and understood in women's lives. It is my thesis that women's 

acceptance and integration of anger involves a complex and dynamic process of exploring 

and undemanding the origins of anger and recognizing the power of anger to be a 

positive and healing force in our lives. This research became a process, for those 

participating, of gaining a deeper personai and social awareness of how anger is 

manifestecl in our Lives - its causes, its impact, its many dimensions and layers, its 

teachings, its needs, its life and its voice. 

1 approached the research with a belief, stemmhg fiom my own experience of 

anger, that women's anger is influenced by the social conditions in our society which 

continue to create situations of oppression for women and other rnarginalized groups. 1 

also had a belief that anger, if embraced and dowed to be voiced, could serve to 

promote positive and healing changes in the Lives of women. Further, 1 proposai that 

counselling strategies aîmed at promoting a deeper awareness and understanding of 



emotions, could assist women in gaining acceptance of our anger and more clarity and 

strength of self. 

Though the focus of this research was to engage in a phenomenological inquiry 

into the meanings women attached to anger, and thus, to describe for the reader, the 

experiences of participants within their own lifeworld, 1 chose a participatory forum in 

which to engage in a deeper exploration. This decision was based on a belief that, in 

providing a forum where women could share with women, we wodd hear our common 

experiences of injustices as they manifest in our lives as a result of the inequality and 

power imbalances which SM exist for women in our current social, political and 

econornic structures. Within the context of safety, support and vaLidation of our individual 

experiences, 1 believed that women would be more encouraged to engage in a deeper 

exploration of theû own anger. 

Drawing fkom a femiaist approach to research, incorporating multiple methods, 

1 anticipated that the research process would not only encourage deeper self-reflection, 

but would contribute to the emergence of a more critical consciousness with regard to the 

structural influences on women's anger, as weil as a heightened awareness of ways anger 

couid be mobilized to promote agency on the part of those participating. My experience, 

not only as the researcher, but as a participant in the research, was that these objectives 

were in fact achieved. Each of us has identified ways in which to tum anger into change- 

enhancing action, reflectuig the unique place fiom which we stand. Whether it be through 

atîending the weekend retreat to gain more understanding of our anger, or by voicing it 

through the many avenues of social action to eradicate violence against women and other 



social injustices; whether it be through standing strong and saying no to personal 

violations, or giving ownership back to those responsible for past violations; whether it 

be through choosing to stay with anger as a way to protect oneself, or placing anger in 

a part of o u  lives where it is acknowledged, but woven into the ernotional, social, 

physical, mental and spuitual tapestry that defines who were are as balanced individuals; 

whether it is tumed into the voice of assertiveness and self-expression in our work, Our 

play, our families and our social connections, or held closely as a way to jotuney our 

way through legd, economic and social backlash, we have all found agency in our 

process of honouring our anger. 

Whether we as couosellors and therapists choose to use a forum such as the 

weekend retreat, a series of weekly group sessions, or the individual counselling 

relationship as a way to support women in their process of anger, it is my intent that 

some of the insights generated through this research will assist us in helping other women 

to reach a place where they can begin to dialogue about their anger, to ernbrace it and 

to honour the messages and teachings that anger can provide women in their individuai 

and collective jomeys into well-being and a more equal and jus social structure. 

The retreat forum served weli in providing the space and time for women to 

engage in selfexploration, without this process being impeded by the demands and 

responsibilities of day-today Me, where often women feel less vaiidated in their anger. 

This forum provided a sense of safety and validation which ailowed for the 

of anger and the m e s s  of it to 

explore the social context which 

emerge. Though the focus of the weekend 

has contributed to women's experience of 

acceptance 

was not to 

anger, the 



common themes of oppression and abuse which were shared, provided a validation and 

common understanding amongst us, of how anger has corne to be such a difficult emotion 

in our lives. The support and connedon experienced by the women grew as the weekend 

progressai, and this, I believe M e r  contributeci to the sense of safety and validation 

which aiiowed for the deeper origins of anger to emerge. The counseiiing strategies and 

techniques which were employai during the weekend, M e r  promoted this deeper 

exploration, where women could be encouraged, assistai and supporteci to engage in, and 

stay with, their own process of understanding their anger more W y .  

An important component to the effectiveness of the retreat group f o u  was the 

pre-group screening process. Being able to determine ahead of time, the level of safety, 

both emotionaily and physicaiiy, which we could anticipate amongst the women chosen 

as participants, gave us, the facilitators and, the five women participating, a level of 

confidence to engage in this process without feat that our anger would create unsafe 

situations to occur. Also, including in the guidelines, parmeters for safety in regards to 

our anger, M e r  conhibuted to this sense of safety. Recognizing that anger has the 

potential to becorne very large and destructive, these parameters included written 

guidelines that it was not okay to hurt ourselves, it was not okay to hurt others, and it 

was not okay to destroy property, to which each of the women agreed to comply. A 

furth- important component to the effectiveness of engaging in this type of personal 

reflection and group sharing process, was the avaiiability of supports for the women d e r  

the retreat. This was explored in the pre-group screening portion of the interview and 

became a necessary criteria for participation. While the weekend forum aüowed for the 



deeper probing of anger to occur, it is important to recognize tbat this is a process which 

doesn't necessarily stop at the end of our time together. Each of the women continu& 

to work with their anger and the insights they had gaineci through the weekend, for some 

time after the retreat, and were able to use supports to assist them with tbis process. This 

provided an added element of d e t y  for them which further encourageci them to stay with 

their experiences until they were able to reach a place of understanding, and for some, 

resolution. 

The element of trust became an important component in making this type of 

research feasible. Trust-building began at the point of the initial telephone interview, 

where parameters of confidentiality were discussed and where 1 began to use the 

facilitative counsehg skills of empathy, respect, clarQing questions and self-disclosure 

to begin building tmsting relationships. The process of building trust continueci through 

the one-one interviews, where dialogue regarding anger continueci to be fostefed through 

empathy, respect, more self-disclosure and genuineness. Though the participants did not 

have the same opportunity to develop this same level of trust with one another prior to 

the weekend retreat, I believe that attention to issues of safety, as weU as exploring 

personal needs when participating in groups, set a stage of confidence in the group 

process which was fbrther developed at our pre-retreat meeting and through the 

development of group guidelines. The level of trust continueci to build throughout the 

weekend through the remarkable level of support, respect, non-judgement and validation 

that ernerged during the group sharing, and was M e r  autured through the use of the 

Talking Stick and Tallring Circle. 



Self-disclosme on the part of myself as the researcher and faciiitator, as weil as 

for the CO-facilitator, was integral to the process of trust building. As an interpretive and 

participatory researcher, 1 viewed the participants, not as objects of study, to be observai 

and recordeci, but as subjects who were as involved in this inquiry as 1 was. It was 

therefore important for me to be present and part of the process, stating up front, my 

experiences and motivation for doing the research, and shating of myself dong the way. 

Recognîzhg self-disclosure as an important component of any counsehg relationship, 

1 have learned to set parameters for rnyself around the level of self-disclosure 1 engage 

in, beiieving tbat it should be done in the interest of fostering the therapeutic process and 

should in no way mate a situation where a client has to take care of me. I attempted to 

maintain these parameters throughout the research, though at times during the retreat, this 

became quite challenging, as the intensity of emotions and the strength of our 

c o ~ ~ t e d f i e ~ s  as a group unfolded. 

Heshusius offm a helpful analysis of this experience of stnving to maintain a 

balance of objectivity and subjectivity , while acknowledging that there are tirnes when, 

as researchers, we lose this balance and become one with the process, a state which she 

refers to as "participatory consciousnessn. She States, "When one forgets self and 

becornes embedded in what one wants to understand, there is an affirmative quality of 

kinship that no longer aliows for priviieged statun (Heshusius, 1994, p. 19). 1 am aware 

that there were moments throughout our weekend together where 1 entered this state of 

participatory consciousness, wbere I felt the pain and anger of the other women and 

where my own anger at events in my Life was deeply triggered, where 1 felt saddened and 



responsible for facilitating us in reaching these dificuit places, where 1 felt an 

ovmhelming sense of gratitude for the courageous sharing of these women, as a 

contribution to this research, where I became passionately involved in the content of 

discussions, where 1 felt the target of anger at times in the traderence process that, we 

lcnow as counseilors, occurs, and where, dl the while, 1 experienced a growing kinship 

and closeness with these women, which cornes fkom a place of knowing. Though 1 was 

able, through journalling, self-talk, debriefing with my co-facilitator, and later, my thesis 

supervisor, to care for myseif with what emerged for me, 1 feel that this experience 

deepened my connection with the data which came forth, and helped me to understand 

and reflect the experiences of we, the participants, and our anger, more authentically. 

Situating myself within this research, 1 am aware that, though my own expenence 

has informecl and shaped this inquiry, 1 have ais0 ken infomed by this inquhy. Being 

a part of this process has triggered new insight, awareness and understandings about 

women's anger for me. Though the overail iïndiags were consistent with my own beliefs 

about women's anger, I gained several new insights and understandings which have 

served as the bais for this thesis and which have deepened my respect for the emotion 

of anger, both my own and that of others. 

Most significant, was the recognition of the dyoamic process of anger for women. 

m e  I acknowledged, upon entering the research, that women who internalize or deny 

anger, need to be supported to explore their anger more fuiiy, what 1 leamed was that 

this is an ongoing process for women in which there are many layers and dimensions 

which we encounter as we are continuously confrontecl with new triggen which relate to 



original experiences of oppression. WMe older, repressed anger can be brought to the 

surface and released, new experiences cm continue to trigger a rage which, at times can 

be as intense and aiLconsuming as anger which has already been dealt with. This, I 

believe, is particularly true for women who must continually deal with the r d t i e s  of 

injustice, abuse, and other foms of oppression which continue to be manifested in our 

curent social structures. However, when we can l e m  to recognize our triggers and can 

develop an acceptance of our anger and a willinpess to explore it more fully as it occurs, 

while at the same tirne developing s u s  to effectively allow anger the life and the voice 

that it has, then the potentially destructive and negative impact of anger can be prevented. 

In this way, women cm leam to use anger to gain more self-understanding and to take 

whatever action deemed necessary to change oppressive situations and become personal 

agents of our own experience. 

I have gained more awareness of t&is dynamic property of anger within my own 

personal experience as well. Throughout the process of this research, my own anger was 

brought forward severai times as women shared their common experiences of abuse, 

injustice, oppression and loss, all of which have been part of my o m  life experience. I 

had, in the pst, engaged in a process of exploring what 1 thought were the roots of my 

anger and had reached a place in my Me where, in being more open to my anger, it was 

no longer as aii-consuming. 1 had become aware of being more able to use my anger 

constmctively to make important changes in my life and to voice my own experience 

more clearly. However, during this research, 1 became vaguely aware of an underlying 

anger within me, connected to an important relationship issue 1 was dealing with at the 



tirne. For a time, I resisted allowing this anger to surface, fearing what 1 rnight encounter 

if 1 dowed myself to embrace it in its largeness, yet knowing that 1 had to. As I engaged 

in a process of art therapy, with the support of a counseUor/fnend, my images began to 

speak to me sbrongly of an underiying rage which was trying to surface. As 1 began to 

let d o m  my defenses and embrace the feelings, 1 encountereâ this rage, associated with 

an earlier traumatic loss in my life, as intensely as if I had been in ihat moment as a 

young child. Ln that moment 1 had a clear awareoess that as that young chitd, 1 had never 

expressed this feeling. By allowing myself to be with this feeling and to express it 

through verbalizing, writing, and more image-making, I gained a new insight into my 

fear of loss associated with intimate relationships, and have found myself, since this 

experience, communicating more bonestly and making healthier choices within my doser 

relationships. Weavïng my own experience into those of the participants in this research, 

this dynamic process of anger has become clearer to me - that repressed anger lies deep 

and requires our opemess to going into it, as it anses, again and again in Our lives. And 

though we can clear it, given the rïght conditions, and, therefore, difise its intensity, 

it really never completely stops. We must therefore leam to integrate it into our lives and 

allow its voice when it needs to surface again. 

Another valuable Uisight which I gained from this resûuch experience was the 

recognition of rny own discornfort with other people's anger. Being present with these 

women and supporting them through their anger has show me that anger, when 

experienced within the parameters of safety , is simply an emotion like any other which, 

when achowledged and d e l y  expressed, need not be perceived as fearfûl or negative, 



but rather as just simply what it is - anger. This, 1 believe is an important recognition for 

me, (or any of us) as professional counsellors, as we wiLl undoubtedly be asked in our 

counseliing work to "be with" people in their anger. We must, therefore, be cornfortable 

with the intensity of anger, rnoving beyond the inteiiectualizing about, or dialoguing 

about anger, to actualiy supporting people to f e l  the emotion of anger and be with it in 

its largeness. 

A further insight for me was a deeper understanding of the element of fear that 

women attach to anger and how this fear can serve to maintain the destructive pattern of 

intemditing anger. In a suciety where expressions of anger through violence and 

aggression is condoned for men, yet shamed for women, each of the participants had 

learned to fear both their own and other people's anger and the potential for 

destructiveness or loss which anger for them connotes. Fear cm be as immobilizing and 

debilitating as intemalized or inappropriately externalized anger, and the element of safety 

becomes paramount as wornen begin the joumey into anger. Safety in this context implies 

non-violence, non-aggression and trusting relationships, where women do not have to fm 

ioss in cornmunicating our feelings openly and honestiy. Unfortunately, these conditions 

are not always present in women's lives, as Vicky's experience with her partner's violent 

response when she anernpted to communicate her anger, so clearly demonstrates. This 

raises an important issue which 1 believe, should be considered when supporting women 

to engage in the process of aiiowing anger to surface and be expressed. Recognizing that, 

although we have a personal responsibility to ensure that our anger is expressed in a safe 

and non-violent way, we still have no control over how another person wi i l  respond to 



the more assertive and honest voice of anger. It is, therefore, necessary for wornen, and 

we as counseliors supporting women, to assess the propensity for violence within 

relationships and to support women in m a h g  responsible and safe choices about how, 

where, whea, and with whom, to voice anger. 

The women paticipating in this research, have exhibited, through their reflections 

on fear associated with their own and other people's anger, the impact that various 

manifestations of social cooshaint cm have on the process, for women, of opening up to 

anger. Their experiences reflect our need to continue in our search for safe ways to own 

and voice our anger at the injustices which have, and continue, to prevail for women and 

other rnarginalized groups in our patriarchal culture. As we begin to develop a more 

critical consciousness and to own our anger at the many ways that women have been 

nlenced, societal backlash continues to mate barriers in this pursuit. Violent respouses 

and an Uicrease in the prevaience of violence agauist women, loss of relationships, 

ridicule and minimîzation, being called insane, and being labelled as "angry feministsn, 

ail speak to the impact that expressing anger bas had on women's lives. To own one's 

anger, even in hding ways to safely express it, creates for women, the challenge of 

upsetting familiar, yet often unsatisfying or even seifdestructive patterns in our lives. 

Acknowledging and owning our anger, speaking from a place of one's own tnith, often 

means that we now have to speak out or to do something different. It may mean leaving 

an abusive relationship and the financial md famiiiai security which the relationship 

provides for us and our children. It may mean seeking restitution through the pursuit of 

charges and experiencing the revictimization that often occurs for women who have been 



battered, sexually assaulted or sexually abused as children. It may mean confionting an 

abuser as a way to give back the years of self-blame and responsibility that have M e r  

eaten away at her self-esteem. it may mean encountering one's anger again and again in 

the sensitivity we gain toward others as we begin to open to our own bniths. It may mean 

letting go of fantasies and illusions about Our families and our past, which have served 

to keep us locked in denial. It may mean having to make often difficult choices for our 

children, in seeking to provide safer and healthier environments in which they can grow. 

It may mean ofTering ourselves in endless hours of voluntansm on the social activist 

hiont, seeking forums in which to educate, and ways in which to work toward changing 

oppressive social structures. It most often means loss - of relatiooships and of iliusionary 

hopes and dreams that have been shattered in coming to know one's buth. 

The women in this research, during the data aaalysis stage of the research, 

identified another important issue related to safety. As a society, there is very littie 

acceptance and tolerance for the emotion of anger, not only wornen's anger, but anger 

in generd. Consequentiy, there is very little support for people to do anger work as part 

of their healing process. This only M e r  perpetuates the suppression of anger and the 

debilitating and destructive forces that anger, unvoiced or conversely, unhaniessecl, has 

on our lives. Anger is most commonly associated with violence, and though as a society 

we have developed a tolerance and acceptmce for violence and aggression, people stiU 

generally have a strong discornfort with one another's anger on an interpersonai level. If 

we are to evolve to a place where anger is viewed as an acceptable emotion, we need to 

take responsibility for our anger and, as Margaret so aptly stated during our data analysis 



meeting, "do anger without hum-ng the people aromd us and teach the world that its 

okay tu express anger but irs not okay to hufi others in rhe process" . A M e r  point of 

consideration here is the importance of teaching children, early in Life, that anger is a 

normal and acceptable emotion, and to teach them ways to manage and express anger 

which are non-destructive. It is heartening to know that there are now programs designed 

to teach chifdren effective anger SUS at both the pre-school and elementas, levels, with 

non-violence and healthy conflict resolution s a s  being stressed and taught throughout 

the academic iife of our children. However, it is integral to this process that healthy 

anger be demonstrateci in the home, where, as we bow,  the most formative role 

modelling occurs. It is incumbent upon us as parents, and particularly women who, 

statistically, still assume the greater parental responsibility, to gain a level of comfort 

with our own anger, so we can teach our cbiidren healthier patterns of dealing with anger 

than were taught to us. 

That women choose to remain with their anger for a period of time, once it is 

allowed to emerge and take voice, is another valuable insight which can assist us in 

understanding wornen's anger. Anger sometimes serves as a protection, as a way to 

separate ourselves from inhibithg or abusive forces in our lives, and a way to mobilize 

us to change self-LimiMg relationship patterns. Anger can empower us to stand up, to 

speak out, to say "no" when we need to, and, as the women's movement has taught us, 

to challenge the status quo and envision ourselves into taking action. Anger is definitely 

something not to be rid of so fast. 

The insights offered through the findings of this research have value in supporthg 



not only wornen in leaming to develop healthier pattern of deaiing with anger, but can 

also assist us in Our work with men and their anger. Though men have traditionally 

demonstrateci a greater cornfort level with expressing anger, our society has tolerated and 

in rnany ways even promoted m ' s  use of violence and aggression as a way to 

experience anger, while iahibiting the acceptance and expression of other emotions. F a r ,  

sadness, grief, shame and loneliness, are deemed in our culture, as indicators of 

vulnerability , a condition which men are traditionally encouraged not to show. However, 

anger expressed through violence and aggression serves to isolate and discomect men 

fiom meaningful relationships, as weii as having other serious negative consequences in 

their lives. In this way, men, through the gender stereo~rpîng and expectations imposed 

upun them as part of their psychological development, are as limiteci as women in their 

ability to be agents of their own experience. 

Though anger management programs, highly prevalent within the counseliing and 

human service arena, are effective in teaching men non-violent ways of managing and 

expressing anger, supporthg men to engage in a process of exploring the deeper origins 

of anger cm promote a greater self-awareness and understanding of underlying emotions 

and cognitions which contribute to their mger. In so doing, men, like women, can leam 

to embrace emotions and use them as teachers in their journeys toward healthier, more 

authentic ways of being in the world. This point has k e n  made clearer to me recentiy 

as I have begun to do therapeutic work with male suMvors of childhood abuse, many of 

whom have b e n  incarcerateci for violent behavior. A common theme wbich has been 

expressed to me by these men, has been the way in which events in the present trigger 



mernories of childhood abuse with which they associate a deep and uncontrollable rage, 

usuaiiy expressecl in violence. Engaging in a process of more hlly exploring these images 

and rnemories from the past and the underlying emotions and needs which they attach to 

these, men can be supportai to bring forward repressed emotions and work with them 

toward a release and a resolution, so that they can more readily separate the past from 

the present and make hedthier choices regarding ways they cm get their needs met. 

Again, estabiishing a d e ,  tnisting and respecthl environment where men are supported 

and validateci in their emotional experience is integral to this process. 

This inquiry has prompted me to consider where M e r  areas of research, of a 

qualitative nature, on the subject of anger, could be of benefit to the counseilhg field. 

W l e  much empincal research has been conducted on the merits of cognitive-behavioral 

anger management programs in helping men to manage their anger more effectively and 

safely, I am proposing, as a result of this inquiry into the meaning and experience of 

women and anger, that the therapeutic community could benefit from M e r  research, 

of a qualitative nature, into the meanings which men attach to their anger and the 

implications of cultural and social influences on their expressions of anger. A focus on 

what men identiQ most strongly as their needs in maintainhg a healthy approach to anger 

and the underlying emotions attacheci to anger, can help us to do this anger work with 

men in a way which promotes more healiog. 

My literature search on the topic of women's anger has suggested to me that most 

of the research on anger has been empirical in nature and has focused on anger 

stimulation and response measures w ithin more controiied researc h settings . Empirical 



research has been valuable in helping us to understand the anatomy of anger, the triggers 

and the emotiooal, physiological, cognitive and behavioral responses to anger . Research 

of this nature has conmbuted to the development of ways in which anger can be 

controlled and managed. However, research of this nature lacks the richness of more 

subjective inquiries, based on people's own subjective experiences, as weU as the 

implications of social context on our experience of anger. We might well benefit from 

a longitudinal and qualitative shidy of the benefits to women, or men, of engaging in a 

process such as the one presented in this research, over time, to determine whether 

participants are able to develop and maintain a heaithy approach to anger. An inquiry into 

the impact of earlier anger interventions with children, throughout childhood and 

adolescence, and into their adult lives, would also provide usehl information in the 

development of educational and social skiUs cuniculums and programs. A M e r  area 

of helpful research would be an inqujl into anger and adolescence, with a focus on the 

increasing prevalence of anger and aggression amongst adolescent girls. Since anger 

continues to be such a mimdemood and unacceptable ernotion, with such negative and 

potentially destructive implications, both for individuals and collectively, within our 

social structures, the more insight and understanding we can gain into this bighiy 

prevalent part of our emotionai framework, the better able we will be, as counseiiors, as 

educators, as family and cornmunity members, and as individuals, to deal more 

effectively with the reatity of anger in our lives. 

A discussion is warranteci here in regards to the fact that each of the women who 

participated in the research were survivors of childhood sexual, physical and emotional 



abuse. Though 1 was initially concemed that this would in some way influence the course 

of the research and perhaps move the focus away from anger and onto abuse, this was, 

in fact, not the case. The women who responded to my call for participation did so 

because they identified strongly with anger as a rnitigating factor which had affectai or 

was presently affecthg their ability to experience inner hannony and strength of self in 

their lives. Though histones of childhood abuse were common to ali of them, the 

debilitatiog and, in some cases, empowering forces of anger, and a desire to understand 

our anger as a pathway to more self-awareness and personal growth, were the common 

threads which bound us together throughout this research process. As weil, there was a 

common desire to share our insights with others, in anticipation of fostering more 

understanding and acceptance of anger for women, as a naturai part of the human 

expenence. Though earlier experîences of abuse emerged as part of the ongins of anger, 

other issues were equdy significant. Attached to the anger were feelings of loss, gudt 

and shame, fear and trust, al1 stemming from experiences of not being heard, not being 

protected, not being vaiued, being made to feel responsible for the dysfunctions of others, 

and feeling powerless, at thes in our lives. These are the malangs of anger for women, 

and though abuse is part of it, I hesitate to believe that in any sample of women, some 

form of abuse would not be present. However, though it is important to understand the 

conditions and causes in women's lives which create anger, what became as equally 

important in this research, were the insights generated regarding how women deal with 

anger and what we, as women need, in order to allow anger to be used as a constructive 

healing and transfomative energy in our Lives. 



In doing research of this nature, it is important to acknowledge not only the 

commonalities of women's experience, but also the diversity, and not to view any one 

theory as monohthic. As this research has shown us, whife there are similarities in 

women's experience, each woman's experience and process was different and has 

informed us, on its own, of the meaning that anger and the healing properties of anger. 

has had in her life. Deb speaks of more balance and more sensitivity to others, Vicky of 

feeling larger, stronger, clearer and les  afr;iid. Jane speaks of things being l e s  shadowy, 

of having more fun, being more playfiil, feeling freer. Margaret speaks of king more 

spontaneous, less rigid, more fun and more genuine in her relationships, less the people- 

pleaser, more of seeking the pleasures in Me for herself. Marie speaks of more inner 

harmony, less fear, more calmness and cornfort with herself, less need to seek comfort 

through food; Sheila speaks of new explorations within herself and of plans to do more 

women's anger work within her counsellhg practice; 1 speak of healthier relationships, 

clearer boundaries, a stronger sense of freedom, more laughter, fewer demands and 

expectations of others, more choices and a view of the world as open and available for 

whatever course I set. These are the things which speak of a woman's stronger self 

emerging, of turning her b e r  and outer energies into rnovement, action and soulfulness, 

to numire and expand one's o m  sou1 and to numire the souls of others - our children, 

our fkiends, ou. families, our coïnmunities - and to seek justice and artfulness in our 

experience of daily living. 

This awareness speaks to me of our need to dialogue our way into our own tnith, 

to deconstnict our pre-conceived beliefs and attitudes about anger, and to reconstnict 



meanings and pathways which fit for us as individuals, rather than to theorire about what, 

how or why women, or men, are angry. We need to find our way through anger, which 

for each of us is a personal jouniey. 

Deb shared with me, some new insights that her experience in this research 

brought forward, and which I feel speaks to why it is important that we find our way 

through anger. "Holding onro anger proms  ur from living more honestly, from the pain 

and the joy of knowing complerely who we are. Ir's eary to blnme, ro remain ns Maim. 

ro say. 1 cm't ier go. But whaf purpose is ir serving. but ro keep us in a place of 

complacency " . 



ENDNOTES 

1. Emmen, T. (1994) cites a study which analyzes descriptive terms of various emotions, 
from which emerged these five basic, core emotions. 

2. An Anger and Emotions Management Program is part of the living Skills 
Programming Strategy with the Conectional Services of Canada. This program is an 
educationai and cognitive-behavioml program consisting of 25 two-hour group sessions 
and is offered to offenders experiencing difficulty with anger and violent behavior. 

3. Lather, P. (1991), in Getting Smart: Feminist Research and P- in the 
Postmodern, expands upon the concept of feminist research as an e m p o w e ~ g  approach 
to generating knowledge, using a methodology whicb encourages self-understanding and 
self-determination, with research designs characterued by negotiation and reciprocity. 

4. See Chapter 2, Literature Review for a m e r  discussion of empirical studies on 
anger prevalence, expression and reduction . 

5. TaMis is here quoMg Hamiet Goldhor-Lemer (1 97'7), The Taboos A- Female 
a r ,  Menniger Perspective, Winter, 1977, 5- 1 1. 

6.  Gillian Walker, MSW, is Co-Director of the Gender and Violence Project of the 
Aiceman lnstitute for Family Therapy in New York, N.Y. The Akerman Mode1 of 
Intervention with couples experiencing violence bases much of its work on research 
conducted at the Stone Centre, Wellesley Coliege, Massachusetts, in the areas of male 
and female psychological development and the psychoanaiytic and neurobiological 
determinants of male violence agakt  women in intimate relationships. 

7. The Deluth Mode1 of Intervention in situations of domestic vioIence is derived fiom 
ferninist theory and recognizes power and control of men over women as a leading cause 
of male battering. 

: Prisoner's  perce^ 8. Hosick, S. (1993), in her thesis, Pathway to Sou1 tions of Chans 
s Marathoras, discusses the role that intense group interaction over a lengthy 

period, can play in breaking d o m  defenses and becoming more open to one's own 
emotions . 

9. This imagery was adapted from an anger imagery included in the Clhical Training 
Manual from the Mind/Body Institute, Harvard Medical SchooYDeaconess Hospital, 
October, 1995. 

10. This excerpt was taken fkom a bandout which 1 received at a weekend retreat where 



the Talking CirclelTallllng Stick format was used. My own experience with the Tallcing 
Circle on this and other occasions, was that it created a sense of reverence and respect 
amongst group members for the Circle as a space for the work we had corne together to 
do. When holding the Tallring Stick, I felt respected and valued for rny own unique voice 
within the circle and a sense of spiritual comection with the process in which 1 was 
engaged. 

1 1.  The "Wholistic Plan of Self-Care" was adapted from a wehess exercise taken from . . a series of stress management group exercises in Structured Exerases m Wehess, Whole 
Person Associates, Deluth, Minnesota. 
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APPENDIX A 

July 17, 1996 

Dear Resource Person; 

As a graduate student in the MED Counselling program at the School of Education, Acadia 
University, 1 am currently engaged in research for my thesis on the subject of "Women and 
Anger: An inquiry into the Meaning of Anger in Women's Lives". The purpose of this research 
is to gain an in-depth understanding of women's experience of anger in their lives, the ways 
in which anger impacts on their lives and an understanding of what women need in order to 
experience anger as a positive, healing force in their lives. 

Methods of data collection to be employed in this inquiry include individual, semi-structured 
interviews, followed by a group process in the form of a weekend retreat, where a sample of 
six women will engage in a deeper exploration of anger within the context of their own 
subjective Iives. As researcher, I will ernploy my skills as a professional counsellor to facilitate 
with the research participants, a process of deeper self-exploration and awareness in regards 
to their anger, through dialogue and experiential exercises, in a collaborative approach to 
generating knowled~e and meaning on the subject of women's anger. The weekend retreat will 
be partially CO-facilitated by a second professional counsellor trained in the use of art therapy. 

I am seeking a sarnple of wornen who are aware of anger as an issue currently impacting on 
their lives, and am therefore cognizant of the fact that their participation in the research could 
have therapeutic implications for them. I have therefore established as criteria for participation, 
that participants be engaged in a process of healing and have supports available to them upon 
completion of the research, in the form of professional counsellors andlor therapists, or peer 
counseltors or supports. 

1 am therefore contacting several resource people in the Annapolis Valley community as a way 
of securing a sample of women to participate in this research project. Should you be aware of 
clients who might be willing and able to participate in this project, and may personally benefit 
from participation, 1 am requesting that you consider discussing it with thern and offer my name 
and contact number if they are interested. 

The confidentiality of women who volunteer their participation in the project will be respected, 
though a signed participation agreement including a release of information to cornmunicate with 
therapists or counsellors with whom they may be involved, should myself and the participant 
deem it necessary, will be illicited. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request and plôase feel free to contact me should you 
have any further questions or concerns regarding this research project. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Perry, B.A.; MED Counselling (in proviso) 



INTERVIEW GUIDE QUESTIONS 

Demoara~hic Information 

Name, aee, socio-cultural background, marital statu, occupation? 

Ex~ioration of Anaer Currentlv 

What prompted you to want to explore participation in this inquiry into women's anger? 

What makes you think that anger is an issue in your life presently? 

What is your present experience of anger in your Iife? What are you angry about? How do you 
presently deal with anger? What happens when you feel angry? What do you see as the impact 
that anger has in your life? What does your anger need? 

Can you briefly describe your family Iife, past and present? What are your earlier recollections 
of how you experienced anger, both yours and others, in your famity? 

Groun Particioation Screenina Questions 

Who are your present supports (therapist, friends, peer counsellors, family members)? When 
do you most need support? How do you access this support? 

Can you talk about a time when you were in crisis? How do you usually handle crisis? Have you 
ever feit suicidai? Have you ever experienced yourself to be violent? 

Are you currently using any prescription or non-prescription drugs? Is alcohol use a concern for 
you at this time? 

Have you ever been involved in a group experience with other wornen? If so, cari you describe? 

If you were to participate in the proposed group as part of this research, what would you need 
in order to make it feel safe and cornfortable for you to explore your anger more fully? (Describe 
proposed retreat and planned activities.) Are there any of these proposed activities with which 
you feel particularly uncornfortable? 

Which would feel most cornfortable to you, an outdoor retreat site where we would be camping 
in natura1 surroundings or a private, indoor space in a rural part of King's County? 
Can you contribute a small amount of food to a potluck for the weekend? 
Do you have specific transportation or childcare needs? 
Which timeframes fit best for you? 

(Explain confidentialityl Would you be willing to share your personal journal reflections with me 
as a source of data for the research? 
Would you be willing to have non-identifying information presented in the thesis report in the 
form of your voice texted? 
Can you be available for a followup group meeting approximately two weeks after the retreat 
to participate in the data analysis? 



APPENDIX C 

PARTICWATION CONSENT FORM 

This thesis research, entided "Women and Anger: An inquiry Uito the Meaning of Anger 
in Women's Lives", is being conducted in partial fulfilment of requirements for a Masters 
in Education Counselling Degree at Acadia University. The study seeks to more hIly 
describe and understand women's experience of anger within the context of their own 
lives, through the participation of six women, participating in a semi-structured interview 
of approximately one and a half hours, foiiowed by a weekend retreat. The results of this 
inquky are intended to provide readen with more insight into the meaning and expaience 
of women's anger and ways in which women's anger can be utilized as a heaiing force 
for change. 

As a participant Ui this study, your confidentiality and anonymity wiil be assured, unless 
it is agreed upon by both yourself as a participant and myself as the researcher, that it is 
in your best interest to share any information forthcoinkg with your therapist or 
coumeilor, or uniess you share my information with me that may indicate that a child, 
yowself or another adult may be at risk of physical ham. 

As a participant, it is important that you are aware of and agree to the following: 

1 .  The interview session will be audiotaped and transcribed verbatirn to be used as part 
of the data for analysis. A copy of this traoscrîpt will be made available to you during 
the course of the research. 

2. Personal joumals, written d u ~ g  the course of the research, will be made available as 
part of the data for analysis. 

3. A final group session, to be held approximately 2 weeks f ier  the retreat, may be 
videotaped and observed by myself as researcher. 

4. Verbatim text may be used from the tfanscripa, j o d s  or videotaped observations 
and may becorne part of the text for the thesis report. 

5.  AU effort wiii be made to ensure that any identifying information will be omitted from 
the text of the thesis report. 

6.  Al1 journals and tapes will be seen or heard only by myself, as researcher and wiil be 
destroyed upon completion of this research project. 

7. You wiil have an opportunity to read any duect quotations and the analysis of data, 



as weii as the final thesis report, to ensute that you have been quoted correctiy and that 
ody non-identiving materiai is presented in the thesis. 

1 AGREE TO PARTICIPATE LN THIS RESEARCH AND UNDERSTAND AND 
AGREE TO ALL OF THE CONDITIONS AS OUTLLNED ABOVE. 

- 
(signature of participant) 

(signature of researc her) 



(developed by Sheila Hosick) 

Avoid placing your meaning ont0 someone else's image. 
Avoid statements like: "This part looks like,..", "1 see a lot of confusionljoy/ ...", "You used red 
a lot, it seems like a lot of anger (red may be anger for you but not for someone elsel...", Bears 
(or whatever the object) are said to mean ..." 
Instead ... listen to the experience of the image-maker, 
Ask gentle questions to clarify, 
Observe only the gbsewable.. . 
... about the patterns in the image, 
... or the colour intensity or balance 
... or the rnovement of brushstrokes 
... or the placement of the pieces in the image 
... or the feelings the image-maker experienced 
Allow the image-maker to respond to your observations. 

The image-maker is the one who must find meaning in the image. 
Phrase your questions in such a way as to have the image-maker describe the image. eg, 
lnstead of, "It looks like the boxes are spinning"., ask, "What is happening with the boxes?" 

Some sample questions.. . 
Inspect the image, identifying shapes, movernent of shapes: 
... Look at the image from different angles. What do you notice? 
... Would you trace around the image with your finger? 
... What stands out for you? What catches your eye? 
... What is happening in the centre of the picture? 
... Can you say more about this part here (pointing to an area of the image)? 

Identify feelings: 
... What was the experience like for you? 
... Were there surprises for you as you worked on your image? 
. ..Were there some parts more difficult than others? 
...What feelings do you have as you look at the image? 
... How does the image change as you move around it? feelings? 
... Can you talk a bit about the colours used? 

Create meaning and refiect on the experience: 
... ls there a message for you in your image? 
..As there sornething in your image that hits you as significant to your life? 
... What would your image say to you? What would you say to your image? 
. . .What would you give as a title to your image? 
... What do you likeldislike about your creation? 
. . .ls there anything you would change? 
... Does one pan of the image speak to another part? 
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Do a short progressive muscle relaxation. 
Then, imagine yourself w a h g  up a path toward a meadow. Walk into the 

meadow, and very slowly across it, noting things all the way across - the 
sound of birds, srnell of flowers, feel of the grass against your legs, sight of 
flowers, Sun, etc. At  the other end of the meadow is a forest. After slow (5 
minutes) walk across the meadow, start to  walk into the forest. Near the edge 
is a cave. Stand a t  the edge of the cave. From the cave cornes anger. Take 
some time to be with this anger for a time - look at it, what do you see?, listen 
to it, what do you hear?, touch it, how does it feel?, does it corne to you with 
any particular odours or tastes?. Just be with the anger for a tirne and let  
yourself experience the fullness of it. Pause .... 

Now, you can sit in the meadow in a nice spot and you can start to talk 
to  your anger. Ask it anything you want. You can give it a voice if you wish. 
Listen to what it is saying to you. ls there sornething anger is trying to tell you? 
Pause ... Now you can trade places with the anger, if you wish. What does it 
feel like to be anger? What do you want to Say, do, think? Does it look or feel 
different to you now? What does it feel like to be part of you? Wha t  is your 
body telling you? What is your heart telling you? What images do you see as 
you become your anger? What do you want to do, as anger? Can you embrace 
it? What does it feel Iike to take it as part of you to be with it, and to walk with 
it?. . . 

Now, you can become yourself again, bringing anger along with you. 
The two of you can continue to  sit in the sunshine in the meadow until you are 
finished talking. Then, the two of you stand up and walk together hand in hand 
toward the edge of the meadow. toward the cave. A t  the edge of the rneadow, 
you stop and say goodbye, thanking anger for being with you for this time. 
You slowly turn around and walk back into the meadow, toward the path. 
W h e n  you are halfway across the meadow, you stop and turn around to look 
and see where anger went. You continue to walk across the meadow, noting 
al1 of your senses. Then, you get to the path and start to  walk down it. Then, 
begin to become aware of the sounds in the room, etc ... 
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WEEKENO RETREAT 

AGENDA 

Forming the Circle 
Offerhg to the Centrepiece 
Srnudging ceremony 
Intro Taking Stic WCircle 
Introduction of weekend retreat procw 
Revisit guidelines 
Goals - Share something we bring and something we wish to take with us at the end of 
the weekend. (Pas Taking Stick) 

Group Image-mahg - To introduce ourselves and what b ~ g s  us this weekend 
(Postponed until Saturday rnorning) 

BREAK 

Anger Inventory 
Free Association Exercise: Anget - What cornes up when you hear the word "Anger"? 
think? feel? see? hear? 
Discussion: Do any of these words more specifically speak to Women's experience? 

Where does women's anger corne from? 
How is women's anger unique? 
How has suciety defined anger for women? (anger as leamed 

be havior) 
What did we leam from our role rnodels? (A. .B Exercise) 

Why is it important to talk about women's anger? 

Closure: Where are we at? What do we need tonight? 
Stand in Circle, hand holding, squeeze and pass it on, recite "The Thaw" 

Discuss options for diffising energy. 



Check in - T a h g  Stick 

Introduction of Gestalt 
- Tug of War 
- Knotted toweis 
- Empty Chair 
- Movernent/Music 
- Sculpting 
- Psychodrama 
- Body Sculpting (Portrayal of self in anger) 

Introductory Image-making - To introduce ourselv 
weekend 

es and what we are b ~ g i n g  to th 

Break (Journal Writing) 

Dialoguing with Images 

LUNCH (walk, cycle, etc.) 
(1 -5 hours) 

Circle 

Anger Irnagery 
& Image-making - Create a response to your experience with an image 

Dialoguing with Images.. . 
(Discuss tirnefiames) 
Joumal Writing 

Continued diaioguing with Images 

Journai Writing (20 minutes) 



"Steel Magnolias" - clip 

Urholistic mode1 of self-care 
- Personal Action PIans 
- Journal writing 

Break 

Making Meaning of our Experience 
- Revisit i n t e ~ e w  questions 
- flipchart 

Closing Ritual 
- Add to Intro Image (in the corner of each image), or in journals, an m a t i v e  
response to tbat person in a word or phrase 
- Final journal miting 
-Closkg round and circle of energy 
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1. Confidentiaiity: What is shared within this group wiU remain here; it is okay to 
acknowledge and greet one another outside of the group; non-identifymg sharïng can 
occur outside of the group; our own experience of the weekend cm be shared with 
another outside of the group. 

2. Smoking wiU be kept outside of the house. 

3. Let us know if you need a break. 

4. Try to stay with the circle. If you have to leave, please tell us. 

5.  When experiencing anger, it is not okay to hurt ourselves; it is not okay to hurt 
sorneone else; it is uot okay to destroy property. 

6.  Be open to the triggers and the process. 

7. Respect the principles of the Talking Circlel'ïallcing Stick. 

8. Expressing motion is okay and encouraged, including laughter and humour. 
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Spiritual / , -'\. Physical 
,' 

Mental Emotional 

Today, 1 am making a cornmitment to myself to care for myself in the 
following ways: 
Phymdkj~ I will 



* anger at abuse 
" anger at feeling disrespected 
* anger at injustices 
* anger at feeling rnanipulated 
* anger at loss of nurturing and protection 
* anger at people not following through 
* self-destructive behavior 
* impact on health 
* impact on reiationships 
* fear of anger 
* controlled by anger 
* anger turned to hurt and sadness 
* misdirected anger 
* accumulated angerllayers of anger 
* anger associated with violence 
* anger not permitted as a child 
" anger blocked 
* stuffing/suppressing anger 
* sharne/guilt/self-blame 
" loss of control 
* ragelexplosion 
' feeling responsible for other's anger 
* women don? get angry 
* unaware of anger and it's impact 
* turning point 
* anger hardest emotion to deal with 
' anger tied to issues of the past 
* power being taken away 
* withdrawal and isolation 
* anger needs safety 
* anger needs recognition, permission, validation, safety 
* anger needs action 
* anger needs self-care 
* anger needs to be understood 
* control over anger 
* body awareness of anger 
* anger protects 
* anger expression leads to emergence of selflfeeling whole 
* other people's reactions to anger 
* process to anger 
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Themes From Bncketing 

* stuffing anger 
* ragelexplosion 
* Fear of anger 

controlled by anger 
control over anger 

* anger associated with sadness/losslguilt 
unaware of anger until adult life 

* self-destruction 
* emergence of selfifeeling whole 
* anger requires action 

present anger associated with past events 
" impact on health and relationships 
* anger associated with violence 
* layers/accurnulation 
* anger needs recognition/permission/validation/safety/ 
healthy expressionlaction 
anger most prevalent/strongest/hardest emotion to deai with 

* turning point 
holding onto anger 

* choosing to let go 
* anger serves as protection 
* self-care 



Themes and Sub-Themes 

+ Anger silenced during childhood 
"Unaware of anger until turning point in adult Iife 
* Anger avoidedlanger misdirected 
* Withdrawal and isolation 
" Self-destructive behavior 
* Impact on health and relationships 
+ Anger most prevalent and hardest emotion to deal with in healing process 

Accumulated angerllayers 
* Anger turned to hurt and sadness 
* Being controiled by anger 

Fear of Amer 

* Anger associated with violence 
* Fear of own and other's anger 
* Rage and explosiveness 
* Fear of loosing control 
* Fear of other people's reactions 
* Fear of loosing relationships 

Ex~larina the Oriains of Ana= 

" Anger in present Iinked to past 
* Anger at abuse 
* Anger at  silencing 
* Anger at disrespect 
" Anger a t  injustices 
* Anger a t  loss 
* Feeling responsible 
" Process of anger 

Anaer Needs 

* Recognition 
* Permission 
* Validation 
* Support 
* Safety 
* Expression 
* Physical Release 
* Choices 



" Controt of self 
" Action 
* Self-care 

Emeruence of Self 

* lntegration 
* Feeling whole 
* Self-esteem 
+ More spontaneity 
* lnner harmony 
* Control over self 
* Empowerment 




